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1 Introduction
1.1 The controversy
Any Christian is likely to feel the need to define how the tenets of his or her
faith relate to contemporary science. As long as Christianity has existed, it has
been active in societies where science has had a prominent position, and to
everyone it has been obvious that the answers provided by science to a number
of pertinent questions are in conflict with the answers provided by Scripture to
the same questions. Hence the necessity for Christians to take a position in this
conflict between faith and science.
There are obviously two extreme positions: either you declare that science is
always right when it is in conflict with the Bible, or you regard the Bible as
given by God and science as an inferior, man-made source of truth. Both positions are difficult to uphold. A Christian must accept some of the doctrines
preached by the Bible, even those that in the light of science will appear to be
irrational, so science cannot be allowed to dictate everything. On the other hand,
the Bible is in conflict, not only with the more or less esoteric doctrines of science, but sometimes also with the sound empirical knowledge of ordinary man,
so the Bible cannot be supposed to give the correct answer to every question.
From this it follows that, in practice, Christians in these matters normally take
some sort of intermediate positions between the two extremes.
Intermediate positions are indeed those chosen by the two sixth-century writers who are the focus of this study, John Philoponus and Cosmas Indicopleustes. They were both Christians, and the books by them that we study here
are attempts to reconcile their ideas on geography and cosmology with what
Scripture teaches about these matters. However, their backgrounds were much
different. One of them, Philoponus, represents the very first order of contemporary philosophy (and philosophy in those days, we must be aware, raised claims
to providing the ultimate truths, much as science does today). He had a profound knowledge of contemporary natural science, and it is the tenets of that
science he tries to trace in the writings of Moses and the rest of the Bible. Cos1

mas, on his side, was a man of wide practical experience and, although not entirely unfamiliar with the scientific doctrines of his day, he explicitly rejects the
scientific teachings of “those outside” the Christian community (or the variety
of Christian community he belonged to himself). His image of the world’s
physical shape differed considerably from that taught by contemporary science.
Thus, there ensues a controversy between the position of Cosmas and that of
Philoponus. Although Cosmas distances himself from science and although
Philoponus refuses to accept all doctrines taught by the philosophy that he knew
so well, it is primarily a controversy between two Christian fractions. We have
no clear evidence to show that Cosmas and Philoponus, as individuals, polemized against each other, not even that they knew each other,1 although they were
contemporaries and both lived in Alexandria. However, not as individuals, but
as representatives of the two opposing fractions, they certainly stand against
each other. This is the reason why I chose the phrase “Philoponus against Cosmas” for the title of this book and, since they are better known to us than other
contestants in this controversy, I have allowed myself sometimes to refer to
them as “opponents” or “combatants”, as if they had actually met in face-to-face
disputes.
What I concentrate upon is the way in which they fought that imaginary
combat. They had both the same intention with their writings: to reconcile the
teachings of the Bible with what they actually knew themselves about the
physical world they lived in. The empirical data provided by that world were
common to them, Cosmas could hardly have been ignorant of the philosophical
interpretations of those data prevalent in contemporary Alexandria and defended by Philoponus, and the Bible was a common source of knowledge,
highly revered by both. Both had a profound knowledge of their Bible and,
when defending their positions, they largely use the same Bible passages, only
interpreting them differently.
Thus, this will be a study of how two Christians of the sixth century argued,
from two different stand-points, for the truth of Scripture and against each
other. It will define the sources of their arguments, whether they come from
Scripture itself, from particular interpretations of it, from the empirical world or
from scientific or pseudo-scientific doctrines. It will also, when possible, analyze the reasons for choosing one argument before another or for arguing a particular point with unusual vigour.
Admittedly, the scope of the study is limited. The questions concerning the
structure of the world were not the only ones that divided sixth-century Chris1

There is one passage in Cosmas (Topogr. VII.1) that refers to a certain individual of the
opposing party, and that individual may well have been Philoponus.
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tendom into fractions. The dogmatic controversies of the time form the background against which the Cosmas–Philoponus controversy was fought; this particular issue was part of a greater whole and, when discussing the relations of
Philoponus and Cosmas to each other and to their surrounding universe, it is
necessary to take a greater part of the theological spectrum into consideration.
This is particular fruitful when we discuss their choice of arguments and their
insistence of particular points.

1.2 Background
During the sixth century a great and bitter controversy was prevalent in the
Church. It is known as the Three-Chapter controversy and concerns works of
three men who were to be anathematized at the Council of Constantinople in
553. These works were the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia, certain writings
of Theodoret of Cyrrhus and the letter of Ibas of Idessa to Maris in Persia.
The Council of Chalcedon in 451 had professed itself to the following faith:
“One and the same Christ, Son, Lord, only-begotten, who was known in two
natures (fuvsei") unmingled, unchanged, undistinguished, unseparated, at which
the difference between the both natures in no way is abolished by the union, but
sooner are the characteristics of the way of life of both of them remaining preserved, and both come together in one person (provswpon) and one hypostasis
(uJpovstasi"), not divided or separated in two persons (provswpa), but one and
the same, only-begotten (mono-genhv " ) Son, God, the Word, the Lord Jesus
Christ.”2 Bound to this profession was a hope that different fractions within the
whole Church of this time could be united in the view on Jesus Christ. Henry
Chadwick points out that the Christological definition produced by the council
of Chalcedon in 451 was a brilliantly constructed piece, in which the central
contentions of the school of Antioch were protected but set within a qualifying
framework of Alexandrian language.3 One could say that the clauses protecting
the ‘two natures’ tradition of Antioch were derived from a mosaic of phrases
taken from diverse writings of bishop Cyril himself and that these clauses resulted in the sentence “the difference of natures is not destroyed by the union”.
But, unfortunately, Cyril had insisted that the one Christ is the product of two
natures. The other party wanted Christ to be in two natures.

2 ACO

II/1/12, 129, 30-34.
3 Sorabji (1987) 44.
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Obviously it was the Christology that caused the controversy in the Church
in the time of Philoponus and Cosmas, and the profession of Chalcedon was not
valid for the whole of the Church. That fraction, to which the school of Antioch
belonged, reckoned among its adherents famous teachers such as Theodore of
Mopsuestia and Nestorius. They did not look upon Christ as one and the same,
only-begotten Son, but sooner reckoned two persons, a divine and a human, existing in juxtaposition in the incarnate Christ. As a consequence Nestorius denied the epithet theotokos for Mary and preferred anthropotokos or Christotokos. To deny Mary the function of being theotokos was abhorrent to the Alexandrians. We must reckon that Cosmas, who adhered to the Antiochenes, also
was a Nestorian.4 MacCoull takes a different stand. He claims that John
Philoponus was a committed Egyptian Monophysite and that his intention was
to provide the nascent Coptic church with a powerful set of tools for argument,
with which Egyptian Monophysites could defeat their Chalcedonian opponents.5
As the views on Christ were inexorably far apart from each other in Alexandria and Antioch, it was also, inexorably, a fact that bitter feuds, anathemata,
and even mutual persecutions followed. The efforts to achieve peace and union
had not been successful and in the days of Philoponus and Cosmas the feuds
still were bitter.

1.3 Biographical data
1.3.1 Philoponus
John Philoponus was schooled in Neo-Platonism and he was a commentator of
Aristotelian science of his day. His life lasted from around 490 to 570. Some
scholars believe that he was converted to Christianity, and in an article of 1916
Gudemann/Kroll wrote that Philoponus had been converted from paganism to
Christianity and that from this time all his non-theological writings were insignificant for the history of theology.6 Other scholars, like Richard Sorabji and
Étienne Evrard, believe that Philoponus was a Christian from the beginning and
they mean that his name, John, suggests this to be the case.7 His other name,
Philoponus, is a nickname. According to Sorabji it had been given to various
4 Madathil

(1996) 7. Madathil is sceptical to Cosmas’ Nestorianism.
5 MacCoull (1993) 47.
6 Scholten (1996) 5. Scholten here refers to a PW article by Gudemann/Kroll from 1916.
7 Sorabji (1987) 5.
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philosophers because of its literal meaning: ‘lover of work’. Such workers used
to live together in a kind of guild called a ‘Philoponeion’. Philoponus was also
known as the ‘Grammarian’ (grammatikov") and this was an epithet that he used
about himself.8
Philoponus was fellow-student with Elias and the Athenian Simplicius at the
feet of Ammonius. They shared in common an unusual interpretation of Aristotle which made him seem close to Christianity. Scholten points out that
Philoponus is not known in theological circles, but in the history of philosophy
he is reckoned as one of the most important figures in late Antiquity.9 He wrote
commentaries on several works by Aristotle (Categories, Analytica priora and
posteriora, Physics, De anima, De generatione et corruptione and Meteorologica). In a series of writings Philoponus’ pointed out that matter itself had a
beginning. The most important of those documents was perhaps De Aeternitate
Mundi contra Proclum of 529, which was directed against the Athenian NeoPlatonist Proclus the very same year that the school at Athens was closed
down.10 Among his many achievements of lasting importance it could be worth
mentioning that he has developed the ‘impetus theory’‚ which says that all
movements which take place in nature go back on one uniform principle.
Philoponus also classifies space as an extension between limitation lines. Further, he says that the natural place for the elements fire, air, water and earth and
which they also take, is the order that God has decided for them. Philoponus
invents a new conception for matter, when he understands Aristotle’s ‘prime
matter’ as three-dimensional extension. Philoponus rejects Aristotle’s fifth element, the ether . In this connection it is also worth mentioning that Philoponus is
recognized as precursor of Galileo Galilei.11 According to Richard Sorabji,
Philoponus’ writings, both his commentaries on Aristotle and his Christian
works, span at least sixty years, from before 517 to as late as 574.12
According to MacCoull, whose hypotheses here I find too deviating from
communis opinio, Philoponus lived and worked in Byzantine Egypt. In this
world the rich, classically educated city elite were highly visible in the villages
and increased their wealth and that of the country as a whole by tenancy and
credit enterprises. This wealth supported a church that had replaced the decayed
pagan temples as the provider of the year’s rhythm and of a very visible manifestation of divine power. When this church began, with strongly felt doctrinal
8 Simplicius, in

Cael. 119.7.
(1996) 4.
10 Sorabji (1987) 7.
11 Scholten (1996) 7–8.
12 Sorabji (1987) 40.
9 Scholten
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motivation, to determine its own affairs, it was both taking on an enormous social responsibility and effecting a major shift in the structure and functioning of
this economically important province. MacCoull also points out that Philoponus
never officially taught classical philosophy at Alexandria, having begun as a
Copto-Greek philologist, but put all his learning at the disposal of what scholars
like to term the ‘Monophysite movement’.13 However, in spite of the doubts
expressed by MacCoull, I think it safe to presuppose, for this study, that
Philoponus was a respected scholar well-known in Alexandria and much respected in the church.

1.3.2 Cosmas
The author of the Christian Topography, whom we are used to call Cosmas Indicopleustes, is in reality anonymous to us. He simply refers to himself as ‘a
Christian’. It is not inconceivable that the name Cosmas was assigned to him
because of his preoccupation with the universe (kovsmo"). The epithet Indicopleustes was added as he was thought to have travelled as far as India. These
names emerged in manuscripts in the eleventh century, and we still use them
today out of convenience and supported by tradition.
Cosmas was a merchant from Alexandria and probably imported spices from
the Orient. He had travelled a lot in his trade. He was acquainted with Palestine
and the surroundings of Mount Sinai and had visited the Island of Dioscorides
(today’s Socotra). He had sailed what he calls “the three gulfs”, viz., the Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. He even claims to have ventured beyond the Persian Gulf to the borders of what he calls Barbariva ‘Barbary’, crossing Zivggion, i.e., the ocean outside the gulf. However, that does not
mean, according to Wolska-Conus, that he has been to India. In her analysis of
book XI, which contains Cosmas’ description of the Oriental regions, Wolska
found that Cosmas’ eyewitness descriptions limit themselves to countries that
are bounded by the Nile and the Red Sea. When he reports about India, he tells
what he has heard, and he always begins these reports with fasiv, ‘they say’.
When Cosmas wrote his Christian Topography he was no longer a young
man. He complains of bad health. His eyes are not well and his stomach causes
him trouble. It is not unlikely that he had become a monk by the time he wrote
his work.
In II.1 Cosmas says about himself that he lacks complete education, he is unskilled in the art of rhetoric and he cannot compose a speech in a language with
13 MacCoull (1993)
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58, 59.

a large vocabulary. But, as Madathil points out in his thesis, Cosmas acquired
good knowledge of literature and of the science of his time as he was intelligent
and was religiously minded. 14 That Cosmas, who lived and worked in Alexandria, was in sympathy with the Antiochenes must have its explanation in the
fact that he came into contact with theologians of that fraction and with the
Church of Persia on his many journeys eastwards. Christian Topography was
not the only work by Cosmas’ hand, although it was his greatest and probably
most important work. The other works which he mentions (none of them has
survived, unless parts of them have been incorporated in manuscripts of the Topography and now are treated as more or less alien portions of that work)
treated geography and astronomy or were commentaries on books of the Bible.

1.4 The texts
1.4.1 Cosmas
For my studies of the Christian Topography by Cosmas Indicopleustes I have
used the edition in three volumes by Wanda Wolska-Conus from 1968.
Cosmas’ work, in the form we know it today, consists of twelve books. After
an introduction which urges the reader to study the work with attentiveness,
there follows an index with the contents of each book. Further, an account of the
subject which presents the general scheme of the work and from which different
themes distinguish themselves, namely, the cosmographic theme and the
prophetic theme, the anthropological theme and the Christological theme. The
cosmographic theme deals with the idea that the tabernacle, which Moses was
ordered by God to build in the desert, is a copy (ejkmagei'on) of the two-floored
universe. The prophetic theme develops the idea that the two floors reflect the
two conditions (katastavsei") for us humans, the present condition which is
here on earth, and the future condition which is the Kingdom of Heaven into
which Christ has opened a ‘new and living way for us’.15
The two conditions were created to be stages for the human progress, i.e., a
period of apprenticeship in the present condition followed by perfection in the
future condition (anthropological theme). In order to support man in his trials in
this condition, from the creation of the first man, God has allowed man to catch
glimpses of the future condition through prophecies and figures in the Old Testament (prophetic theme). The transition from the first condition to the second is
14 Madathil

(1992) 61.
15 Topogr. II.91 oJdo;n provsfaton kai; zw'san.
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made possible only by a divine intervention. It is Christ, God and man, who got
the mission to prepare this transition. His humanity, which became immortal
and unchangeable at the resurrection, guarantees that the same will be valid for
all humans (Christological theme). As Cosmas’ first and foremost aim with his
work was to present the construction of the world on the fundament of the
Bible, John Madathil makes the interesting remark that the Topography could
be regarded as a commentary on the Octateuch.16
The twelve books of the Topography cover many subjects and themes. Cosmas e.g. starts the first book by writing about the true Christians, pagans and
false Christians. Then he passes to talk about the substance and the rotation of
the heaven. He jumps from one subject to quite another. Very frequently he
starts to write a text (keivmenon) but very soon passes to a digression (paragrafhv) which many times is more extensive than the text itself. Cosmas’ extensive travelling and his meetings with many different people doubtlessly contribute to the lively impression his work provides.
Books XI and XII, which are absent in the most ancient of the manuscripts,
the Vaticanus gr. 699 (ninth century), were added later to the Christian Topography and are perhaps fragments from Cosmas’ lost book on geography. 17
The date of Christian Topography can be derived from information provided by
the work itself. In II.56 Cosmas tells us that he has been in ‘those places’ 25
years before present time, at the beginning of Justin’s reign (518–527), when
the king of the Axioumites was about to begin a military campaign against the
Homerites on the other side of the Arabian Gulf. The cause for the campaign
was the murder of a certain Aretas by the Homerites. McCrindle dates the murder of Aretas in 522.18 With 25 years added, the Topography is likely to have
been written between 547 and 550. In VI.3 Cosmas tells about two eclipses, of
sun and moon, respectively, which both Winstedt and Wolska-Conus identify
with the eclipses of the 6th of February and the 17th of August 547. In II.2
Cosmas tells us that he has learnt about piety and about the true knowledge
from the same Patricius who from now, by the grace of God, has been exalted to
the high bishop throne of all Persia and been ordained catholikos over the
Christians there. Patricius, identical with Mar Aba, was catholikos over the Persian church between 540 and 552. In X.67 Cosmas says that he will neglect
Theodosius and pass on to his predecessor Timotheus the Young who recently
16 Madathil

(1992) 70.
17 Wolska-Conus (1968) I.36.
18 McCrindle (1898) 98. According to McCrindle the campaign took place immediately after
the murder. Wolska has a later date for the campaign and dates it between 522 and 525.
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had died. Timotheus had died in February 535 and Theodosius took over his
office in the same year. In December the following year Theodosius went to
Constantinople and spent almost a whole year there. During this time, in 537,
Cosmas must have written Book X of the Topography. The earliest possible
date for the Topography is thus 537 and the latest 547. 19

1.4.2 Philoponus
For my studies on Philoponus’ work De Opificio Mundi I have used Walter
Reichardt’s Teubner edition (Leipzig 1897). Clemens Scholten published a new
edition of De Opificio Mundi in 1997, a hundred year after Reichardt’s. Scholten’s edition contains a mere reproduction of Reichardt’s text; there are passages where I have a different opinion about the text from Scholten.20 I have
worked with Reichardt’s text since it is easily accessible in TLG and the printed
text is available in most university libraries. I also refer to pages and lines in
Reichardt’s edition since this is the way of quoting in TLG. This should not be a
problem to those who only have Scholten’s edition at hand, since Reichardt’s
page numbers are reproduced in the margin of Scholten’s edition.
What kind of treatise is the De Opificio Mundi? Van Winden talks of it as a
“systematic” treatise since both theme, message and build-up of the text are
systematically oriented and therefore the treatise should belong to the field of
dogmatic theology.21 Wildberg mentions the treatise as “Philoponus’ last major
treatise”.22 Sorabji refers to it as “an avowedly theological treatment of creation
in the book of Genesis”. Wolff looks upon De Opificio as a polemical pamphlet.23 To Robbins De Opificio is “really a commentary of Basil’s Hexaemeron”24 and to Chadwick it is “a major essay on the Mosaic cosmogony”.25
All of them are wrong, according to Scholten.26 MacCoull, on the other
hand, comes closer to the truth when he regards De Opificio as “an anti-Nestorian hexaemeral work”. 27 Mangenot, who argues that the work is “un commen19 Madathil

(1992) 64–66.
20 On passages where Reichardt/Scholten offer a questionable text and I have suggested
emendations, cf. below, chapter 4, footnote 12, and chapter 5, footnotes 5 and 40.
21 Van Winden (1998) 1262.
22 Wildberg (1988) 240.
23 Wolff (1978 ) 104.
24 Robbins (1912) 58.
25 Chadwick in Sorabji (1987) 51.
26 Scholten (1996) 47–56.
27 MacCoull (1989) 19.
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taire scientifique de l’Hexaéméron”, 28 and Schleissheimer, who declared the
work to be written “in der Form eines Kommentars zur Schöpfungsbericht des
Moses”,29 correctly identified the genre of the work, according to Scholten. The
Greek title of the work is ta; eij" th;n Mwusevw" kosmogonivan ejxhghtikav and,
according to Scholten, to judge from the title there can be no doubt that De
Opificio Mundi is a commentary of the Hexaemeron. Scholten also finds it notable that such a title turns up in a Christian exegesis of Hexaemeron in Greek
language for the first and only time. He also finds it notable that Philoponus,
unlike earlier Christian expounders of the creation story, has chosen to provide
a running commentary on the complete text, which is structured much in the
same way as traditional grammatical and philosophical commentaries, e.g., his
own commentaries on writings of Aristotle.30
De Opificio Mundi is divided in seven books. When it comes to the chapters,
Reichardt means that the headings of the chapters do not stem from Philoponus
himself, but Scholten is of the firm conviction that they do and the arguments he
gives for the headings to be original are, in my view, incontestable.
Scholten31 discusses a number of passages in De Opificio which he regards
as evidence for his opinion that Philoponus’ aim with his commentary on Genesis was to defend Moses’ creation story in front of his own colleagues among
the philosophers. I would never deny that the passages in question resulted in a
blistering criticism against his colleagues, but I am of the opinion that those
passages do not point to the philosophers as Philoponus’ primary target. If we
are looking for opponents explicitly identified by their names, we detect that
Philoponus time after time attacks Theodore of Mopsuestia, the works of whom
were to be anathematized in 553. It is true that he never once mentions Cosmas’
name, but it was a usual practice, when writing a critical or polemical commentary, not to mention the names of one’s opponents. Theodore was not alive
when De Opificio was written, but he was a well-known front figure for the
Antiochene fraction of the Church and I reckon Cosmas to be his living mouthpiece in these turbulent times.
An intriguing piece of evidence has been retrieved by Kraemer.32 He writes:
“According to one source quoted by as-Sijistani, Philoponus’ refutations of Aristotle and Proclus were undertaken in order to pacify the wrath of his fellow
Christians, aroused by his preoccupation with the exegesis of Aristotle’s works,
28 Mangenot

(1920) 2337.
29 Schleissheimer (1967) 331.
30 Scholten (1996) 15.
31 Scholten (1996) 47–56.
32 Kraemer (1965) 322.
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and to protect himself against their threats of divers forms of duress.” A little
further on he adds: “According to another source, Philoponus received compensation from his coreligionists for writing these two works in the sum of twenty
thousand dinars.” We may speculate that the situation was the same when
Philoponus wrote De Opificio, so that his book was an attempt to defend himself against his Christian brethren.
To establish the date when De Opificio was written is not quite easy. Apart
from Philoponus’ silence about church-political matters, there are, according to
Scholten, only two factors which can define the date of origin of De Opificio,
viz., the relation to Cosmas and the identification of Sergius, the addressee of
the work. Scholten refers to Reichardt who means that it must be Sergius of
Tella, who later became patriarch of Antioch. Athanasius, who is mentioned
together with him, is then likely to have been Empress Theodora’s nephew, who
was educated by Sergius and the monk Amantius. Scholten then refers to a
study by Brooks33 which gives at hand that Sergius was patriarch between 557
and 560. Brooks’ argument is that, since the addressee is addressed in his capacity of patriarch, De Opificio must have been written during the time
557–560. This is, however, far from certain, according to Scholten, as the word
Philoponus uses, kefalhv, does not necessarily refer to a patriarch but can quite
as well denote a bishop. Thus, Philoponus could have dedicated his work to
Sergius before he became patriarch of Antioch. The dating of the work to
557–560 is probable but an earlier dating is not out of the question. Wolska
dates Cosmas’ Christian Topography to 547–549, but that provides little guidance for, apart from other uncertainties, we do not know whether De Opificio
Mundi came into being before or after Christian Topography. After a long discussion Scholten comes to the conclusion that De Opificio Mundi is likely to
have been written between 546 and 560.34

1.5 Scope of the present study
This will be a study which concentrates its interest on the two authors’, John
Philoponus’ and Cosmas Indicopleustes’, abilities for argumentation on important questions in the Church of the sixth century. Scholten has applied a broad
perspective on Philoponus’ relations to both ancient science and Christian explanation of the world, thereby emphasizing Philoponus’ predecessors. Since
33 Brooks

(1929) 469.
34 Scholten (1996) 56–72.
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Scholten treats the same passages as I do, he will, in this connection, sometimes
also deal with Cosmas, but I see the passages from another perspective than
Scholten. To Scholten the important thing has been to assign Philoponus’ and
Cosmas’ standpoints to one fraction or the other of theologians or believers in
the age in which they existed. In my study I have concentrated on Philoponus’
relation to one contemporary, viz., Cosmas Indicopleustes, as I understand it, an
Alexandrian who still seems to be a spokesman for the Antiochene fraction of
the Church, while Philoponus, a Christian Alexandrian and scientist, stood for a
quite opposite opinion in most of the views in question during this turbulent
time. My aim is directed to a more practical level, viz., to compare two Christian individuals, not to define groups or fractions to which they may belong. My
study makes no claim to full survey of the two texts but I have chosen certain
passages and subjects which seem to be more interesting than others, since they
illustrate Cosmas’ and Philoponus’ standpoints on important matters.
The creation of the world seems to be a subject of great interest since the
ways in which Cosmas and Philoponus regard the creation of the world are fundamental for any deeper understanding of their world-view.
Angels have been of interest in people’s mind during all times and Cosmas
and Philoponus are no exceptions. Their outlooks, though, are very different as
would be expected from one merchant and one scientist. They disagree about
almost everything concerning the angels.
The same is valid for the construction of the universe. This is another question which separates the two opponents in the highest degree. A rectangular
world-building in two floors with a flat earth at the bottom against a spherical
universe with the round earth in the middle is a subject apt for a heated discussion.
Heaven will be the last subject for my analysis. When it comes to heaven, we
will see that Cosmas and Philoponus agree on some questions but disagree on
more. Under the heading of heaven I will deal with both the physical entity and
the conception “Kingdom of Heaven”.
During the progress of my work I have found good use and support from
Scholten’s book as can be seen from the references to it, but also otherwise.
Still, Scholten’s work has been treated from a rather general point of view while
my interest is to look at the individuals.
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2 Prefaces
In this chapter I will make a short analysis of the prefaces to Cosmas’ and
Philoponus’ works, respectively. The preface of a book is generally an important and revealing part of it and the present works make no exceptions. Hence,
an analysis of Cosmas’ and Philoponus’ prefaces will reveal relevant information about their general out-look and their motivation for writing their respective works.

2.1 Prefaces in general
Scholten points out that scholars like Prächter, Moraux, Hadot and Neuschäfer
have studied the structure and contents of prefaces in the period that interests us
here.1 They have found out that the prefaces to works by philosophers and
rhetoricians follow a fixed scheme. Such a scheme is most distinct in Ammonius’ works and in the works of his followers, Simplicius, Asclepius, Olympiodorus, Elias, David, Eustratius and Philoponus (in his commentaries on Aristotle’s Analytica priora, Categories and Meteorologica). In Origen’s prefaces to
his Commentaries on Song of Songs and Psalms, this scheme has been traced,
too, a fact that supports that the scheme existed at an early date and was widespread and used also by Christians. Athanasius has made use of it, as well as the
Antiochene writers Diodorus, Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret.
In the days of Philoponus and Cosmas, the scheme, if complete, would contain eight points:
1. The main purpose of the work (oJ skopov" or hJ provqesi").
2. The benefit of the work for its readers (to; crhvsimon).
3. The authenticity of the authorship (to; gnhvsion).
1

Scholten (1995) 36–37. Scholten’s references are to Prächter (1909) 526–533, Moraux
(1973) 81–85, Hadot (1987) and Neuschäfer (1987) 57–67.
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4. The order of the document in the book or in an author’s collected corpus (hJ tavxi" th'" ajnagnwvsew").
5. The title of the document (aijtiva th'" ejpigrafh'").
6. The division of the document (eij" ta; kefavlaia diaivresi").
7. The question about to which part of philosophy the document belongs
(eij" poi'on mevro" filosofiva" ajnavgetai).
8. The method of the logical proceeding and argumentation (oJ trovpo" th'"
didaskaliva").
The order of these points in a preface is not established and it is not necessary to
include them all.
This scheme is useful for analyzing the prefaces of the two works studied
here, although more so for Philoponus’ preface and less for that of Cosmas. In
order to make their dependence on the traditional scheme clear, references to
the points of the scheme will appear in the following sections 2.2–3 where the
prefaces of De Opificio and Christian Topography are analyzed; the references
appear in the form of digits preceded by # and put into brackets (‘(#1)’ etc.).

2.2 Cosmas’ preface
In his preface to the Christian Topography, Cosmas, first of all, asks his readers
to apply the greatest attention and care2 in order to acquire knowledge about the
places (tou;" tovpou"), the forms or figures (ta; schvmata) and the information
that the work contains (ta;" ejgkeimevna" iJstoriva"). 3 He claims to have described in detail almost the whole earth with all its countries, oceans and different peoples, and he states that he has dedicated this book on geography to a
certain Constantine, who cannot be identified and whom Wolska, in her index,
classifies as a friend of Cosmas’.4
Cosmas certainly has made a thorough description of many parts of the
known world in his day, with an accuracy that might be expected from a man

2

meta; pavsh" prosoch'" kai; ejjpimeleiva".
3 According to Wolska-Conus, (1968) 254 n.1, ‘the places’ refer to the two cosmic spaces,
the present and the future. The ‘forms or figures’ refer to the drawings in the work which are
found in the same chapter as the iJstorivai that follow (ibid. 255 n. 1.)
4 Topogr., prologos 1. Cf. Wolska (1962) 2, 309.
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who had travelled much during the exercise of his trade.5 As mentioned in our
introduction, we know that he had visited Palestine and was familiar with the
neighbourhood of Mount Sinai and that he had sailed in the Mediterranean, the
Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, but it is worth noting that when he enumerates all
places he has visited, he does not include India.
But why has Cosmas taken such trouble to describe the world in the Christian Topography and why is he so anxious that those who read his description
should do it with care and attention? His answer to this is simple and firm.
Those who take the trouble to scrutinize his writings will understand how the
world is construed and understand that what he says about the structure of the
world is true. As a consequence of a careful study they will also understand that
his opponents’ world-view is nothing but a great lie. Cosmas’ careful readers
will be convinced that his opponents spread out fairy-tales to people instead of
the truth (#2).
Further, Cosmas makes it clear that he has not devoted himself only to describing what exists down on earth. He emphasizes how important it is for the
readers of his work to be willing to carefully study the sketches he has provided
of the universe and of the movements of the stars. This astronomical work,
written before the Topography, was dedicated to a certain diakonos named Homologos otherwise unknown.6 Cosmas claims to have made the sketches of the
universe and of the movements of the stars as an imitation of the experimental
globe belonging to and used by ‘those outside’,7 in this case most certainly the
adherents of Greek science. He has accounted for all the results in the Topography and therefore all Christians, who by the help of God are able to understand
Cosmas’ work, should also be able to refute the pagan theories and challenge
those who tell fairy-tales (#2).
Cosmas may seem self-confident in the preface to his work and he has every
reason to be so. Cosmas’ world-system is on several points identical with that of
Theodore of Mopsuestia, whose doctrines he very probably got to know through
Mar Aba, the catholicos of the Nestorian Church of Persia.8 Theodore was an
esteemed bishop and teacher and by no means a minor figure of his time. To
5

According to Wolska-Conus (1968) 36, the two last books of the Topography, viz., XI and
XII, have been added to the work at a later stage. The books are absent from one of the major
manuscripts (Vaticanus) and they seem to be fragments of a book on geography lost to us.
6 Topogr., prologos 2. Wolska (1962) 2. For unknown reasons Wolska, in her index, classifies also this man as a friend of Cosmas’.
7 kata; mivmhsin th'" ojrganikh'" tw'n e[xwqen sfaivra". These sketches are found in chapters
VI.12 and 13 of the Topography.
8 Wolska (1962) 31.
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pass on his thoughts and doctrines would be reckoned as an honourable task.
Theodore of Mopsuestia was an ardent adept and a frontal-figure for the Antiochene fraction of the Church. However, Cosmas actually lived and worked in
Alexandria and it is a fact that Alexandria and Antioch were highly opposed to
each other in church matters and religious affairs. Therefore, it is remarkable
that Cosmas decided to take sides with the Antiochenes and adhere to a teacher
from Antioch instead of keeping to the school of his hometown.
Cosmas’ serious intention with his book as well as his anxiousness, not only
that it should be read, but read with reflection and taken seriously, which he appeals for in the preface, is well reflected in the following small example. In
II.14, Cosmas asks us to imagine what will happen if we throw a stone into a
basin filled with water or air or a still finer matter. In the water it will take considerable time for the stone to reach the bottom but in the air a much shorter
time. If we find a finer matter than air it will take the stone a still shorter time to
reach the bottom and, if the matter is reduced into nothing, the time will have
disappeared as well. As it happens, this little extract in II.14 is almost identical
with a passage in book IV of Aristotle’s Physics (215a20–b10). This fact suggests that Cosmas was acquainted at least with parts of Aristotle’s writings, and
that on this particular point he also seems to agree with the philosopher. By not
simply repudiating Aristotle as being a pagan, Cosmas reveals his ambition to
appear as scholarly disposed.
If we return to the scheme of prefaces described above (2.1), we must make
the observation that it is a difficult task, perhaps even impossible, to apply that
scheme in its entirety to Cosmas’ preface. But his primary aim, his skopov", is
as clear as glass. Cosmas is an ardent defender of the world as a two-floor
building and he hopes to convince his readers of ‘his truth’. At the same time,
he must have considered it to be a crhvsimon, something very useful to his readers, to contemplate the two conditions, the present condition with all its opportunities for man to get prepared for the future condition, the Kingdom of
Heaven. What he has learnt from Mar Aba and probably from other church
teachers during the period of travelling as a merchant, he seems to have reproduced truthfully in his work.
From the very beginning, Cosmas lets the readers know something of what
will follow in his work, e.g., descriptions of many countries and places and
sketches that are intended to support his conception of the physical world.
Therefore you do get a lively impression from the preface to the Christian Topography. This, in turn, might make you feel it worthwhile to get to grips with
the work. When Cosmas asks his presumptive readers to penetrate his work
with the greatest attention and care, this sounds rather inspiring. It is true that
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the Topography is not difficult to read or to understand. On the other hand, it is
not easy to obey the exhortation to read it with the greatest attention and care
since the digressions are very frequent. Still it is necessary to obey the exhortation; otherwise you will run the risk of losing the thread.9

2.3 Philoponus’ preface
As regards Philoponus, his outspoken ambition is another one than Cosmas’.
Whereas Cosmas seems to take creation for granted and presupposes that his
readers will do the same, Philoponus feels the necessity to dwell on the point in
order to convince those who doubt or disbelieve that the universe had been created by God. This is strong evidence for Philoponus’ ambition to reach out to
non-Christians as well as Christians (#1).
He introduces the preface to De Opificio Mundi by stating that he has given
his argumentations for the creation of the world in several theses. He has felt
obliged to do so, since adherents of the honourable philosophy had believed
themselves to have proved that the world has not at all been created. A dangerous thing to believe since that would mean that no God at all would be involved
in the creation of the world. Philoponus, on his part, claims to have shown that
there actually is a beginning of the existence of the world, and he claims that he
has come to this conclusion by the help of many points of view. While striving
to defend the creation of the world, many people, irritatingly enough, had reproached Philoponus for not having considered the sayings of Moses when it
comes to the creation of the world. Those who have reproached Philoponus are
people who hold the opinion that Moses devoted himself to physics without
agreement with phenomena.10
Philoponus’ preface effectively continues also into chapter I.1 and I.2. There
he presents the purpose of his work. Doing this he turns to Basil’s Hexaemeron.
He praises the work and Basil’s merits but he also stresses that there still is one
questionable feature of the work, viz., that what is embraced by faith by no
means agrees with phenomena. This is something that Basil preached in the
Church, according to Philoponus, who, however, carefully adds that Basil did
this for the benefit of the great mass of the people (pro;" wjfevleian tou'
9

Cf. e.g. II.83–96. The discussion on the tasks of the angels is interrupted by an extensive
digression 87–95 dealing with Adam’s temptation and fall, and the text dealing with the
angels will not continue until II.96.
10 Probably anti-Christian philosophers like e.g. Simplicius, once fellow-student with
Philoponus.
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plhvqou"). Further, Philoponus claims that he himself, with the help of God, will
try to inquire into all that which was passed over by Basil because it could not
easily be grasped by ordinary people (#1).
Then Philoponus makes the important declaration that nobody can demand a
systematic textbook of science from Moses. He gives several examples of what
we cannot expect Moses to give an answer to. As an explanation to that deficiency he adds that Moses’ purpose or skopov" with the story of the creation was
to bring people to knowledge about God. In connection with Moses’ skopov",
Philoponus makes a comparison with Plato and uses a passage from Timaeus11
which treats the creation of the world from a philosophical point of view.
Philoponus points out that Moses is the elder of the two and the first to have
concerned himself with the creation of the world. According to Scholten,
Philoponus establishes the order (tavxi") of the two accounts12 and, as I see it,
he makes an attempt to increase the status of Moses also among non-Christian
thinkers (#7).
The differences in language and style between Cosmas and Philoponus are
noteworthy. The preface to De Opificio Mundi seems to be written in a complicated way considering the very language. Further, there is another difference
between them that raises an interesting question: Why does Philoponus in his
preface first turn to those who consider the world to be ‘not created’? Why does
he not turn directly to Theodore of Mopsuestia, as he does in the rest of his
work? To these questions I would suggest the following answers. The work De
Opificio Mundi is a document written with the intention of refuting the conception of the world as a rectangular building with the flat earth as a floor, which
was the conviction of Theodore of Mopsuestia and, in his foot-steps, that of
Cosmas Indicopleustes, and with the intention also of bringing forward the conception of a spherical universe with a likewise spherical earth in the middle of
it, which was the firm conviction of John Philoponus himself.
The answer to my question I have found in chapter I.1, when Philoponus
hints about what he will put forward in his work, by stating that he is going to
inquire into all that, which Basil did not consider fitting for ordinary people to
know about. In other words, to pagan philosophers and colleagues Philoponus,
by his own professional commentary to Moses’ story of creation, wants not only
to rank Moses in the same category as Plato, but even to put him higher. Moses’
teaching is of a moral kind and not a book of science. His words are about the
11 Plato,

Timaeus 41B–D.
12 Scholten (1995) 40.
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actions of God and not about natural phenomena. To those Christian leaders of
the Church who adhered to the rectangular, flat-earth world-view, Philoponus
wished to prove that his own world-view, which was shared by most pagan
philosophers, was not opposed to Genesis, or, for that matter, to any other Bible
book, since the Bible is about faith and not about science. Thus I maintain that
the main purpose of his work was to present his world-view as a contribution to
the debate of his day and to do so by help of a commentary to Moses’ story of
creation (#1).
Philoponus’ own view on his scholarly work, which, at the very beginning of
the preface, he describes as ‘syllogisms of all kinds and labyrinths hard to negotiate for the reader’,13 could, at first sight, seem deterrent at the prospect of
the reading. Besides, his own utterance seems to reflect a negative attitude towards beginning to write the work. Once in grips with the work, however, the
reader will find out that De Opificio Mundi is not as difficult to understand as
the preface suggests; rather it is logical and well-structured and well in accordance with its skopov", as defined in the preface.
In the last part of the preface, Philoponus makes a eulogy to a certain bishop
Sergius14 and to the latter’s pupil Athanasius. Philoponus declares that bishop
Sergius is reckoned among God’s high priests. This noble man had begged of
Philoponus, sometimes even with force, to make this present investigation.
Further, Sergius’ pupil Athanasius had supported his master in his ambition to
make Philoponus set about the work. This pupil, Philoponus states, is devoted to
his master who has fostered him to virtue, and he follows him like a puppy.
Philoponus demands respect for the young man who trains his reasoning
power.15 In addition, Philoponus cannot but mention that the young man, Athanasius, belongs to a distinguished family. The glory of the eulogy to these two
pious men somehow seems to reflect on Philoponus himself, as he is the one to
have been chosen by them to fulfil the task of this investigation.
The somewhat exaggerating flattery in this passage of eulogy is out of character seen in relation to Philoponus’ work as a whole and to his position. It is
tempting to guess, although impossible to prove, that one reason for the exaggerations in this passage is that Philoponus felt a need to justify his scholarly
and philosophical pursuits before his Christian fellowship. Had he even been
threatened by the bishop? In his preface 2.6–7 Philoponus says: you have often
tried to urge and persuade me, sometimes even violently (polu;" ejpevkeiso
13

De Opf.M. preface, 1.7–9 touv" te poikivlou" tw'n sullogismw'n kai; dusdiexovdou"
ajnelivssonti laburivnqou".
14 Bishop Sergius, later on patriarch of Antioch; cf. above (ch. 1 ‘Introduction’).
15 This young person was Empress Theodora’s nephew.
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protrevpwn, mononouci; kai; biazovmeno"). This may, partly, be conventional
preface phraseology, but the word biazovmeno", if taken literally, implies a certain amount of coercion. Philoponus was a scholar and an experienced commentator, and he was well suited for making his contribution in the church debate of his turbulent time. Besides, there could have been a threat in the background that it would not be impossible that the school of philosophy in Alexandria could be closed in the same way as the school in Athens. In order not to
offend the religious society, it probably was important for Philoponus to stand
out as a Christian and not to be considered as one of the pagan philosophers.

2.4 Summary
As we have seen, both Cosmas’ and Philoponus’ prefaces are very clear when it
comes to showing forth the aim (skopov " ) of their respective work. Cosmas
stresses the necessity to scrutinize his writings in order to understand that his
way to understand the structure of the world must be the true one. Cosmas’
world-view, identical with that of Theodore of Mopsuestia, reckons with a universe built as a rectangular building with the firmament in the middle for ceiling
and the flat earth at the bottom for floor. This world-building also contains the
two conditions, the present condition, in which we humans live here on earth
and which stretches from the floor up to the firmament, and the future condition
or the Kingdom of Heaven, stretching from the firmament and up to the first
heaven, a space in which Christ now dwells. Cosmas must have considered it to
be useful for his readers to contemplate these two conditions. Cosmas, further,
is careful to mention the sketches, which are intended to support his descriptions, and he certainly does succeed in evoking inspiration to read his work.
When it comes to the scheme followed by philosophers and rhetoricians concerning the prefaces to their works, it is difficult, not to say impossible to apply
such a scheme to Cosmas’ preface. Even so the purpose of his work and its
benefit for its readers are clearly pronounced.
Philoponus’ preface, on the other hand, follows the mentioned scheme to some
extent. This is, in fact, not surprising since Philoponus is more versed in the
skill of writing than Cosmas. Still, it is not possible to apply a full scheme on
Philoponus’ preface either. The main purpose with Philoponus’ work seems to
be a strong wish to convince those who doubt that the universe had been created
by God and he closely follows Moses’ story of creation and comments it verse
by verse. Thereby he also accomplishes another purpose of his, viz., to put
20

Moses above Plato both according to age and to wisdom. When Philoponus
turns to Basil’s Hexaemeron, he praises the work but points out that Basil has
written it in a way available to everyone. Philoponus, on his part, will inquire
into things that go beyond the capacity of ordinary, i.e., he will focus on the
esoteric knowledge of the privileged few. Philoponus also states that it is wrong
to demand a systematic textbook of science from Moses, since Moses’ purpose
with the story of the creation was to bring people to knowledge about God.
A notable thing in Philoponus’ preface is his eulogy on bishop Sergius and
the latter’s pupil Athanasius. The flattery in this passage of eulogy, which a
modern reader cannot but regard as somewhat exaggerated, is certainly unusual
for Philoponus’ way of expressing himself. What does this flattery stand for
apart from preface phraseology? Probably some kind of threat, if not to
Philoponus himself, at least to the philosophical school in Alexandria that it was
going to share the same fate as the school in Athens. In order to avoid controversies with the religious establishment and secure a peaceful ground for philosophical activities, Philoponus, in the preface to De Opificio Mundi, devoted
himself to an unusual amount of flattery.
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3 Creation
3.1 Introduction
Belief in creation belongs to Christianity’s inheritance from Judaism, and that
God created the world and everything in it, was for early Christian thinking an
axiom.1 Of all early Christian works dealing with the six days of creation, the
Hexaemeron by Basil the Great is probably the best known. The work consists
of nine sermons on the creation of the world. Philip Rousseau writes in his book
Basil of Caesarea that the questions which Basil thought most fitting in the
Christian were, “whence he arose and whither he is going.”
Basil was of the opinion that it was foolish to rely on ‘worldly wisdom’.
Basil meant that faith was the better alternative to too much learning, which
only aimed at attracting the admiration of others. Faith, on the other hand,
depended on a particular form of exegesis, the strict and literal interpretation of
the text of Scripture. Scripture was a message, a series of moral instructions,
directed to its readers by the Spirit; and for that reason every phrase was to be
accorded its just weight.2 To Basil, the Scripture’s purpose was moral rather
than scientific.3 That this was the purpose of Scripture was also very much the
opinion of Philoponus. Further, Philoponus stresses, in accordance with Basil,
that the sun was not in any way, or at any stage in time, the source of life.4
In this chapter, I intend to present the different commentaries on the six days
of creation by Cosmas and John Philoponus, respectively. I hasten to add at the
very start, that I do not intend to analyze their different views and arguments in
detail, but rather just report what they write, thus allowing the facts to speak for
themselves. Even without further analysis, differences between them will stand
out clearly.
1 May

(1994) XIV.
(1994) 322–323.
3 Ibid. 327.
4 Ibid. 336.
2 Rousseau
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This fairly extensive description of their argumentation is, however, essential
for the further understanding of their views. For the ways in which Cosmas and
Philoponus regard the creation of the world are fundamental for any deeper
understanding of their worldview. Further, apart from revealing in a very clear
manner their differences in views, it also reveals the differences in methods and
approach to the material and methods of discussing.
That Philoponus and Cosmas held very different views on the creation
becomes clear when we survey their respective accounts for the six days of
creation. Cosmas does not give any long interpretations of his own, but, on the
other hand, he tells things that have no correspondence in Genesis. Philoponus,
on his part, interprets, if not word by word, at least sentence by sentence. He
also keeps close to his aim, suggested in his preface, that he will inquire into
that which it is not appropriate for ordinary people to know about.

3.2 Day one
“In the beginning God created heaven and earth. The earth was invisible and
unprepared. It was darkness above the abyss and a wind of God hovered over
the water. God said: ‘Let there be light’ and there was light. God saw that the
light was good and God separated, midway, the light from the darkness. God
named the light ‘day’, and the darkness he named ‘night’. It became evening
and it became morning the first day.”5

3.2.1 Cosmas
Cosmas devotes chapters III.12–40 of Christian Topography to a fairly
continuous, day-by-day comment on the story of creation in Genesis. In III.12
he begins to tell the remarkable story of how he, himself, understood the course
5 Gen.

I.1–5 ∆En ajrch/' ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;n oujrano;n kai; th;n gh'n. hJ de; gh' h\n ajovrato" kai;
ajkataskeuvasto", kai; skovto" ejpavnw th'" ajbuvssou, kai; pneu'ma qeou' ejjpefevreto ejpavnw
tou' u{dato". kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Genhqhvtw fw'". kai ejgevneto fw'". kai ei\den oJ qeo;" to; fw'"
o{ti kalovn. kai; diecwvrisen oJ qeo;" ajna; mevson tou' fwto;" kai; ajna; mevson tou' skovtou". kai;
ejkavlesen oJ qeo;" to; fw'" hJmevran kai; to; skovto" ejkavlesen nuvkta. kai; ejgevneto eJspevra kai;
ejgevneto prwiv, hJmevra miva. Both Cosmas and Philoponus use the Septuagint. Sometimes their
quotations differ from the LXX text as we know it today; such deviations are noticed
whenever relevant for this study. For comparison, or to make a particular point, Philoponus
sometimes also quotes other translations than LXX.
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of action when God created the universe and everything in it. Cosmas tells us
how Moses was carried up to the mountain by God himself and had to stay there
fasting during forty days and forty nights. God also hid Moses in a cloud and
made him forget all about his former life and all that he had learnt when he was
educated at the court in Egypt. When the fasting was coming to an end, God
reshaped (diamorfw'n) Moses, Cosmas says, and breathed (yucw'n) on him.
When Moses was prepared in this way, God revealed to Moses through visions,
how he performed the creation day by day.
On the first day of creation God made the first heaven and the earth. He made
them as a huge building which contained water, air, fire mixed with earth,
darkness and the angels. He created it all at once, out of nothing whatsoever. On
this first day of creation God also created the light to shine like a lamp in this
world-building. The light got its existence, according to Cosmas, by help of
God’s voice for the benefit of the angels.
We can notice that Cosmas’ description of the first day of creation is not very
similar to that of the Bible. In Genesis there is no talk of a building, but we are
told that the earth was invisible and unfurnished (aj o v r ato" kai;
ajkataskeuvasto") and that a wind of God, or perhaps the Spirit of God,
hovered over the water. It is remarkable that Cosmas does not mention the Spirit
of God and that he does not mention the last part of the first day, which Genesis
describes so carefully, namely, that God after he had said “Let there be light”
saw that the light was good, separated between darkness and light and named
the light ‘day’, and the darkness, ‘night’.
Cosmas’ commentary on the first day of creation can least of all be
considered as a literalistic interpretation. On the contrary, his view that the
angels were created on the first day seems to be based on preconceptions of his
own. What Cosmas tells us about Moses’ sojourn on the mountain for forty
days and nights must be his own inventions as well, probably nourished from
narratives in Exodus, on how Moses, on several occasions, went up to Mount
Sinai in order to be together with God.6

3.2.2 Philoponus
Philoponus’ entire work De Opificio Mundi is dedicated to the six days of
creation and fulfils, accordingly, what its title promises. In this chapter I shall
6 E.g.,
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Ex. 19, Ex. 24.12-18.

take up certain general and fundamental questions that are not to be treated in
the following, more specialized chapters.
In I.3, 7.8–10 Philoponus begins his Genesis commentary by asking the
question, what is meant by the beginning (ajrchv) when the Bible verse runs: “In
the beginning God created heaven and earth.” Philoponus says that Basil the
Great has enumerated many senses of the word ‘beginning’ but Philoponus, in
this context, interprets the word ajrchv as referring to the beginning of time, that
very first ‘now’ when God called heaven and earth into being without any
interval of time at all.7 Basil argues, according to Philoponus, that God made
the time together with the heaven. Further, God made the heaven and the earth
on the first and undivided ‘now’, which is the beginning of time. Therefore, the
creation of the mentioned things is instantaneous and continuous according to
the temporal beginning.8 Philoponus also quotes Plato: “Time, accordingly, got
its existence together with the heaven, so that, what came into being together
also will be dissolved together, when once a dissolution will take place.”9
Philoponus establishes that, to himself, the ‘beginning’ as regards the time in
which God created heaven and earth, is the most important and also the truest
aspect.10 Then, he passes on to other meanings of the word ajrchv.
The rest of Book I takes up, to a great extent, the question about the angels.
Cosmas considers them to be created on the first day together with heaven and
earth but Philoponus is of a different opinion.11
Book II.1 begins with the assertion that Moses has given instruction about
the place, order and number of the elements. Philoponus, further, goes on to
explain that it is because earth is heavier than water that it sunk down below the
water.12 Since fire is light and dry it has a quicker movement than air and has
therefore taken its place uppermost in the universe. Between the water and the
fire-sphere the air has its place and Philoponus points out that, since the prophet
said “In the beginning God created heaven and earth,” he left out the order of
the rest of the things which now is in the middle by saying: “And it was
7 De

Opf.M. I.3, 7.11–14 to; prw'ton tou' crovnou nu'n, ejn w|/ to;n oujrano;n kai; th;n gh'n
parhvgagen oJ qeo;" panto;" cronikou' cwri;" diasthvmato".
8 De Opf.M. I.3, 8.18–23.
9 Plato, Timaeus 38B crovno" dæ ou\n metæ oujranou' gevgonen, i{na a{ma gennhqevnte" (in his
quotation, Philoponus has genovmenoi for gennhqevnte") a{ma kai; luqw'sin, a[n pote luvsi" ti"
aujtw'n givgnhtai.
10 De Opf.M. I.3, 9.1–4 miva me;n ou\n shmasiva th'" ajrch'", ejn h|/ to;n oujranovn moi tw'n a[llwn
kai; ajlhqestavth faivnetai.
11 I will deal with this question in chapter 4 (‘Angels’).
12 Ibid. II.1, 60.8–9 di’ o{per gh' me;n uJfizavnei tw'/ u{dati.
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darkness above the abyss and a wind of God hovered over the water.”
Philoponus also points out that darkness is nothing but the air which is dark
because the light has not yet been created. The abyss is the concentration of all
waters.
In II.2 Philoponus treats the questions why Moses has claimed that the earth
was invisible and how he has taught the order of the elements. The earth was of
course invisible as there was yet no light but also because the earth was covered
all over with water. Philoponus further claims that Moses gave water the second
place after earth in the order of the elements and then he puts in air as the third
element.13 But where does fire come in? The totality of the element fire, which,
according to Philoponus, was called the ‘fire-sphere’ by the scientists, sticks
together with the air, and the two elements cannot be distinguished from each
other by our perception. This might be the reason why Moses kept silent about
the fire. Philoponus, on his part, considers the fire-sphere to consist of dry air. 14
After further discussion Philoponus says that the passage “the wind of God
hovered over the water” might explain the nature of the fire-sphere.15 Vapour is
the beginning and way to the genesis of air and smoke. Dry and hot, coming
from the earth, is the beginning and way to the genesis of the fire-sphere. In this
way, then, the order of all the elements is made complete, since the wind is
borne along with the air.16 At the very end of this chapter Philoponus
summarizes by claiming that what he has said shows that Moses’ inquiring into
the elements is absolutely complete.17
In II.4 Philoponus speaks of the shape of the earth.18 Thereafter he goes on to
describe the earth in its unfinished state and compares it to a new-born child. He
also compares it to an unequipped building as the earth was not yet adapted to
housing animals or to be a habitat for plants.19
In II.6, 69.4 Philoponus makes the prompt statement that darkness is neither
substance nor quality, but solely want of its opposite, light. After a rather long,

13 De

Opf.M. II.2, 62.8—15.
II.2, 62.16–22.
15 Ibid. II.2, 62.28–63.1.
16 Ibid. II.2, 63.18–21.
17 Ibid. II.3, 65.26–66.1 oi\mai ou\n to; par∆ hJmw'n eijrhmevnon ejntelestevran th;n Mwu>sevw"
peri; tw'n stoiceivwn deivknusi fusiologivan.
18 On the question of the earth’s shape, cf, below chapter 5 (‘Spherical versus rectangular
world’).
19 Ibid. II.5, 67.27–68.7.
14 Ibid.
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philosophical discussion, he concludes with the same statement, viz., that
darkness is nothing but want of light.
In II.9 Philoponus puts the question, what that very light was that came into
being on God’s command “Let there be light.” No quality can exist without a
body. Light is a quality that does exist in the sun, the moon, the stars and the
fire. But on the first the day of creation none of these things existed. Philoponus
gives several examples of what different commentators have said about the
matter, but at the end of the chapter he has rejected all the suggestions and can
only establish the fact that, by saying “Let there be light”, God created light
which did not exist before.
Next, Philoponus devotes one chapter (II.10) to Basil’s opinion about and
defence of this first created light. Basil had claimed that the sunlight came into
being before the body of the sun got its existence. This was achieved through
the power of God and not by nature. The power of the fire is twofold, to shine
and to burn. Basil gives the example of the briar-bush, which apparently shone
but did not burn.20
In II.12 Philoponus arrives at the passage “And God separated, midway
between, the light from the darkness. The light he named day and the darkness
he named night.” Philoponus points out here that light and darkness cannot exist
in one place at the same time, so if darkness and light both are by themselves in
different places, then the light cannot have seized the whole world. 21 Here
Philoponus, doubtlessly, has found one proof for his view that the earth is
spherical. The phrase that I have tentatively translated by ‘midway’ (aj n a;
mevson) would mean to Philoponus that one half of the sphere was enlightened
and the other half was in darkness. Philoponus carefully accounts for this state
of things in II.14, 83.13–24.
In II.18 Philoponus further explains that the darkness of night came into
existence when the light was created. Therefore it is not the same darkness that
once was upon the abyss. The darkness of night appears because the earth itself
blocks the way for the light. The first darkness existed since the light was not
yet created. Therefore that darkness was total darkness and not the same
darkness that the night causes.22

20 Cf.

Ex. 3.1–6.
Opf.M. II.12, 78.1–3 eij ou\n cwri;" me;n h\n to; skovto", cwri;" de; to; fw'", oujc o{lon a{ma
to;n kovsmon kateilhvfei to; fw'".
22 Ibid. II.19, 92.6–10.
21 De
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3.3 Day two
“God said: ‘Let there be a firmament midway in the water to separate water
from water.’ And so it was. God created the firmament and God separated
midway the water which is below the firmament from that which is above the
firmament. God named the firmament ‘heaven’, and God saw that it was good.
And it became evening and it became morning, the second day.”23

3.3.1 Cosmas
Christian Topography III.14 is a rather short chapter where Cosmas gives his
description of the second day of creation. He says that God built the firmament
out of the water and tied it together in the middle of the height of the heaven.24
Surely, Cosmas must mean that God fastened the firmament midway between
his flat earth and the heaven. By fastening the firmament in the middle, God had
also at the same time made two spaces, the heavenly space and the earthly
space. Cosmas stresses that the lower space, right from the beginning, was
meant for our present life here on earth, while the upper space was reserved in
advance for our future life, which is going to be immortal and unchangeable.
In fact, in II.20, Cosmas has described the creation of the firmament on the
second day of creation. Here he is more detailed but still gives his whole worldview in a nutshell. He stresses that God built the firmament out of water as if
out of matter (w{sper ejx u{lh"). This second heaven is visible and resembles the
first heaven, yet not in shape. God fixed the firmament midway between the
earth and the first heaven. He unfolded it and stretched it out across the whole
space like a partition ceiling. Further, God tied the firmament to the first
heaven, dividing and separating the rest of the waters, some of it above the
firmament and some below. By doing this, God made one space into two, the
upper floor and the ground floor.

23 Gen.

I.6–8. Kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Genhqhvtw sterevwma ejn mevsw/ tou' u{dato" kai; e[stw
diacwrivzon ajna; mevson u{dato" kai; u{dato". kai; ejgevneto ou{tw". kai; ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;
sterevwma, kai; diecwvrisen oJ qeo;" ajna; mevson tou' u{dato", o} h\n uJpokavtw tou'
sterewvmato", kai; ajjna; mevson tou' u{dato" tou' ejpavnw tou' sterewvmato". kai; ejkavlesen oJ
qeo;" to; sterevwma oujranovn. kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" o{ti kalovn, kai; ejgevneto eJspevra kai; ejgevneto
prwiv, hJmevra deutevra.
24 Ei\ta th'/ deutevra/ hJmevra/ ejk tou' u{dato" kataskeuavzei to; sterevwma, o} sundei'
katamevsoqen tou' u{you" tou' oujranou' ...
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In a digression (III.31) Cosmas says that God created the firmament by
making water into a solid body. By doing this in front of the angels, he taught
them that he was the maker of the firmament as well as of the first heaven.
In another digression (II.15) Cosmas claims that, after Moses had told about
the second day and the creation of the firmament, he said no more about
celestial things but turned to earthly matters.

3.3.2 Philoponus
Philoponus begins chapter III.1 by stating that the firmament is a second heaven
and is not to be mistaken for the first heaven. However, since the questions, or
rather heavens, their number, nature and shape, will be dealt with in following
chapters,25 I leave that matter aside for the present.
III.14 is an interesting chapter dealing with ‘water’. By the term water, the
Bible can refer to air, heaven, water and abyss, according to Philoponus.
Thereby we can understand that water means both positive and negative things,
e.g., both the Flood and the baptismal water. But how come that the air can be
referred to as water? Philoponus gives the explanation. Since Moses does not
have a term for what the Greeks calls ‘air’, he sometimes calls it ‘heaven’
because of its connection to the heaven, or rather the firmament. Sometimes
Moses calls the air ‘water’, because of the connection between air and water and
because water and air easily change into each other.26
Chapter III.17 is, according to Philoponus himself, a summary of what has
been said about the order in which the parts of the world came into being. First
he mentions the elements, commenting that it is right for them to be mentioned
first, as they are the most simple. Then he claims that the heaven, being allembracing and the utmost limit, is the foremost of the two, heaven and earth,
which came into being at the same time. Further, he mentions the firmament
and points out that it, too, was called heaven, since it makes all sight possible,
having all the lights of heaven put into it by God. Also the air is called heaven.
It is transparent, colourless and invisible by itself and is therefore able to convey
light and colours down to the earth.27

25 Cf.

below, chapters 5 (‘Spherical versus rectangular world’) and 6 (‘Heaven’).
Opf.M. III.14, 152.14–153.2.
27 Ibid. III.17, 157.1–159.3.
26 De
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3.4 Day three
“And God said: ‘Let the water below the heaven be gathered in one place, and
let the dry be visible.’ And so it was. The water below the heaven gathered in its
gathering-places, and the dry became visible. God named the dry ‘earth’, and
the system of gathering-places of waters he named ‘seas’. God saw that it was
good. God said: ‘Let the earth grow fodder grass, seed to sow, according to its
own species and likeness, and fruit-trees bearing fruit with its own seed in it,
according to its species on the earth. And so it was. The earth produced fodder
grass, seed to sow, according to its own species and likeness, fruit-trees bearing
fruit with its own seed in it, according to its species on the earth. God saw that it
was good. It became evening and it became morning, the third day.”28

3.4.1 Cosmas
In Christian Topography III.25 Cosmas makes a short description of the third
day of creation. He mentions that God gathered the water in one place and let
the dry, that up to now had been hidden under the water, become visible. God
named it earth. Further, God made the seas, that is to say, the sea which is called
the Ocean and which surrounds this earth but belongs to the interior of the earth
beyond it, and, further, the four gulfs that break into this earth from the Ocean.
Then Cosmas makes an interesting remark. He maintains that God made this so,
in order that the Ocean, which is stretched in between this earth and the earth
beyond, should give healthy air to those people who once lived on the other side
and to those who now live on this side of the earth. God also wanted the gulfs to
be suitable for navigation. In this way God unites the peoples in friendship,
those who have been dispersed, in that you easily can transport life-sustaining
things from people to people. After this remark, in which you doubtlessly can
28

Gen. I.9–13 Kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Sunacqhvtw to; u{dwr to; uJpokavtw tou' oujranou' eij"
sunagwgh;n mivan, kai; ojfqhvtw hJ xhrav. kai; ejgevneto ou{tw". kai; sunhvcqh to; u{dwr to;
uJpokavtw tou' oujranou' eij" ta;" sunagwga;" aujtw'n, kai; w[fqh hJ xhrav. kai; ejkavlesen oJ qeo;"
th;n xhra;n gh'n kai; ta; susthvmata tw'n uJdavtwn ejkavlesen qalavssa". Kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" o{ti
kalovn. kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Blasthsavtw hJ gh' botavnhn covrtou, spei'ron spevrma kata; gevno"
kai; kaq∆ oJmoiovthta, kai; xuvlon kavrpimon poiou'n karpovn, ou| to; spevrma aujtou' ejn aujtw/'
kata; gevno" ejpi; th'" gh'". kai; ejgevneto ou{tw". kai; ejxhvnegken hJ gh' botavnhn covrtou,
spei'ron spevrma kata; gevno" kai; kaq∆ oJmoiovthta, kai; xuvlon kavrpimon poiou'n karpovn, ou|
to; spevrma aujtou' ejn aujtw'/ kata; gevno" ejpi; th'" gh'". Kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" o{ti kalovn. kai;
ejgevneto eJspevra kai; ejgevneto prwiv, hJmevra trivth.
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discern the merchant Cosmas, he takes up the thread from the Septuagint and
simply says that God commanded all kinds of fruit-trees, other trees and crops
to grow up out of the earth.
In the digression in the second half of III.31 Cosmas claims that, while the
angels discussed and closely observed the things belonging to the earth, God
gathered the water and let the dry element be visible. He named it earth.
Thereafter, he produced from the earth seed, grass, all kinds of crops and trees.
Thereby he taught the angels, that he could make use of each of his creations
according to his own will.

3.4.2 Philoponus
In De Opificio Mundi, starting from IV.1, 159.15, Philoponus makes his
commentary of the first part of the third day of creation. He asks the question
why God did not finish his creation work of the celestial things before he went
on with the earthly things. Philoponus points out that he several times has
explained, that Genesis was written as an introduction to knowledge about God,
for those who had been brought up in Egypt and had become defiled by the
godless cult of the Egyptians. Then Philoponus explains that most barbarians do
believe the sun, moon and stars to be gods. The sun, in particular, was
considered to bring forth fruit. Therefore it was important to Moses to stress
that sun, moon and stars were not created until after the plants had grown from
the earth. This was all achieved on God’s command.
In IV.3, 164.5 Philoponus states that, at the same time as God commanded
the water to gather, certain places of the earth became hollowed out into depths,
while other places were raised on high. The mountains we can see today rising
high above the earth should thus be matter which was drawn from the hollows
that became the gathering-places for the water. This is indeed a clever
explanation of the genesis of seas and mountains, which is easily adapted to the
creation story of the Genesis.
In IV.5, 168.1 Philoponus polemizes against the geographers who have
written books on geography and who claim that the Ocean encircles the whole
earth. He denies that the Ocean is one and refers to the Septuagint, which says
that God named the waters ‘seas’ (qalavssa" in the plural). Philoponus quotes
what the geographers teach, a quotation that, by the way, corresponds very well
with what Cosmas says in Christian Topography II.29–32. Philoponus,
however, refutes this view and attaches himself to Ptolemy and Pappus who
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claim that the Ocean limits the earth only in the west and that the Atlantic is not
connected with what we would call the Indian Ocean.
In IV.5, 171.15 Philoponus says that anyone who follows the cited
geographers would say that the same sea can be both one single and many. One
single, as it is a connected whole and encircles all, many, as several of its gulfs
are separated from each other, not by water but by a boundary of its own.
Philoponus claims that this classification is wrong, since the geographers offer
no proof that the allegedly natural boundaries actually exist. Instead, names like
‘Iberian Sea’ seem to be given quite arbitrarily to certain sections of the water.
In IV.6, 172.17 Philoponus asks the question why God ordered the water to
gather in one place and why Moses says “The gathering-places he named seas.”
A long, philosophical discussion about the usage of the singular and the plural
follows. In IV.6, 174.2–7 Philoponus gives an answer: the singular marks the
all-embracing kind or species of all individuals, whereas the plural marks the
individuals under the species.29 As one example of many, Philoponus says that
‘the church’ in singular stands for Christ’s Church in the whole world and that,
of course, the plural stands for all different churches in different countries.
In the following chapter IV.7, 176.12 Philoponus stresses that it is not only
as to water, but as regards almost everything that the divine command is given
in the singular while the performance of the work is stretched out in the plural.
In IV.9, 179.4 Philoponus claims that it is likely that neither lakes nor rivers
did exist until the world was completed. In order to stress that he is right in his
presumption, he quotes Basil, who has come to a similar conclusion in his
Hexaemeron IV.4.30
In IV.10, 180.3 Philoponus passes on to interpret the passage that says “God
named the dry earth” and he states that it was with good reason, since earth is
the proper name for the dry, even if it is flooded with water. Moses was quite
right, since the opposites of two qualities, like warm and cold, dry and damp
make the four elements, if they are bound together in pairs that are not contrary
to each others. Warm and dry make fire, warm and damp make air, cold and dry
make earth, cold and damp make water. Each element is described by what is
predominant in it, fire by the warm, air by the damp, water by the cold and earth
by the dry. Moses, accordingly, followed the natural power of the elements, as
29

Kai; to; me;n eJniko;n to; periektiko;n dhlonovti tw'n kaq∆ e{kaston aJpavntwn ei\do" h] gevno"
uJpavrcon shmaivnei: to; de; plhquntiko;n ta; uJpo; to; ei\do" a[toma.
30 ÔUpomnhstevon de; kajkei'no Basileivw/ kalw'" eijrhmevnon o{ti sunagwga;" kai; susthvmata
mevgista ajkoustevon kai; tauvta" klhqh'nai qalavssa", w|n kai; pro; touvtwn ejmnhvsqhmen, ouj
ga;r dh; livmna" h] tevlmata h] toiauvta" tina;" ajqroivsei" uJdavtwn.
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the earth is predominated by dry in quality, when he says that “God named the
dry ‘earth’.”31
In a short section, IV.10, 182.17–183.11, Philoponus mentions the command
that the earth was to produce crops. He refers to what he has said before, that
this command was carried out before the celestial bodies were created. Here he
points out that this fact supports the opinion that the world has a beginning of its
existence. Thereafter Philoponus makes a reference to Basil’s Hexaemeron. 32
Philoponus means that Basil has described the creation of the vegetation of
earth in a brilliant way, suitable for everyone’s ear. Philoponus himself passes
on to the fourth day of creation.

3.5 Day four
“And God said: ‘Let there be lights in the firmament of heaven to separate day
from night. And let them be signs for seasons, days and years. Let them be
lights in the firmament of heaven to shine upon the earth. And so it was. God
made two great lights, the greater to rule over the day and the lesser to rule over
the night, and he made the stars. God put them in the firmament of heaven to
shine upon the earth and to rule over day and night and to separate light from
darkness. And God saw that it was good. It became evening and it became
morning, the fourth day.”33

31 De

Opf.M. IV.10, 181.15–17.
de Mendieta & Rudberg (1997) 69–86.
33 Gen. I.14–19 kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Genhqhvtwsan fwsth're" ejn tw'/ sterewvmati tou' oujranou'
eij" fau'sin th'" gh'" tou' diacwrivzein ajna; mevson th'" hJmevra" kai; ajna; mevson th'" nukto;"
kai; e[stwsan eij" shmei'a kai; eij" kairou;" kai; eij" hJmevra" kai; eij" ejniautou;" kai; e[stwsan
eij" fau'sin ejn tw'/ sterewvmati tou' oujranou' w{ste faivnein ejjpi; th'" gh'". kai; ejgevneto
ou{tw". kai; ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" tou;" duvo fwsth'ra" tou;" megavlou", to;n fwsth'ra to;n mevgan
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ajstevra". kai; e[qeto aujtou;" oJ qeo;" ejn tw'/ sterewvmati tou' oujranou' w{ste faivnein ejpi; th'"
gh'" kai; a[rcein th'" hJmevra" kai; th'" nukto;" kai; diacwrivzein ajna; mevson tou' fwto;" kai;
ajna; mevson tou' skovtou". kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" o{ti kalovn. kai; ejgevneto eJspevra kai; ejgevneto
prwiv, hJmevra tetavrth.
32 Cf.
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3.5.1 Cosmas
In Christian Topography III.26, Cosmas begins his interpretation of what
happened on the fourth day of creation. On that day, God divided the light into
small pieces, according to Cosmas. From the purest of these pieces he made the
sun and from the rest he made the moon and the stars. Then he ornamented the
celestial regions in an all-harmonious way. He created order and harmony in the
universe and he gave task and law to the invisible powers to serve, to help and
to be at hand to God’s image, man, and to all that had been created for man’s
benefit. In III.27 Cosmas explains that, by breaking the law given to them, some
angels have been cast down from heaven and have been deprived of their
dignity.
In a digression in III.32 Cosmas claims that the vegetation, which had come
into existence on the third day, needed proper climate and order. Therefore, God
made the celestial bodies and the stars from the light that he had created before.
After that, God placed the angels on the firmament and ordered them to put the
stars as well as the air into movement. Further, he ordered the angels to make
the stars to rise and set and to turn in circles. This order was given in order to
give the plants, and all that was going to need it, a proper climate. The
vegetation, like everything else, could be able to refresh itself from the
movement of the air when the celestial bodies had gone down and to enjoy the
warmth when they were risen.

3.5.2 Philoponus
In De Opificio Mundi IV.11, Philoponus begins his interpretation of the fourth
day of creation. Philoponus means that God, by creating the great celestial
bodies, created the natural separation between light and darkness. When the
celestial bodies had got their existence, God ordered them to separate between
day and night. It was no longer a question of light and darkness but of day and
night. God wanted the light and the givers of light, the celestial bodies
(fwsth're"), to be something other than only simple quality. This other was the
composition of the underlying body and the simple quality, and it was named
celestial bodies.
Next, Philoponus explains that the difference of the bodies, which underlie
the light, is the reason for the difference of light emanating from the different
celestial bodies. This is also valid for fire below the moon. 34 God first made the
34 De
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Opf.M. IV.12, 184.12–15.

species (ei\ d o") of light, according to Philoponus, with simple nature and
without any variance. Now on the fourth day, however, he made the underlying
body and by joining them together, he created the celestial bodies. The reason
why the celestial bodies differ so much in light depends on the underlying body.
For instance, the stars differ very much in size, colour and luminosity.
According to Philoponus, the reason for this lies in the blending of the
underlying body with the pure light.
In IV.13, 185.14 Philoponus brings up an interesting subject for discussion.
Is it possible for the light to exist without celestial bodies? Philoponus wants his
reader to consider what is close at hand. Only fire has luminosity and at the
same time combustibility, and it is impossible to separate the one from the
other, according to Philoponus. Following Aristotle you might say that the
celestial bodies have luminosity but that they do not burn. Following Plato you
might say that the celestial bodies mostly consist of fire. Philoponus asks his
reader to consider things here on earth, such as the glow-worm, which sends up
light during the night but has no share in burning. This is not due to the
smallness of the worm, for even the smallest fire-sparks are burning hot. Other
small things, though, which have no luminosity may have potential
combustibility. The nature can bring about this but man cannot. Moses meant
that the burning briar-bush belonged to the category of wonders. Philoponus
also asks the question why it should have been impossible for God, who has
created everything out of nothing, to let light exist without celestial bodies?
In IV.15, 189.12 Philoponus points out that God did not say: “Let the
firmament bring forth stars.” Thus, he claims that the stars did not come into
being by an emanation of matter from the physical entity of heaven, i.e., the
firmament. The phenomena prove that, for the firmament is transparent and
therefore related to air and to water. The stars, on the other hand, are of fiery
matter which their qualities show, colour and light, their warmth and their
mutual blocking of lights. Only two of the simple elements have that quality,
earth and fire (and by ‘fire’ Philoponus here means the flame). Therefore the
Bible-passage runs “Let there be celestial bodies in the firmament of heaven”,
since they are made of another substance than the firmament and have been put
into the firmament from outside.
In IV.16 Philoponus brings up the question why the moon is named a great
celestial body while there are stars still bigger than the moon. Those who
occupy themselves with astronomy claim that e.g. the Dog-Star (Sirius) is much
bigger than the moon. Philoponus explains that both sun and moon are in the
position to light up the transparent because of the amount of light they both
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radiate. The stars are not in a position to do that. A star cannot light up the earth
but the moon can, even if it is not full but half and still smaller. All the stars
together cannot light up the earth, even if their combined magnitude by far
surpasses many suns and still more moons, according to Philoponus. The moon,
which is unique, makes shadows with our bodies and simply with everything.
All the stars of heaven, however, do not, except perhaps the morning-star
(Venus). Therefore, next to the sun, the moon has greater luminosity than all the
stars together.
In IV.17, 192.11 Philoponus discusses the meaning of the Bible passage
“...the sun to rule over the day and the moon to rule over the night”. Someone
could suppose, on good grounds, he says, that the sun rules together with the
day and the moon together with the night. But this cannot be said, according to
Philoponus, since the sun is the maker of the day. ‘Day’ means simply that the
sun is above the earth. The moon, on the other hand, rules together with the
night on one single occasion during the month. This happens when the moon is
full, for then the moon can be seen during one whole night. The following days
it recedes, piece by piece, as it gets closer to the sun. You can say that the moon
rules over the night, since its light always overcomes the darkness and weakens
the light of the stars. You can say that the sun has the power over the condition
that belongs to the day. In the same way the moon has the power over the
condition that belongs to the night. This applies not only to the light, but the
moon also influences bodies under the moon and causes them to change. During
the night the moon warms up the air a little, extracts vapour out of it and creates
a damp condition. This, in turn, brings nourishment to the vegetation. It can be
seen in hard-shelled animals, for they are well-fed around full-moon but poorly
nourished the other days.
Philoponus ends this chapter by mentioning the benefit for animals and
plants that the sun achieves. It is the sun that makes the seasons and the change
of the elements into each other. It is also the sun that makes the plants sprout
from the earth, makes them grow and ripen and so on. About what concerns the
size of the moon and the changes in bodies that the moon achieves, Philoponus
refers to Basil and says that the readers can derive best use of him.
From chapter 18 to the end of book IV (195.3–204.79) Philoponus discusses
what he refers to as ‘the astrological method’ (hJ ajstrologikh; mevqodo"). The
astrological method confutes itself, according to Philoponus; it does not effect
what happens to us (mh; poihtikh; tw'n sumbainovntwn hJmi'n uJpavrcousa).
Philoponus once again refers to Basil, whom he claims to have refuted the
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method sufficiently. In spite of that, Philoponus does not content himself with
referring to Basil, but brings in Origen as well. In a lengthy discussion he
quotes and paraphrases from Origen’s commentary on Genesis.35 The method
of practising astrology (geneqlialogiva) he refers to as something which
estranges its adherents from God. He stresses that to occupy oneself with
astrology is hateful to God and something that causes an unhappy life. He
quotes Porphyrius, who says that the astrology is not a work of skill but of
chance. Men are ignorant about it and the gods do not understand it.36 Later on
in the same chapter, Philoponus once more stresses that astrology is not a skill,
it is something which is demoniacal.
By this short account I hope to have made it clear that Philoponus totally
repudiates astrology. Evidently, Philoponus regards the stars only as physical
objects, not investing them with angelic or other supernatural powers, as
Cosmas and others were prone to.

3.6 Day five
“And God said: ‘Let the waters produce creeping living creatures and birds
flying above the earth, across the firmament of heaven.’ And so it was. And
God created the huge sea-monsters and all kinds of creeping living creatures
that the waters produce, according to their species, and all kinds of flying birds
according to their species. And God saw that it was good. And God blessed
them and said: ‘Multiply, spread out and fill the waters in the seas and let the
birds multiply on the earth.’ And it became evening and it became morning, the
fifth day.” 37

35 Cf.

Scholten (1997) 438, n. 83.
Opf.M. IV.20, 199.6–8.
37 Gen. I.20–23 Kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": ∆Exagagevtw ta; u{data eJrpeta; yucw'n zwsw'n kai;
peteina; petovmena ejpi; th'" gh'" kata; to; sterevwma tou' oujranou'. kai; ejgevneto ou{tw". kai;
ejjpoivhsen oJ qeo;" ta; khvth ta; megavla kai; pa'san yuch;n zwv/wn eJrpetw'n, a} ejxhvgagen ta;
u{data kata; gevnh aujtw'n, kai; pa'n peteino;n pterwto;n kata; gevno". kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" o{ti
kalav. kai; hujlovghsen aujta; oJ qeo;" levgwn: Aujxavnesqe kai; plhquvnesqe kai; plhrwvsate ta;
u{data ejn tai'" qalavssai", kai; ta; peteina; plhqunevsqwsan ejpi; th'" gh'". Kai; ejgevneto
eJspevra kai; ejgevneto prwiv, hJmevra pevmpth.
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3.6.1 Cosmas
As regards the fifth day of creation, Cosmas actually has very little to say. In
Christian Topography III.34 he simply paraphrases the words of Genesis and
says that God ordered different living animals to be produced from the waters
according to their species, sea-monsters and other water animals, and at the
same time also all the birds that fly in the air. That is all.
However, in a digression in III.36–38, he writes again about the fifth day,
and there his account is certainly not in accordance with Genesis. He claims that
when the living creatures were produced from the waters, the angels learnt that
God also was the maker of this water that was created together with them.

3.6.2 Philoponus
Philoponus, on his part, has ever so much more to tell us about the fifth day of
creation. In De Opificio Mundi V.1, 205.1 he starts with the question why the
creatures living on the earth were not created before the creatures in the water.
When the heaven was complete and vegetation was at hand on the earth, it
would have been natural if the land-living creatures had been created first, but
this did not happen. First the water-creatures came into existence and thereafter
the birds. Philoponus begins his explanation in V.1, 206.5 and continues to the
end of the chapter. Some bodies under the moon are animated, some are not, he
says. The simple bodies or the elements came first into being, before all
composite things animated or unanimated. No simple things are animated and
therefore the elements are not. This can be learnt by perception.38 Three things
are hallmarks of the animated: nourishment, growth and reproduction of like.
Therefore it can be said that plants, as they have a share of these criteria, have a
‘plant-soul’. That the elements are not animated can be proved if we consider
that the body serves as a tool for that which is animated. None of the elements
serves as a tool, therefore it is not animated.
When the elements had been created, God ordered the earth to bring forth the
plants, which have a share of the lowest form of life. The plants live and die, are
young and old, can be healthy or ill, but they have no share in perception and
they cannot move on earth. The next living creatures to be created were the
water-creatures. The water was also the second thing to be created after the
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Although he refers his readers to their own powers of perception, Philoponus here closely
follows Aristotle’s description of the soul in his De Anima.
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earth. The water-creatures have some perception. They can perceive danger and
flee from it but they cannot be tamed and, besides, they lack voice.
After the water-animals the birds came into being. They have got more
distinct perception than the water-animals but, for the most part, they cannot be
tamed, especially those flying very high.
The animals living on the earth, Philoponus says, are more complete than the
others. They are conscious and have a share in a perception that comes near to
reason. As a proof, he cites moving examples of dogs showing great loyalty to
their masters.
Then Philoponus mentions the most complete of all living creatures, man. He
points out, that the creation of the nature of man takes place in the same
succession as the nature in whole. The seed sinks unanimated into the womb
where it lives a plant-like life, gets nourishment and grows. As the coming into
being advances, the foetus develops, gets animated and becomes a living
creature. Finally, it is allotted reason and at the time of birth it is a complete
human being.
In V.2, 210.19 Philoponus points out that, when the Bible-passage runs “Let
the waters produce”, the air is involved as well, since these two elements are
related to each other. Moses does not mention the air in the creation story,
Philoponus points out, since he did not know this word at all. This is perhaps
because the Hebrew word for water and air is the same, but perhaps also
because the common nature of water and air is very great, Philoponus suggests.
Both are damp and floating, transparent and permeable to smell and sound.
Water and air change easily into each other and the air is easily chilled by water
in its neighbourhood, while water is warmed by the warmth of the air.39
V.3, 212.1–213.16 is a short chapter telling the difference, or rather the
similarity, between water-animals and birds. Both have wings, the ones to swim
in water, the others to swim in the air. The birds, however, have larger wings
since air is thinner than water. Both control the body by the tail-fin or the tailfeather. Both species lay eggs. Moses has said, according to Philoponus, that
water-creatures and birds have their common origin from the damp substance.
For this substance Moses never uses the word air, but often the word water.
V.6, 217.1 to the end of the chapter tells what is meant by reptiles (eJrpetav).
Such animals which have no feet but lie on the ground are named eJrpetav, since
‘earth’ is e[ra in Greek and the adverb e[raze ‘to the ground’ is derived from that
word. ÔErpetav mean ‘those who have fallen to the ground’. Philoponus further
explains that the fishes lie on the belly in the water and the birds on the air,
39 De
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moving themselves by help of fins and wings. The Bible, Philoponus says,
divides the eJrpetav in two, fishes and birds.
In V.9, 221.3–17 Philoponus stresses that it was with good reason that God
did not order the celestial bodies to “grow and multiply” and to “fill up the
heaven.” God had not given them a natural succeeding progeny, nor death or
birth, but they were to remain in quality and quantity as God made them from
the beginning. Still this does not show that the celestial bodies are imperishable,
and Philoponus quotes Plato: “Out of necessity it is prescribed to all that is born
that it also will perish.”40 Philoponus says a little later in this chapter that, if all
was created by God immediately and without any space of time, God would
also, should he wish to destroy something of these things, do so without any
space of time.41

3.7 Day six
“And God said: ‘Let the earth produce living beings according to their species,
quadrupeds, reptiles and beasts.’ And so it was. And God made the beasts, the
cattle and the reptiles of the earth, according to their species. And God saw that
it was good. And God said: ‘Let us make man in our image and likeness, and let
them rule over the fishes in the sea, the birds of the heaven, all animals and the
whole earth and over the reptiles creeping upon the earth.’ And God made man
in his own image, he made them male and female. And God blessed them and
said: ‘Multiply and increase, fill the earth and subdue it, rule over the fishes in
the sea, the birds of the heaven, all animals and the whole earth and over the
reptiles creeping upon the earth. I give you all crop to eat, all over the earth,
seed with grain in it and all trees that bear fruit with seed. And to all the animals
on the earth, and all the birds of the heaven, and all the reptiles creeping on the
earth, every living creature I give all green crops for food.’ And so it was. And
God saw all that he had made and saw that it was very good. And it was
evening and it was morning, the sixth day.”42
40 The

text in Plato, Republic 546A runs: genomevnw/ panti; fqorav ejstin. Philoponus ‘quotes’
this as panti; genomevnw/ fqora; e[pesti ejx ajnavgkh".
41 De Opf.M. V.9, 222.7–9.
42 Gen. 1.24–31 Kai; ei\ p en oJ qeov " : ∆Exagagev t w hJ gh' yuch; n zw' s an kata; gev n o",
tetravpoda kai; eJrpeta; kai; qhriva th'" gh'" kata; gevno". kai; ejgevneto ou{tw". kai; ejpoivhsen
oJ qeo;" ta; qhriva th'" gh'" kata; gevno" kai; ta; kthvnh kata; gevno" kai; pavnta ta; ejrpeta; th'"
gh'" kata; gevno" aujtw'n. kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" o{ti kalav. kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Poihvswmen
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3.7.1 Cosmas
In the second part of Christian Topography III.34, Cosmas briefly describes
what happened on the sixth day of creation. First God let the earth produce
domestic cattle, wild animals and reptiles, according to their species. Having
equipped the whole house completely and in harmony, God acted in the same
way as a king, who, having built a city, places his own image, beautifully
painted and adorned, in the city. God gathered all his different creations. There
were creatures with reason and without, mortal and immortal, corruptible and
imperishable, perceptible by the senses or by reason. From all these natures God
made a living creature, man, whom he placed in the ready-made house as the
image of God himself. And man, on his part, is well aware that God alone is the
creator of the universe.
III.35 is rather a song of praise than anything else. Cosmas tells us that the
angels admire the image of God and therefore care for and serve man. The same
is valid for all the creation. The sun makes the day perfect for man. The moon
and the stars brighten up the darkness at night and accomplish their orbits for
the sake of man. They also accomplish months, seasons, solstices and years.
They have all been created to be landmarks for those people who sail the wide
seas and for those walking in the desert. The air serves the image of God for
breathing, cooling and creating bodily well-being (eujkrasiva). The fire serves to
bake bread, to warm, to light up during the night, to cooking and to other needs.
The water serves to drink, to wash, to knead a dough, for irrigation and for
many other needs. The earth serves as dwelling-place and to produce all kinds
a[nqrwpon kat∆ eijkovna hJmetevran kai; kaq∆ oJmoivwsin, kai; ajrcevtwsan tw'n ijcquvwn th'"
qalavssh" kai; tw'n peteinw'n tou' oujranou' kai; tw'n kthnw'n kai; pavsh" th'" gh'" kai; pavntwn
tw'n ejrpetw'n tw'n eJrpovntwn ejpi; th'" gh'". Kai; ejjpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;n a[nqrwpon, kat∆
eijkovna qeou' ejpoivhsen aujjtovn, a[rsen kai; qh'lu ejpoivhsen aujtouv". kai; hujlovghsen aujtou;" oJ
qeo;" levgwn: Aujxavnesqe kai; plhquvnesqe kai; plhrwvsate th;n gh'n kai; katakurieuvsate
aujth'" kai; a[rcete tw'n ijcquvwn th'" qalavssh" kai; tw'n peteinw'n tou' oujranou' kai; pavntwn
tw'n kthnw'n kai; pavsh" th'" gh'" kai; pavntwn tw'n eJrpovntwn ejpi; th'" gh'". kai; ei\pen oJ qeov":
∆Idou; devdwka uJmi'n pa'n covrton spovrimon spei'ron spevrma, o{ ejstin ejpavnw pavsh" th'" gh'",
kai; pa'n xuvlon, o} e{cei ejn eJautw'/ karpo;n spevrmato" sporivmou uJmi'n e[stai eij" brw'sin kai;
pa'si toi'" qhrivoi" th'" gh'" kai; pa'si toi'" peteinoi'" tou' oujranou' kai; panti; eJrpetw'/ tw'/
e{rponti ejpi; th'" gh'", o} e[cei ejn eJautw'/ yuch;n zwh'", pavnta covrton clwro;n eij" brw'sin. kai;
ejgevneto ou{tw". kai; ei\den oJ qeo;" ta; pavnta, o{sa ejpoivhsen, kai; ijdou; kala; livan. kai;
ejgevneto eJspevra kai; ejgevneto prwiv, hJmevra e{kth.
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of fruit-trees and other trees. The four-footed animals supply man with the
pleasures of the table and with clothes. The cattle give him help and rest, the
wild animals the thrill of hunting, as also the reptiles. All serve to train man’s
reason and to provide him, who is the bond of friendship of all creation, with
the necessities.
And Cosmas continues his eulogy of man: His stature is upright, which
enables him to watch the heaven, his future abode. Man is king over heaven and
citizen there together with the celestial citizens. The whole creation makes its
utmost, in obedience to God, in order to maintain his benevolence, to serve man
in his capacity of God’s image.
In the second part of the small digression III.36 Cosmas says that the angels,
being onlookers of the creation, saw all that had been created during the six
days. They saw that the works were varied and wonderful, magnificent and
worthy of admiration. They did not see, however, any creature similar to
themselves, equipped with reason, invisible and perceptible to reason.
In III.37, Cosmas proffers an explanation for the creation of man, typical of
him: The angels began to suspect, he says, that there was one creator for those
creatures who were equipped with reason and who were invisible and
perceptible to reason only, and another one for the beings without reason, who
were visible and perceptible to the senses. In order to undeceive them, God
created man out of all the natures, of rational and irrational, of that which is
perceptible to the senses and of that perceptible to reason, of visible and
invisible. And God gave man the position of being his image and made it clear
that there is only one creator.
In III.43–45, Cosmas does not say anything new but repeats what he has
already said about man’s position in the hierarchy of creation. Here he points
out once again man’s stature and his ability to look up to heaven.
In connection with the creation of man, it is difficult to pass over the creation of
woman without further comment, since Cosmas offers a remarkable explanation
in III.47, where he stresses the equality between man and woman. God made the
woman from the side of the man.43 The two sides of the body are equally
important, for they bind the whole body closely together. God did not create the
woman from the man’s front, in order that she might not get advantage over the
man. But he did not create her from the man’s back either, in order that the man
might not get advantage over the woman. He created her from the man’s side,
since she is like the man by nature. Even if the man is before her, the reason for
43 ∆Ek
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this is time. He is not superior to her by his nature. Further, since the arm all the
time covers and protects the side, God created female out of male and male out
of earth and called on them both to become one flesh. So he did because of the
identical construction of the two sides, but also because of the fruit of their
union. Therefore, that man is a sinner who commits adultery and draws back
from his own flesh and sows his wild oats. The one who commits adultery
places himself among murderers, for he rips apart the united flesh and thereby
commits a murder.

3.7.2 Philoponus
Philoponus begins his exegesis of the sixth day of creation in De Opificio
Mundi V.11, 224.8, starting from the passage where God orders the earth to
produce living beings. The souls of the creatures devoid of reason cannot exist
without the bodies they are in. They get into the bodies at birth and are
destroyed together with the bodies. It is the soul that lives and is the most
important part and because of the soul the whole creature is named ‘living
being’. Therefore the living beings, which were produced on the sixth day, fourfooted animals, beasts, reptiles and cattle, are no souls, but they are living
beings consisting of body and soul.
In V.13, 227.4 Philoponus continues to comment on the living beings. He
says again that the soul has no life outside the body. The body stands for
nutrition, growth and movement from place to place. The ability of perception
cares for the well-being of the body, e.g., to be able to feel warm and dry, in
other words to be able to choose what is useful and to avoid the harmful. Once
again Philoponus stresses that it is not possible that the souls without reason
exist before the bodies do, or exist after the death of the bodies.
In V.12, 225.15 Philoponus explains the difference between beasts and cattle.
In older times all of them used to be called animals (qhriva). The beasts are wild
and are no social beings. They are aimed to be food for humans. The cattle are
aimed to be helpers to humans.
In VI.1, 229,17 Philoponus deals with the question why the creation of man
is described in such detail by Moses. Man is far behind many other beings in
beauty, strength and length of life. When other things in the world were created,
God ordered and it was so. When the light was created, e.g., God said: “Let
there be light”, and so it was. But when man was created, the creation was
preceded by a careful reflection. When it is said: “Let us make man in our
image and likeness”, then the Bible passage makes it clear that the nature of
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man has a special status before all the others. Man is shorter of stature and has a
shorter length of life than many of the other created beings, e.g., the celestial
bodies. In beauty many birds and flowers surpass man, and still it is man who is
the image of God; only man was bestowed with full reason.
In VI.5 Philoponus states that there are those who, not in conformity with the
word, interpret kat∆ eijkovna as referring to the Son. Paul says about the Son
“...who is image of the invisible God”,44 Jesus himself declares “Anyone who
has seen me has seen the Father”, 45 and there are other similar statements as
well. Philoponus agrees that he can understand the point of those who believe
that these words refer to the Son. Then man would have been created in the
image of the Son. But that is not Philoponus’ own view. For guiding he turns
from LXX and to other translators; he quotes both Aquila (“In image of us and
in likeness of us (∆En eijkovni hJmw'n kai; kaq∆ oJmoivwsin hJmw'n)), Theodotion (“In
image of us, in likeness of us” (∆En eijkovni hJmw'n, ejn oJmoiwvmasin hJmw'n)) and
Symmachus (“As an image of us and in likeness of us (ÔW" eijkovna hJmw'n kai;
kaq∆ oJmoivwsin hJmw'n)). These three translations show us, according to
Philoponus, that man has not been created in that special image of God that the
Son represents, he who is the image of the invisible Father. Man was created
solely in image of ‘us’ (hJmw'n), and ‘us’ here stands for qeov", i.e., the divinity
that is the distinguishing, common feature of the triune Godhead.
In VI.7, 241.3 Philoponus explains the difference between kaq∆ oJmoivwsin and
kaq∆ eijkovna. ‘In likeness’ can include a good way of life of our own choice and
an adjustment into likeness to God, and Philoponus stresses what he has said
using Bible passages as examples: “Be merciful as your Father is merciful,”46
and “Be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect.”47 Philoponus then says that
he believes that man was created ‘in image’ at once, but only potentially is in
possession of ‘in likeness’. The sensible substance, however, is suited to receive
this when, by true knowledge, a pure life and foresight of what he needs, he has
become in likeness of God. This is imitation of God. A little later (242.11)
Philoponus points out that wise men ‘outside’48 reckon philosophy to be a way
to become ‘in likeness’. I suggest that what Philoponus has been talking about
here, is what we usually call ‘sanctification’.
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1.5 ”O" ejstin eijkw;n tou' qeou' tou' ajoravtou.
14.9 ÔO eJwrakw;" ejme; eJwvrake to;n patevra.
46 Luke 6.36 Givnesqe ou\n oijktivrmone", kaqw;" kai; oJ path;r uJmw'n oijktivrmwn ejstiv.
47 Matthew 5.48 “Esesqe ou\n uJmei'" tevleioi, wJ" oJ path;r uJmw'n oJ oujravnio" tevleiov" ejstin.
48 Probably ‘outside the church’.
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Philoponus finishes this chapter by saying that the word ‘in image’ is valid
for all humans but it does not involve the meaning ‘to become in the likeness of
God by a pure way of life’. ‘In likeness’ is something which is valid only for a
few, namely, those who can say with Paul: “I do not live any more, Christ lives
in me.”49
In VI.19, 270.3 Philoponus points out that the words ‘in image’ and ‘in
likeness’ are said to man and woman in common. It is only valid for reason and
not for body. ‘In image’ and ‘in likeness’ said to man and woman as to one
single substance provides one and the same definition for both sexes: mortal
beings equipped with reason. Common to both sexes is also virtue and the
possibility to become like God. The shape of the body is different and the
genitals are, according to the doctors of medicine, turned in opposite directions.
Therefore it is quite clear that ‘in image’ and ‘in likeness’ has no reference to
the body but solely to reason. Both sexes can also by virtue become like God
and can rule over the other living beings. “In Christ there is no male and
female”, according to the apostle.50 Philoponus also stresses, that man alone
was created with the substance (oujsiva) of reason in the image and likeness of
God. Only man can therefore, by virtue of reason, rule over the living beings.
In VI.20, 271.8 Philoponus says that not all living beings are divided in male
and female. No other share a common life with another being of the same
species. Only humans have a common life under the same roof, in one house.
The male brings a female into the house as a member of the household, and both
have the same manner of life. Since God wanted to insert this natural relation in
man he created the male first to rule and work. Thereafter he made female out
of the male’s rib and made her from the beginning obedient and passionate.
Female was created of male’s rib to become bedfellow since the ribs, being
related, fit into each other. Therefore a natural is love inserted in her to
compulsory relations which bind the related ones together. From their union the
rest of their species have been created. This is also the reason why only humans
live together with others as citizens, live together and work together according
to sexes, cities, peoples, kinships and houses.

49 Galatians
50 Galatians

2.20 Zw' de; oujkevti ejgwv, zh/' de; ejn ejmoi; Cristov".
3.28 Oujk e[sti ejn Cristw/' a[rsen kai; qh'lu.
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3.8 Summary
As already stated, this is a chapter in which we have been reporting on rather
than discussing or analyzing the treatment of the six days of creation by the two
authors. However, the presentation opens itself to some observations on the
different outlooks of the two writers. Not only do they differ in their views,
which is apparent enough, but their methods of thinking and ways of relating to
the Bible text are widely different as well. When discussing the six days of
creation, Cosmas and Philoponus differ very much from each other in factual
matter, but also in their way of presenting their understandings of Scripture, as
my survey is likely to have shown. Cosmas is rather concise and his chapters
are short. Philoponus spreads out and is very detailed. Partly, this is a difference
of sheer bulk, for their treatments of the six days of creation vary considerably
in length. Whereas this is the subject of Philoponus’ work as a whole, Cosmas
devotes less than thirty of his short chapters (III.12–40) to accounting for the
successive stages of creation in the order in which they are presented in
Genesis. But this quantitative difference should not conceal the fact that both
writers deal with a great number of questions that are not taken up in Genesis,
the difference being that Philoponus inserts those questions into the frame-work
provided by the creation story, while Cosmas devotes their own chapters to
many of those questions in other contexts.
The survey given here has exemplified how Philoponus, exploiting his
philosophical and scientific training, is able to problematize different points in
the creation story and to discuss what answers to the ensuing questions would
be tenable from a scientific point of view. Cosmas on his side, even if he is not
totally unfamiliar with Greek science, is alien to much of that strict scientific
reasoning.
It is not difficult to see that Philoponus depends a great deal on Basil. He
turns to him several times and quotes him literally now and then. But on one
point in particular, Philoponus differs from Basil. Philoponus is keen on
stressing knowledge and even sees knowledge as an essential prerequisite if you
want to live a good and virtuous life to become ‘in likeness’ with God. Basil, on
the other hand, stresses faith, and even if he not at all is hostile to
knowledge—he was himself a learned man with years of studies behind
him—he still stresses faith as the base for a Christian life and is eager to explain
the story of creation in an easy way, intelligible to all.
In his exegesis of the story of creation Cosmas does not use many Bible
passages and that is unusual for him. Thus, surprisingly enough, Cosmas is not
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as close to the Bible text as he is elsewhere, or at least claims to be. Philoponus,
on the other hand, supports himself on quite many Bible passages.
That Philoponus has taken great pain to ‘get his message out’ and keep the
dogmas clean, seems to be clear. The Trinity is defended in connection with the
creation of man in God’s image. In Cosmas’ description of the story of creation
it seems to me as if he refutes the Gnostic belief in one good God and an evil
demiurge.
Cosmas, the conscientious preacher, bursts out in a hymn of praise, when he
describes man. Philoponus, whose ambitions are scientific rather that homiletic
or liturgical in character, contents himself with explaining the text in a rather
dry manner and, as we shall see later on, shows outbursts of emotion only when
the intellectual capacities of his opponents prove themselves more than
normally below standard.
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4 Angels
This chapter will deal with angels and the importance that the two opponents,
Cosmas and Philoponus, attach to these divine beings. In this context
Philoponus very frequently turns to Theodore but, in view of their identical
views on the angels, it is not unlikely that Theodore’s name in most of the cases
could be replaced by Cosmas’.

4.1 Views on the angels in general
What is an angel? Is an angel, as the Greek word a[ggelo" originally means, a
messenger? It is true that angels in the young Church were considered to be
messengers from God to men, but they certainly also had other functions.1
The belief in angels was passed on to early Christianity from Judaism, and
Dionysius Areopagita2 arranges and classifies the angels into a hierarchy, but he
also emphasizes certain angels’ guardianship over the different peoples.3 The
last book of the New Testament, John’s Apocalypse, provides an example of
angelic guardianship. Here the different angels are the representatives of the
seven churches as well as the addressees of the letters to the congregations.
Dionysius Areopagita declares already by the very name of his work, D e
caelesti hierarchia, that the angels have different ranks. They make hosts and
armies but also choirs to serve God, their creator, in heaven which is their true
1

The following survey of the beliefs about angels in the early church is mainly based on
Johann Michl’s article in Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum (Michl (1962)).
2 Dionysius Areopagita is of course actually pseudo-Dionysius.
3 Cf. De caelesti hierarchia IX.2: “Therefore has the Bible attributed the same hierarchy that
exists here among us to the angels, and appointed the angel named Michael to govern the
Jewish people and other angels to govern other peoples.” I have translated the word hJ
qeologiva with ‘the Bible’. Lampe has the translations ‘teaching about God’ and ‘teaching
about the divinity’.
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home. The angels are created immortal and they make a kind of royal household
around God’s throne. They only leave heaven on the order of God and, when
they appear to men, they are, for the most part, seen as young men clothed in
shining white garments.
In the theology of the young Church there is, however, a connection between
the human world and world of angels. Angels are God’s messengers and they
participate in the liturgies of the Church especially at the baptism. According to
Origen, they are present at Christian meetings. Every church on earth has got an
angel appointed as its heavenly bishop. The angels are also closely connected to
the stars.
There seems to be two different opinions prevalent in the early Church on the
question when the angels were created. The one, which was adhered to by
Origen, Basil, Gregory of Nazianzus, John Chrysostom, John Philoponus and
many others, reckoned that the angels were created before everything else. The
other opinion, held by Theodoret among others, was that the angels were created at the same time as everything else. A more precise opinion, viz., that the
angels were created on the first day of creation, was held by Theodore of Mopsuestia. However, the Bible does not say anything about the time for the creation of the angels.
The spirit of the angels is thought of as quite different from that of stars, humans, animals and plants. The substance, that the angels were made of, seems to
have been a matter of interest and discussion. The angels were considered to
consist of air and fire, still some other kind of air and fire than we find in the
elements on earth. The substance they are made of was thought to be equipped
with apprehension and capability for desire. The angels will always exist and
will never dissolve. The angelic connection to air (wind) and fire is reflected in
Psalms 103.4 (LXX version).
A problem for the young Church to handle was the question about the bodies
of the angels. The angels are without body; sine carne enim angeli sunt, to
quote one of the early church fathers.4 Clemens of Alexandria says that compared to the bodies that exist in the creation they are without body and shape
(ajswmata kai; ajneivdea) but compared to the Son of God they certainly are
physical (swvmata memetrhmevna kai; aijsqhtav) . They are without body compared to humans but still they have a body corresponding to their own nature.
Because of the limitation that their bodies cause, the angels can be either in
heaven or on earth but not in both places at the same time. The angels have been

4 Irenaeus,

Adversus Haereses 3.4.
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likened to birds because of their ability to move very quickly from one place to
another and they can be present everywhere.
The common conception both in the Bible and in late Judaism is that the
angelic dwelling-place is in heaven, in the different rooms of heaven. The
angels are citizens in heaven where Christ is king. But there is also another
prevalent conception, viz. that the angels are in this world. The angels are everywhere, according to Basil, and Origen says that the whole world if full of
them.
The angels have different tasks to perform in creation. We have already
mentioned that they are messengers from God to men, but they had also great
tasks to perform in cosmos. Angel-princes were thought to help, order and
dominate different pieces of creation while God took care of the creation in
whole. The angels were allotted their different tasks according to their merits
before the creation of the world. There is a conception of an angel of the sun
and an angel of the moon. There is also the conception that the stars are animated and equipped with free will. The thought that angels move the stars and
the planets was also held by some, and as we will see it was Cosmas’ firm conviction that the angels were entrusted with the task to move the stars.
It is notable that early Christian texts avoid employing the term angel when
depicting Jesus. The reason for this is that it is important to emphasize Jesus’
superiority and lordship over the angelic beings. There is also the fact to be
taken into consideration that the New Testament itself is strikingly sparse in its
mentioning of angels. Jesus Christ is in focus and, even if angels are mentioned,
they are of subordinate significance. In the New Testament their role as servants
is stressed. Matthew 4.1–11, which describes how Jesus was tempted by the
devil in the desert, can serve as an example of this. After a rather long and detailed account of how Jesus managed to resist the temptations, the second part
of verse 11 just states: “angels came forward and served him.”5

4.2 Cosmas’ and Philoponus’ different views on the angels
4.2.1 Questions discussed
The very facts that the belief in angels did not have its upswing until the era of
the church fathers and that the angelic doctrine does not have very much space
in the Bible, bring about certain difficulties for both Cosmas and Philoponus
5 Matth.
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4.11 kai; ijdou; a[ggeloi prosh'lqon kai; dihkovnoun aujtw'/.

when they try to find passages in the Bible which can support their respective
ideas about the angels. Philoponus, on his part, had the advantage of having a
well thought-out scientific cosmology which still gave room for non-perceptible
beings like the angels, while Cosmas, who did not have this advantage, had to
fit the angels into his considerably more primitive conception of the world.
Cosmas and Philoponus agree, however, about the very existence of angels but
their agreement limits itself to this. Their opinions differ about when the angels
actually were created and given existence, what kind of substance they are made
of, what their tasks are and for what purpose they have come into being. Further, where is their place of residence situated? Are they limited to space or not?
These questions float into each other but are still discernible, so let us first see
how Philoponus and Cosmas have arranged their material about the angels in
their respective works De Opificio Mundi and Christian Topography.

4.2.2 The arrangement of the material
4.2.2.1 Philoponus
Philoponus considered it convenient to gather his discussion about the angels in
the first book of De Opificio Mundi,6 and in this way he has accomplished a
fairly continuous account. The following description is based on the assumption
that, when Philoponus mentions Theodore, he directs himself to his contemporary antagonist Cosmas as well and, perhaps, in the highest degree so.7 His discussion begins in I.8, with the controversial question when during the creation
of the world the angels were created. He answers this question by help of the
great church father Basil. In I.9 Philoponus brings forward the next controversial question and discusses, through the whole chapter, of what substance the
angels are created. In this chapter he makes use of many Bible passages.8 In
I.10 he refutes the thought that the angels came into existence at the same time
6

Philoponus also has a smaller exposition in VI.2, where he once again takes up the question
which is discussed in detail in book I, namely, that the angels were not created on the first
day of creation, together with heaven and earth. In VI.3–4 he makes the remark that the use
of the plural in Genesis (“let us make...in our image”) bears no reference to God/Creator and
the angels together but is uttered by God in his quality of triune God.
7 Cf. chapter 1.
8 Namely: Psalms 103.4, John 4.24, Deut. 4.24, Matth. 18.10, Deut. 32.8, Dan. 10.13, 20,
Josh. 5.13, Psalms 102.20, Luke 1.18, Luke 1.26, 2Regn. 24.15 (2Sam. 24.15), 4Regn. 19.35
(2Kings 19.35), Is. 10.5, Is. 10.6, Psalms 33.8, John 20.12, Gen. 18, Gen. 32.24, Dan. 8.15,
Dan. 10.5, Ezek. 10.14, Is. 6.2.
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as bodies. He also denies that the human soul came into existence at the same
time as the human body. In addition to support from Bible passages he fits in a
line from the Iliad as well: “May you all become water and earth.”9 In the small
chapter I.11 he continues the same discussion.10
In I.12 he attacks Theodore for bringing forward many doctrines which have
no foundation in the Bible and among these doctrines we find the task, ascribed
to the angels by Theodore, that the angels must keep the celestial bodies in
movement. In this chapter (28.26–29.5) we can also trace Philoponus’ own
‘impetus theory’:11 a\r∆ oujk hjduvnato selhvnh/ kai; hJlivw/ kai; toi'" loipoi'"
a[stroi" oJ dhmiourghvsa" aujtou;" qeo;" kinhtikh;n ejnqei'nai duvnamin, wJ" toi'"
barevsi te kai; kouvfoi" ta;" rJopav", wJ" toi'" zwv/oi" a{pasi ta;" ajpo; yuch'"
kinhvsei" ejnuparcouvsh" aujtoi'", i{na mh; biva/ touvtou" oiJ a[ggeloi kinw'sin…12 In
I.14 Philoponus brings in Theodore’s follower Theodoret, as a witness for his
own opinion, namely, that the Bible is rather silent about the angels. Chapter
I.15 is a kind of summary of the question about the angelic substance. In this
chapter Philoponus also turns to Job 38.7 13 when discussing the question
whether the angels were created before or at the same time as the world. I.16 is
a long chapter stretching from page 35 to page 40. Here Philoponus presents the
doctrine that nothing that is incorporeal exists in a place. He also makes use of
his doctrine and conviction that place, tovpo", is three-dimensional extension 14
and that only bodies, because they are three-dimensional, can be in a place.15 He
makes a new attack against Theodore’s doctrine that the angels were created
together with heaven and earth. In this chapter Philoponus conducts an
advanced philosophical line of argument which runs through the whole
chapter.16 In I.17 he accuses Theodore of accepting a limitation only on the
spatial level.

9

Bible passages used in I.10: Job 10.9, Gen. 3.19, Gen. 2.7, Gen. 1.24, Psalms 102.20,
Matth. 18.10.
10 Job 40.14 is used here.
11 For an explanation of Philoponus’ ‘impetus theory’ cf. Sorabji (1987) 7–13.
12 In Reichardt’s text this sentence opens with a[r∆ and there is a semi-colon after kinw' s in.
The sentence is obviously a (rhetorical) question. Therefore I have changed a[r∆ into a\r∆ and
the semi-colon into a question-mark. Bible passages used in chapter 12: Psalms 109.1, Hebr.
8.1, Gen. 2.17, Gen. 3.7, Gen. 3.21.
13 Job 38.7: “When the stars came into being, all my angels praised me in a loud voice.”
14 Furley (1991) 28.
15 Ibid. 22.
16 In this long chapter only two Bible passages are used, Dan. 7.10 and Rom. 8.21.
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In the long chapter I.18, stretching from page 43 to page 48 in Reichardt’s
edition, Philoponus once more aims at refuting the idea that the angels came
into existence together with heaven and earth. In this chapter he cites no less
than twenty-two Bible passages.17 It is a legitimate question to ask why
Philoponus cites so many passages. An answer might be that he wants to stress
strongly that, when he accuses his opponent of neglecting the deeper meaning
behind the mere letter, this accusation is legitimate. Probably Philoponus is
right here, as the Antiochene school is known to keep an attitude of reserve
towards metaphors.18 In I.19 Philoponus puts the question “What is the meaning
when Psalms 148.1 runs: ‘Praise the Lord from the heavens’?” He expresses his
fear that this passage could lead us astray and confuse us to believe that rational,
incorporeal creatures are in a place just like physical bodies.19 In this chapter he
also gives an exegesis of Psalms 133.2 “Stretch out your hands during the
nights towards the holy things and pray to the Lord.”20 Philoponus claims that,
when simple people stretch their hands in prayer, this action helps them to lift
their minds (nou'" ) to God.
In 1.20 Philoponus refutes the belief, held by Theodore, that the works of
God are mentioned in Psalms according to the order of their creation. He
stresses that Moses has not mentioned anything about the creation of the
intelligible and incorporeal powers (tw'n nohtw'n kai; ajswmavtwn dunavmewn) but
that the psalmist has started his poetry by mentioning the most worthy of all that
a human can mention, the heaven. 21 In the rather short chapter I.21 Philoponus
makes use of as many as ten Bible passages.22 These passages seem to cause
him trouble. He has not much more to say than what he says in 52.10–12, that
the words in 1 Corinthians 4.9 do not contradict the fact that “the angels are no
part of the perceptible world, nor have they been created together with it.”23
17

Psalms 148.1, 2, 7, 1Cor. 4.9, Psalms 2.4, Psalms 113.24, Psalms 112.5, Psalms 13.2,
Psalms 143.5, Is. 66.1, Acts 7.49, Dan. 7.9, Psalms 94.4, Is. 40.12, 2Cor. 6.16, John 14.23,
1Cor. 3.16, Is. 57.15, Is. 59.2, Solomon’s Wisdom 1.4, 5, Is. 7.13, Is. 57.15.
18 In Eastern exegesis of the 4th and 5th centuries the emergence of the so-called Antiochene
school with a programme antagonistic to the allegorising exegesis of the Alexandrian school
is of fundamental importance. See Simonetti (1994) 59.
19 mh; tou'to hJma'" eij" ejktovpou" fantasiva" ejxagevtw peri; tw'n noerw'n kai; ajswmavtwn
dunavmewn, o{ti te ejn tovpw/ eijsi;n wJ" ta; swvmata.
20 ejn tai'" nuxi;n ejpavrate ta;" cei'ra" uJmw'n eij" ta; a{gia, kai; eujlogei'te to;n kuvrion.
21 In I.20, Philoponus makes use of Psalms 148.1–4, 7–8 and Dan. 3.63–64.
22 1Cor. 4.9, Eph. 6.12, 1John 5.19, John 15.19, John 14.30, Psalms 77.49, Matth. 25.41,
2Peter 2.4, Jude 6, 1Cor. 6.3.
23 oujc wJ" tw'n ajggevlwn mevro" o[[ntwn tou' aijsqhtou' kovsmou h] suggenomevnwn aujtw'/.
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Philoponus ends this chapter by stating that it is not our business, nor is it
necessary, to occupy ourselves with the angels. I.22 is a long chapter stretching
from 53.17 to 59.2. Here Philoponus makes a violent attack on Theodore’s
exegesis of Genesis 1.3. Philoponus makes this exegesis appear mere madness.
In this chapter he also stresses that, even if the angels are incorporeal and
intelligible, they have no share in human sense organs.24
4.2.2.2 Cosmas
We leave De Opificio Mundi for a while and turn to Christian Topography. We
can note at once that Cosmas’ description of the angels is not kept together.
Cosmas has preferred to spread his thoughts about the angels in several books
of the Topography, viz., I, II, III, IV, V, VII, IX and X.
In I.30–32 Cosmas claims that the angels are part of this universe and dwell
here below the firmament. The belief that the angels reside in this world below
the firmament is the theme also in V.245–247 as well as in VII.48, 51–54,
57–59 and 88. The angels exist and serve in this world, although there are
certain people who believe that the angels have their abode in heaven.25
Twenty-three Bible passages have been used here.26 In II.101 Cosmas states
that God created heaven and earth on the first day of creation. On the first day
he also created the darkness, the water, the air, the fire mingled with the earth
and the angels. In III.13 Cosmas says much the same thing, and in III.28–29 he
claims that God brought the angels into existence at the same time as heaven
and earth. Further, he says that the angels did not exist before and that they were
aware of this fact. Three Bible passages have been used.27 In II.108 Cosmas
claims that the Scriptures teach us that both angels, demons and souls are
limited and that they dwell in this world. He also points out that God alone is
unlimited. He uses three Bible passages.28

24

Bible passages used in this chapter are: Matth. 3.17, 1Cor. 13.1, Gal. 1.8, Rom. 8.38,
Psalms 102.20, Hebr. 1.14, 2Cor. 11.14, Matth. 8.3, 13, Psalms 148.5, Psalms 138.6, Matth.
18.10, 1Cor. 13.12, Matth. 5.8, 1John 3.2–3, Rom. 1.20–21.
25 tine;" de; levgousi mh; ei\nai ejn tw'/ kovsmw/ touvtw/ tou;" ajggevlou", ajll∆ ejn tw'/ ajnwtevrw/ kai;
oujranivw/ cwvrw/ (VII.48).
26 Rom. 1.22, Rom. 1.23, 2Tim. 3.5, 1Cor. 4.9, Psalms 148.1–3, Psalms 148.4, Dan. 3.59–60,
Psalms 103.2–3, Psalms 103.4, John 3.13, Hebr. 6.20, John 3.13, 1Cor. 4.9, Hebr. 1.14, Eph.
3.10, Gen. 28.12, Gen. 21.17–18, Gen. 18.1–11, Gen. 19.1, Deut. 32.43, Psalms 148.1–4,
Psalms 148.3, 4.
27 Gen. 1.5, Gen. 1.3, Job 38.7.
28 1Cor 4.9, Dan. 10.13–14, Psalms 138.8–10.
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In III.13 Cosmas tells us how Moses was taken by God to Mount Sinai to be
instructed how God worked during the six days of creation. The angels were
created on the first day together with heaven and earth; no Bible passage here.
In III.28–29 we are told that the angels, who did not exist before (ou[pw to;
provteron o[nta"), came into being on the first day of creation and then were
instructed when God continued to create. Three Bible passages are used. 29 In
III.30, 31, 32, 36–38, 39, 40–42, 48, and 49 we are told how the angels were
instructed by the creation. Four passages are used.30 In III.33 Cosmas speaks of
the fall of certain angels. He tells us how these angels were ungrateful to God,
became arrogant and revolted against God; no Bible passage here. In III.42 he
stresses again that the angels were created at the same time as heaven and earth.
He uses Genesis I.1 and explains that the angels had to be created on the first
day of creation in order to assist God and to be instructed when everything else
came into existence. He mentions the same thing again in X.39, where he puts
forward Severian of Gabala as a witness. In VII.55 he claims that it is obvious
that the angels dwell within heaven and earth and are limited by the universe.
Three passages are used.31 In IX.16, 17, 19 it is repeated that the angels dwell in
this world, and in IX.16 Cosmas also mentions that the angels serve the humans
in a special way by putting the stars into movement. 32 This thought was sneered
at by Philoponus.
In IX.19 one Bible passage is used.33 In X.16 Cosmas takes Gregory of
Nazianzus as support and witness for his conviction that the angels dwell in this
world. In X.39 Cosmas comments on a letter by Severian. He turns to ‘those
who like quarrels’ (oiJ th'" filoneikiva" fivloi) 34 and shows forth how well
Severian’s doctrines agree with his own. Here he once again stresses that the
angels were created at the same time as heaven and earth and he adds that they
were spectators to the remaining creation.
In II.84–86 we learn that some angels have the duty to move the air, others to
move the sun. Some have the duty to move the moon, others again to move the
stars. Some angels must produce clouds, others rain and all kinds of such things.
All they do, they do for the benefit of man. Still, they wait together with man
29 Gen.

1.5, Gen. 1.3, Job 38.7.
15.7, Gen. 1.1, Gen. 2.23, Gen. 2.18.
31 Psalms 148. 5–6, Psalms 148.13, Ex. 20.11.
32 aiJ ajovratoi Dunavmei" diakonou'sai tw'/ qeivw/ prostavgmati dia; tou;" ajnqrwvpou" kinou'si
ta; a[stra ajkatapauvstw" kai; ajnendovtw" nukto;" kai; hJmevra".
33 Hebr. 1.14.
34 Most probably referring to Philoponus.
30 Luke
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for the day of liberation. In other words, they are bound to man in a way. Here
Cosmas supports himself on Romans 8.19–21.35 In II.89–90 Cosmas continues
the thought that there is a bond between man and angels, and he speaks of the
grief of the angels over the Fall of Man. But when Christ was born, the bond
between man and angels was restored, much to the joy of the angels. Two Bible
passages are used here.36 In II.91–93 Cosmas makes a summary of the Passion
and describes the joy of the angels at the Resurrection. Here he makes use of
four passages.37 In III.26–27 we are told that, on the fourth day of creation, the
angels received their task to become servants of man and they also got to know
that they too were under the law. Three passages are used.38 In III.35 Cosmas
speaks of the great task of the angels to keep the nature in order. Sun, moon,
stars and not least the air must be moved in order to function to the benefit of
man. No Bible passage is used in this section. In V.73–74 Cosmas speaks of the
despair of the angels, when man fell in sin and was punished with the penalty of
death. The angels lost hope for man, for themselves and for the universe. When
the angels saw, however, that God cared about man again and sent Christ, they
regained their hope. They also got to know more about the wisdom of God
through the Church. Three Bible passages are used.39
In VII.48–52 Cosmas refutes those who claim that the angels do not dwell in
this world but in a superior, celestial world. The angels are here on earth and
they are limited to be here in order to serve man. No less than twelve Bible
passages are used in this section. 40 In VII.61 Cosmas says that the angels hope
that they too will become liberated and get access to the superior world which is
prepared for man by God. Two Bible passages are used.41 In IX.13 Cosmas
intends to give evidence that the celestial bodies are moved by angels. When the
Day of Christ arrives, the angels will be liberated from their service. Then the
stars will fall down on the earth. Two Bible passages are used. 42
This survey shows that the question when the angels were created is
important to the two opponents, not to say the most important question, and it
will be our first target for closer investigation. This particular question, as I see
35

ÔH ga;r ajpokaradokiva th'" ktivsew" th;n ajpokavluyin tw'n uiJwn' tou' qeou' ajpekdevcetai.
2.14, Matth. 4.1–11.
37 John 16.33, Luke 10.19, Gen. 3.15, Col. 2.14.
38Luke 10.18, 1Tim. 3.16, Gen. 3.3.
39 Luke 15.7, Rom. 8.20–22, Eph. 3.10.
40 John 3.13, 1Cor. 4.9, Rom. 8.19, Rom. 8.20, Rom. 8.21, Hebr. 1.14, Eph. 3.10, Gen. 28.12,
Gen. 32.3, Gen. 21.17–18, Gen. 18.1–11, Gen. 19.1.
41 1Peter 1.12, Rom. 8.22.
42 Rom. 8.20–21, Matth. 24.29.
36 Luke
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it, must have its origin in the two opponents’ outlook. Philoponus sees the
angels as purely spiritual beings, servants of God and belonging to heaven.
Cosmas, on his part, sees the angels as servants of men, albeit on the order of
God, with their principal sphere of activities on the earth. These absolutely
opposite views make a great difference between the two opponents’ approach to
the angels right from the start.

4.3 When were the angels created?
4.3.1 Cosmas’ view
In The Christian Topography III.28 Cosmas is rather detailed. First he states
that the angels were created on the first day of the creation together with heaven
and earth.43 Secondly he states that the angels are intelligent creatures and that
they were struck dumb with amazement when they found themselves alive and
existing together with heaven and earth. Therefore they immediately started to
reflect on who was their creator. According to Cosmas, the angels were aware
that they existed within what was created at the same time as themselves,
namely, heaven and earth. They were also aware that they had not existed
before (ejqewvroun ga;r eJautou;" touvtwn e[ndon o[nta" kai; ouj prou>pavrconta").
They kept asking themselves, however, whether their creator was the same one
who also had made heaven and earth. While still pondering over this, God’s
voice was heard “let there be light”, 44 and the angels were taught that the same
creator, who had made the light come forth out of nothing, had also created
them.

43

Cosmas was neither the only one nor the first one who was of the opinion that the angels
were created on the first day of creation together with heaven and earth. Theodore of
Mopsuestia was of the same opinion. The same idea, however, is accounted for also in the
Book of Jubilees from the first century A.D. Cf. Testuz (1965) 75: “Le premier jour, Il créa
les cieux qui sont en haut, et la terre, et les eaux, et tous les esprits qui font leur service
devant Lui : les Anges de la Face, et les Anges de la Sainteté, et les anges de l'esprit du feu, et
les anges de l'esprit des vents, et les anges de l'esprit des nuages, et de l'obscurité, et de la
neige, et de la grêle, et du gel, et les anges des voix, et du tonnerre, et de l'éclair, et les anges
des esprits du froid, et de la chaleur, et de l'hiver, et du printemps, et de l'automne, et de l'été,
et de tous les esprits de ses créatures qui sont dans les cieux et sur la terre...”
44 Gen. 1.3.
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4.3.2 Philoponus’ refutation of Cosmas
4.3.2.1 Arguments from Basil against Theodore
In De Opificio Mundi I.11, 27.21–28.16 Philoponus refers to a point of
disagreement between Basil and Theodore. Theodore’s had claimed that the
angels were created simultaneously with the material world (toi'" swvmasi),
Basil that their creation was independent of matter. Philoponus suggests that
Theodore might denounce Basil by declaring his belief to be ‘unwritten’, i.e., to
lack support in Scripture. In fact it is not at all unwritten (oujde; pantelw'" ejstin
a[grafon), Philoponus declares. In Job, he continues, it was said about the devil,
who from the beginning was among the angelic host: “this one is the beginning
of God’s creation, made to be scoffed at by the holy angels.” 45 Philoponus asks
the questions how the devil could be the beginning of the things created by God
if he came into being together with the world, and how heaven and earth could
be the beginning if Job says that the devil was the beginning. It is therefore
evident, according to Philoponus, that heaven and earth is the beginning of the
visible world and the devil is the beginning of the invisible world. The creation
of the invisible world, however, is not mentioned by Moses and nothing is
written in the Bible that could support Theodore’s belief.
At the end of this chapter Philoponus states that there are many dogmas
which, although held by the Church, are not written in the Bible. He mentions
such doctrines as the Divine being incorporeal, without shape, without
extension and therefore also indivisible (to; ajswvmaton ei\nai to; qei'on, to;
ajschmavtiston, to; ajdiavstaton, dio; kai; ajmere;" uJpavrcei). In this connection
Philoponus also mentions the doctrine that was of great importance in his days,
namely, that the Holy Trinity—Father, Son and Holy Spirit—are of the same
substance (to; oJmoouvsion ei\nai th;n aJgivan triavda). Further, the doctrine that
the bodies are made of the four elements (to; ejk tw'n tessavrwn stoiceivwn
ei\nai ta; suvnqeta swvmata). These doctrines and many more are not written in
the Bible. Still they are conclusions arrived at by reasoning from accepted
concepts, gathered in the Church and nourished there, and Philoponus stresses
that Theodore ought to have been aware of that fact.
4.3.2.2 Arguments from Theodoret
In I.14, 33.11–25 we find another of the very few occasions when Philoponus
brings in a church father into his argumentation. Philoponus takes Theodoret of
45

Job 40.19 tou'tov ejstin ajrch; plavsmato" kurivou, pepoihmevnon katapaivzesqai uJpo; tw'n
ajggevlwn aujtou'. Philoponus quotes the last phrase as uJpo; tw'n aJgivwn ajggevlwn.
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Cyrrhus46 as an example of the weak argumentation of Theodore’s doctrine.
First he tells us that Theodoret earlier has made use of all Theodore’s attacks by
which the latter believed himself to prove that the angels did not exist before the
world. But later, Theodoret modified his views and Philoponus cites: “I do not
assert this categorically – because I think that it is adventurous to speak
categorically about things that the Bible does not speak clearly of – but I stated
what I have understood to be in accordance with pious reasoning. This is right
to know, however, that all beings, except the Holy Trinity, possess a nature
which is created. If this is agreed upon, it will not hurt the thought of piety to
say that the hosts of angels were created before heaven and earth.”47
It must have been something of a triumph to Philoponus when he found the
statement just cited in Theodoret’s work, and from his citing it conscientiously
we can understand that Philoponus really makes the most of it. We have noticed
that he never uses Cosmas’ name when he makes his rejections of the
Antiochene fraction of the Church and its perhaps most famous representative
Theodore of Mopsuestia. But Theodore was dead since about a hundred years
and could not be hurt by Theodoret’s doubts about the great importance of the
time when the angels came into existence. Cosmas, though, if he now held
Philoponus’ citations to be true ones, must have been at least frustrated when he
considered that one of ‘his own’ belittled a doctrine which had extremely great
importance for his understanding of the course of creation.

4.3.3 Angels not created on the first day of creation
4.3.3.1 Lack of scriptural evidence for Theodore’s view
In De Opificio Mundi I.8, 16.19–17.17 John Philoponus strongly refutes the
thought, held by Theodore, that the angels were created on the first day of
creation. As a support for this his opinion he refers to Basil who claimed that
there had been a state before the creation of the world, a state adapted to the
46

Theodoret (c. 393–c. 466), bishop of Cyrrhus, was an adherent of the Antiochene fraction
of the Church.
47 ejgw; de; tau'ta oujk ajjpofainovmeno" levgw — tolmhro;n ga;r ajjpofantikw'" oi\mai levgein,
peri; w|n hJ qeiva diarrhvdhn ouj levgei grafhv — ajll∆ o{per toi'" eujsebevsi logismoi'"
aJrmovttein uJpevlabon, ei[rhka. ejkei'no mevntoi divkaion eijdevnai, wJ" a{panta ta; o[nta plh;n
th'" aJgiva" triavdo" ktisth;n e[cei th;n fuvsin. sunomologoumevnou de; touvtou tw'/ th'"
eujsebeiva" ouj lumaivnetai lovgw/ to; pro; oujranou' kai; gh'" gegenh'sqai levgein tw'n ajggevlwn
tou;" dhvmou". I have cited from Philoponus’ text. In Theodoret’s own text the word
‘necessary’ (ajnagkai'on) is used instead of the underlined word ‘right’ (divkaion).
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supra-mundane (uJperkosmivoi") and rational (noerai'") powers, in other words,
angels. Basil says in Hexaemeron I.5: 48 “It seems that even before this world
was created, there existed something which is possible to consider in our mind.
This has not been described, however, since it is a subject too advanced to
beginners, who are like children when it comes to knowledge. There existed
before the creation of the world a state, which was in accordance with the supramundane powers, a state beyond time, eternal and everlasting. In this very state,
the creator of the universe has created his work, a spiritual light befitting the
blessedness of those who love the Lord, rational (logikav"), invisible
(aj o rav t ou") natures and the whole host of the spiritual (nohtw'n),49 beings
beyond our understanding, who we cannot even mention by name. This fills the
substance of the invisible world as Paul teaches us when he says: “In him
everything was created, visible and invisible, thrones and dominations, rulers
and authorities, powers and the hosts of angels under the command of
archangels.” 50 Philoponus also stresses that, when Moses claims that God
created heaven and earth in the beginning, this does not mean that the world is
older than everything else which is created in the universe, but simply declares,
that the perceptible, touchable things in the world did not come into being until
after the invisible, rational ones first had come into existence.
In order to stress his own conviction that the angels already existed when the
visible world was created, Philoponus accuses Theodore of insulting the
memory of Basil, the great authority of the ancient Church.
In I.8, 17.11–17 Philoponus cites Theodore who had uttered that it was silly
of men, who claimed to follow the Scriptures, to maintain that angels and
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«Hn gavr ti, wJ" e[oike, kai; pro; tou' kovsmou touvtou, o} th'/ me;n dianoiva/ hJmw'n ejsti
qewrhtovn, ajnistovrhton de; kateleivfqh dia; to; toi'" eijsagomevnoi" e[ti kai; nhpivoi" kata;
th;n gnw'sin ajnepithvdeion. «Hn ti" presbutevra th'" tou' kovsmou genevsew" katavstasi"
tai' " uJ p erkosmiv o i" dunav m esi prev p ousa, hJ uJ p ev r crono" , hJ aij w niv a , hJ aj i ? d io".
Dhmiourghvmata de; ejn aujth'/ oJ tw'n o{lwn ktivsth" kai; dhmiourgo;" ajjpetevlese, fw'" nohto;n
prevpon th'/ makariovthti tw'n filouvntwn to;n kuvrion, ta;" logika;" kai; ajoravtou" fuvsei" kai;
pa'san th;n tw'n nohtw'n diakovsmhsin, o{sa th;n hJmetevran diavnoian uJperbaivnei, w|n oujde;
ta;" ojnomasiva" ejxeurei'n dunatovn. Tau'ta tou' ajoravtou kovsmou sumplhroi' th;n oujsivan, wJ"
didavskei hJma'" oJ Pau'lo" levgwn: ”Oti ejn aujtw'/ ejktivsqh ta; pavnta, ei[te oJrata; ei[te
ajovrata ei[te qrovnoi ei[te kuriovthte" ei[te ajrcai; ei[te ejxousivai, ei[te dunavmei", ei[te
ajggevlwn stratiaiv, ei[te ajrcaggevlwn ejpistasivai. I cite this little passage in its whole in
order to show that Philoponus had solid ground for his feet when he turns to Basil.
49 nohtw'n should perhaps be translated ‘perceptible to our mind’.
50 Col. 1.16.
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invisible powers were created before the visible creation.51 Theodore himself
and Cosmas in his footsteps claimed that nothing whatsoever existed before the
perceptible bodies and that the angels were created together with heaven and
earth.
This opinion was a source of irritation to Philoponus, so in I.8, 18.13–14 he
demands from Theodore that he must show exactly where the Bible gives
expression to the thought that the angels were created together with heaven and
earth. Genesis 1.1 is the Bible passage which states that God created heaven and
earth. There is no addition to this verse which claims that God, at the same time,
created other things belonging to heaven and earth. Still Cosmas claims that the
angels must have been created at the same time.
In Topography III.42 Cosmas stresses that those who want to know whether
the angels really were created together with heaven and earth only need to
consider the fact that it was only after their creation that God made use of voice
when he performed the act of creation. He did not make use of voice when he
brought forth heaven and earth, but when the angels were there he had to use the
voice for their benefit. Cosmas’ exegesis obviously presupposes that the angels
were present when God continued to create and that God made use of voice
when he created all other things in order to instruct the angels. It does not say in
Genesis 1.1 “Let there be heaven and earth”, for the angels were not yet there to
hear it but, when God continued to create, he said “Let there be light”, etc.
Philoponus, on his part, stresses the fact that Moses has not said one word
about God creating the angels. Moses has told the story of the creation of this
visible, physical world and he has done so in order to bring mankind to
knowledge about the creator (I.8, 18.16–18).
In Topography III.41 Cosmas makes a summary of what he has said before
about the creation. He then suggests that someone might put the question, why it
took God six whole days to create the world. He answers the question himself
by pointing out that, since the angels are equipped with intelligence but
submitted to change, less than six days would not have been enough to teach
them. The result of less than six days of creation might have entailed that they
had jumped to the false conclusion that the world and everything within it was
51 This

passage probably comes from Theodore’s Commentary on Genesis which Philoponus
obviously had at hand. For other attestations of that work, see Clavis Patrum Graecorum 345.
The quotation in question runs: Eu[ h qe" de; ouj c h| t ton, o{ t an kai; tw' n euj s ebei' n
ejpaggellomevnwn kai; tai'" qeivai" peivqesqai prospoioumevnwn grafai'" ajggevlou" h[ tina"
ajoravtou" dunavmei" e[nioi pro; tw'n oJrwmevnwn nomivzwsin ei\nai, oiJ mhdemivan ejk th'" qeiva"
grafh'" ajpovdeixin parascevsqai touvtou dunavmenoi.
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created at random and disorderly like a kind of creation of the imagination
(favsmata). Cosmas repeats that God brought forth the angels on the very first
day together with heaven and earth. Thereafter, God continued to create the
whole world, piece by piece, in six days for the angels to examine it and to be
instructed.
It might seem surprising that Cosmas, who wants to read the Bible to the
letter, adds such a thing as the creation of the angels being synchronous with
that of heaven and earth. There is not even a hint of such an event in the
description of the creation in Genesis, a fact which Philoponus is not slow to
point out. It is a fact, however, that the doctrine, which claims that the angels
were created at the same time as heaven and earth, is supported by the
Antiochene fraction of the Church.
4.3.3.2 An absurdity in Theodore’s and his follower Cosmas’ theology
Philoponus, the scientist, who wanted to keep to clear facts, took offence at
several ‘peculiarities’ in Theodore’s theology. Such a peculiarity, which is
connected to the question when God created the angels, is Cosmas’ explanation
as of why God made use of voice when he continued his creation after the first
day.
Philoponus takes up Cosmas’ explanation and makes an attack on Theodore
when in De Opificio Mundi I.22, 53.22–56.3 he feels called upon to draw
attention to this absurdity in Theodore’s theology. This theology teaches among
other absurd dogmas, according to Philoponus, that heaven and earth were
created out of God’s pure will without God using a voice when they were
created. But after that, when the rest of the creation came into being, God
actually spoke in order to instruct the angels. It is madness to believe such a
thing, according Philoponus, and, if now Cosmas from time to time accuses the
‘pretended Christians’ of blasphemous thoughts, it is quite obvious here that
Philoponus pays back when he says: “What madness! He hears an utterance
from God that is articulate!”52 For Theodore does not speak of a voice that was
heard, Philoponus points out, but of God himself speaking. If there had been
only a voice, Theodore might have meant that the air formed itself into speech
in a miraculous way, as it happened on several occasions, e.g. when Christ was
baptized and a voice from heaven was heard. But since Theodore claims that
God actually spoke, he must think that God is equipped with organs of speech
like windpipe, tongue, palate, teeth and all the rest that makes it possible for
52

feu' th'" ajtopiva": fwnh;n ajkouvei qeou' th;n e[narqron.
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humans to speak. It also must mean that the angels are equipped with bodily
hearing organs. Philoponus does not think it impossible that Theodore might
make use of the Bible passage “if I speak with tongues of men and angels”,53
not knowing that this figure of speech is a hyperbole. That was repulsive and
irreverent in Philoponus’ eyes. If the angels are incorporeal and intelligent they
have no share in our human sense organs.54 They simply do not need sense
organs to have knowledge about God and his work. They can see God all the
time55 with their spiritual eyes, and besides, they are superior to humans.
Philoponus also accuses Theodore of believing the angels to be inferior to
humans regarding the reason (Tosou'to kai; th'" tw'n ajnqrwvpwn aujtou;"
uJfei'sqai dianoiva" hJgei'tai).
The above mentioned attack of Philoponus’ against his antagonist leads us to
another point of dispute, viz., of what substance the angels are made.

4.4 What substance are angels made of?
4.4.1 The different views of the opponents
In I.10, 23.21–27.17 Philoponus speaks about the creation of man and he cites
from Job, “Do consider, Lord, that you have made me out of clay and that you
will bring me back into clay”,56 and from Genesis, “From earth you are and to
earth you must return.”57 He also cites from Homer: “May all of you become
water and earth.”58 By these quotations Philoponus wants to show that there is
indeed a difference between body and soul as regards the substance. When
man’s body already was created, “God blew the spirit of life into him and man
became a living soul.”59 This is not the case with the animals; they were given
their bodies and their souls at the same time when they were created. The
human soul was the last thing created; it is worth much more than the human
53 1Cor.

13.1.
eij ou\n ajswvmato" kai; noera; tw'n tagmavtwn ejkeivnwn ejsti;n hJ oujsiva, oujde;n tw'n
hJmetevrwn e[cousin aijsqhthrivwn.
55 Cf. Matth. 18.10 oiJ a[ggeloi aujtw'n dia; panto;" blevpousi to; provswpon tou' patrov" mou
tou' ejn oujranoi'".
56 Job 10.9.
57 Gen. 3.19.
58 Iliad 7.99 ajll∆ uJmei'" me;n pavnte" u{dwr kai; gai'a gevnoisqe.
59 Gen. 2.7.
54
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body and much more than the souls of the animals. If this is so, then the angels
must be worth still more, for they were created before the rest of the creation.
After all they always contemplate the face of God,60 and Philoponus continues
by stating that they must, by far, be superior to every corporeal and corruptible
nature. Accordingly, it is nonsense to think that they were created together with
body as if they were composed of the same substance as body. Not even the
human soul was brought into existence together with its own body. Besides, had
they been created together with heaven and earth, why should not Moses have
mentioned them? After all he has mentioned every kind of animal and even the
smallest herb, so it would have been shameful if he had forgotten to mention the
angels. Philoponus ends this chapter by stating that God must have created the
angels before he created heaven and earth. Moses has not mentioned them
because his one and sole intention was to teach about this visible world in order
to bring knowledge about God to mankind. For this is the very reason why he
has not left out one of the smallest things in the creation when it comes to the
things within the world. If the angels have had their share in the creation of this
world, Moses surely would have thought of them.
Let us now pass on to examine how Philoponus and Cosmas, respectively,
deal with Psalms 148, a psalm which has much to say about angels, but also
several other Bible passages, when they want to demonstrate their views.
In I.18, 43.24–48.10 Philoponus massively attacks Theodore’s literalism, a
feature that is highly characteristic of Cosmas’ way of thinking. To this end
Psalms 148 is put in focus. Cosmas, actually, cites from this psalm in
Topography VII.53–55 and makes an exegesis there which very much
resembles Theodore’s exegesis as it is described by Philoponus in De Opificio
Mundi I.18, 43.24–44.20. Philoponus cites Theodore who, in his turn, cites from
the psalm: “Praise the Lord from the heavens, praise him all his angels, praise
him all his powers.”61 As David mentions the heaven first of all and includes
the angels and the powers together with it and then adds: “Praise the Lord from
the earth”,62 it is obvious that he followed the example of Moses, according to
Theodore. These verses show that he divided the whole of the creation into
these two parts, saying that the one part was to praise the Lord from the heaven
and the other part from the earth. Theodore seems to mean that Moses made this
very division, since he mentioned all that came into being together with heaven
and earth and all that which came into being after. From this Theodore, much to
60 Matth.

18.10.
148.1–2.
62 Psalms 148.7.
61 Psalms
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Philoponus’ indignation, concluded that Moses could make this division
because he knew for certain that the angels had not been created before heaven
and earth, but got their existence together with heaven and earth. In Theodore’s
as well as Cosmas’ eyes, the angels are part of the creation and therefore have
their abode within heaven and earth.
Cosmas comments on Psalms 148 in Topography VII.53–54 under the
heading of ‘The hierarchy of creation’ and in VII.55 under the heading of
‘Heaven and earth containing everything including the angels.’ Cosmas states
that king David, in the same way as Moses, distinguishes what belongs to
heaven from what belongs to earth. In his psalm ‘of praising’, king David
therefore begins in heaven and passes on downwards to the earth (ajkolouvqw"
ajpo; tou' sterewvmato" kai; tou' u{you" ajrxavmeno" kai; proi>w;n ejpi; ta; kavtw).
Cosmas’ exegesis ends with the statement that the angels exist within heaven
and earth and are circumscribed by the universe.
Doubtless, there are close points of similarity between Theodore’s exegesis,
cited by Philoponus, and that of Cosmas. This fact adds more credibility to the
assumption that Cosmas depends on Theodore and is his true adept. The
likeness between the two exegeses is shown by the underlined words and
phrases in the text below.
De Opificio Mundi 1.18, 43.24– 44.20

Christian Topography VII.53–55

”Wsper, fhsiv, Mwu>sh'" eij" duvo diei'le th;n
ktivsin, oujrano;n kai; gh'n, ou{tw kai; Daui;d
eij" ta; aujta; diei'len aujth;n kai; ta; me;n ejk
tw'n oujranw'n , ta; de; ejk th'" gh'" e[fhsen
uJmnei'n to;n qeo;n ajkolouvqw" tw'/ th;n ktivsin
dihghsamevnw/: provteron ga;r tw'n ejk tw'n
oujranw'n poihsavmeno" th;n mnhvmhn:
‘aijnei'te to;n kuvrion ejk tw'n oujranw'n’
ejpavgei: ‘aijnei'te aujto;n pavnte" oiJ a[ggeloi
aujtou', aijnei'te aujto;n pa'sai aiJ dunavmei"
aujtou'’ perilhptikw'" pavsa" ta;" ajoravtou"
kai; logika;" fuvsei" eijpwvn: ei\ta ejk tw'n
ajoravtwn ejpi; ta; oJrwvmena metabav" —
hJlivou mevmnhtai kai; selhvnh" ajstevrwn te
kai; fwto;" oujranw'n te kai; aujtw'n kai; dh;
kai; tw'n uJpe;r to;n fainovmenon tou'ton
oujrano;n uJdavtwn — ejpavgei loipovn:
‘aijnei'te to;n kuvrion ejk th'" gh'"’. eu[dhlon
toivnun wJ" a{pasan th;n ktivsin eij" duvo
tau'ta dielw;n kai; ta; me;n ejx oujranou' ta; de;
ejk th'" gh'" eijrhkwv", pavvnta de; eijpw;n w|n ta;

oJmoivw" kai; oJ Daui;d tw'/ skopw'/ Mwu>sevw"
ajkolouqw'n kai; aujto;" meta; to;n Mwu>seva
genovmeno" profhvth", diairw'n tav te ejn
toi'" oujranoi'" kai; ta; ejpi; th'" gh'", ou{tw
fhsivn: ‘ Aijnei'te to;n kuvrion ejk tw'n
oujranw'n, aijnei'te aujto;n ejn toi'" uJyivstoi":
aijnei'te aujtovn, pavnte" oiJ a[ggeloi aujtou':
aijnei'te aujtovn, pa'sai aiJ dunavmei" aujtou’:
ajkolouvqw" ajjpo; tou' sterewvmato" kai; tou'
u{you" ajrxavmeno" kai; proi>w;n ejpi; ta; kavtw,
ei\pe pavnta" tou;" ajggevlou", tou;" aujtou;"
eijpw;n kai; dunavmei". loipo;n pavlin ta; a{ma
aujtoi'" levgei: ‘Aijnei'te aujtovn, h{lio" kai;
selhvnh: aijnei'te aujtovn, pavnta ta; a[stra
kai; to; fw'"’: ejk touvtou ajnatrevcei eij" to;n
ajnwvteron cw'ron kaiv fhsin: ‘Aijnei'te
aujtovn, oiJ oujranoi; tw'n oujranw'n’, ajnti; tou'
eijjpei'n ‘oJ oujrano;" tou' oujranou'’>, ‘oujrano;n
oujranou'’ kalevsa" to;n prw'ton, o}" oujranov"
65
ejsti touvtou tou' oJrwmevnou sterewvmato":
ei\tav fhsi: ‘kai; to; u{dwr to; uJperavnw tw'n

toivnun wJ" a{pasan th;n ktivsin eij" duvo
tau'ta dielw;n kai; ta; me;n ejx oujranou' ta; de;
ejk th'" gh'" eijrhkwv", pavvnta de; eijpw;n w|n ta;
me;n su;n oujranw'/ kai; gh'/, ta; de; met∆ ejkei'na
ejgevvneto, oujk a]n tw'n ajoravtwn dunavmewn
meta; touvtwn ejpoihvsato mnhvmhn, ejn toi'"
ejk tw'n oujranw'n ajriqmhvsa" kajkeivna", eij mh;
safw'" h[/dei mh; pro; oujranou' kai; gh'" aujta;"
gegonuiva" ajlla; su;n aujtoi'" me;n labouvsa"
to; ei\nai, e[ndon de; aujtw'n ei\nai tacqeivsa"
a{te kai; mevro" ou[sa" th'" ktivsew".

oujranou'’ kalevsa" to;n prw'ton, o}" oujranov"
ejsti touvtou tou' oJrwmevnou sterewvmato":
ei\tav fhsi: ‘kai; to; u{dwr to; uJperavnw tw'n
oujranw'n’, i{na ei[ph/ tou' oujranou': diarrhvdhn
nu'n ta; ejpavnw eijrhkwv" , eu[dhlov" ejstin
eijdw;" ta; provtera uJpokavtw ... loip;on ta;
pavnta sunavptei levgwn: ‘ÔH ejxomolovghsi"
aujtou' ejpi; gh'" kai; oujranou'’, a{ma dhlwvsa"
o{ti kai; e[swqen gh'" kai; oujranou' eijsi
pavnta, oJmoivw" kai; aujto;" tw'/ Mwu>sh'/
eijrhkwv", o}" e[fhsen: ‘∆En ga;r e}x hJmevrai"
ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;n oujrano;n kai; th;n gh'n
kai; pavnta ta; ejn aujtoi'"’, e[ti fanerwvteron
dhlwvsa" pavnta" tou;" ajggevlou" e[swqen
o[nta" oujranou' kai; gh'" kai;
perigrafomevnou" uJp∆ aujtw'n.

In I.18, 44.21–23 Philoponus quotes another Bible passage, used by Theodore
as a proof for his supposedly correct belief, viz., 1 Corinthians 4.9,63 “we have
become a spectacle to the world, both to angels and to men.” 64 Thereby
Theodore, according to Philoponus, thinks himself to have proved that the
angels came into being together with heaven and earth, “for,” Theodore says, “it
is ridiculous to believe that they existed before the world, if they, according to
Paul, is a part of the world in the same way as the humans.” If now Theodore
thinks that this is ridiculous, Philoponus repays him in kind when he, a little
further on in this chapter (I.18, 45.13–48.10), rebukes him for his exegesis of
Psalms 148. This exegesis is strictly literal in the Jewish way, Philoponus
claims (movnw/ tw'/ gravmmati prosevcwn ijoudai>kw'"), and such exegeses lead to
absurdities. Philoponus then cites several Bible passages in order to show his
point, among others Psalms 2.4, “He who lives in the heavens shall laugh at
them and the Lord shall mock at them,”65 and Isaiah 66.1, “The heaven is my

63 Cosmas

uses 1 Corinthians four times in Topography (II.108, V.245, VI.34, VII.48) in
order to prove that the angels dwell in this world, but I have not found that he uses the
passage to prove that they were created at the same time as heaven and earth.
64 1Cor. 4.9 qevatron ejgenhvqhmen tw'/ kovsmw/ kai; ajggevloi" kai; ajnqrwvpoi".
65 Psalms 2.4 oJ katoikw'n ejn oujranoi'" ejkgelavsetai aujtou;" kai; oJ kuvrio" ejkmukthriei'
aujtouv".
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throne and the earth is my footstool.” 66 If now Theodore only sees the literal
meaning and neglects the spiritual meaning, then he also will see God as a part
of this world and delimit the heaven as his house and his throne and the earth as
his footstool. But where did God dwell before the creation of the heaven, and
what was his footstool before the creation of the earth?
And Philoponus goes on to criticize Theodore’s literalism, claiming that he
will attribute to God both wrath, sorrow and sleep, as well as waking up, regret,
joy and laughter. But human feelings are not enough, Philoponus says;
Theodore might also attribute to God human limbs like hands, fingers, feet,
right-hand side, eyes, eyelids, ears, mouth, heart, forehead and back, as all these
parts are mentioned in the Bible. He might, in other words, provide God with a
human body, human voice and even age as it is written in Daniel ‘old of days’
(oJ palaio;" tw'n hJmerw'n). Philoponus refutes this as godlessness and stupidity.
He also shows that he is not only aware of the metaphors in the Bible but also
sees the necessity of them, namely, that the metaphors can lift us humans to
cherish more godly conceptions (ejk th'" touvtwn ajnalogiva" eij" ejnnoiva" hJma'"
qeiotevra" ajnavgousin aiJ qeovpneustoi grafaiv). And Philoponus goes on
explaining that God’s eyes, e.g., can stand for the conception that God can see
everything. The hearing of his ears can mean that nothing is hidden from him
and we cannot do anything, good or bad, without God being aware of it, and so
on. The result will be that all that which has been said in this manner can show
itself to be useful and lead us humans to a worthy knowledge about God.67 But
this was not the case with his opponent, Theodore. One example of this fact is
that God made use of his voice in order to instruct the angels.68
Eager to point out that we cannot know when the angels came into existence
and that they were not created together with heaven and earth, Philoponus, in
I.20, 50.7–52.5, takes up the discussion about the order of the creation of the
universe. First Philoponus claims that not everything in the Psalms is
enumerated in the right order. To this end he once again cites from psalm 148.
He begins with the third verse, “Praise him sun and moon”, to which is added
“praise him all you stars and the light.”69 Thereby it is obvious that king David
66 Is.

6.1 oJ oujranov" moi qrovno", hJ de; gh' uJpopovdion tw'n podw'n mou.
It could be of interest to notice that Dionysius Areopagita gives a similar and detailed
explanation of the angels and their likeness to humans when it comes to abilities and mental
qualities. See Celestial Hierarchy 15.3. 329D–332D.
68 See, e.g., Topography III.13.
69 Psalms 148.3 aijnei'te aujto;n h{lio" kai; selhvnh, aijnei'te aujto;n pavnta ta; a[stra kai; to;
fw'".
67
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did not follow the Mosaic order, for he puts the light after the sun, the moon and
the stars. Further, he added, “Praise him heavens of the heavens”,70 ignoring the
fact that the heaven was created in the beginning and was created before
everything else. Then king David sings: “Praise him from the earth you dragons
and all abysses”, and he adds “fire, hail, snow, ice and storm.”71 Thereby he did
not observe the natural order, according to Philoponus, for all these things are
above the earth and it is ice alone that freezes itself strong on the earth.
Philoponus also adds one example from Daniel and cites from the psalm sung
by the three young men who were trapped in the blazing furnace: “Stars of
heaven, praise the Lord, every shower of rain and dew, praise the Lord.”72 Since
it is a fact that the rain is produced in the air but the dew seems to arise around
the earth, Philoponus uses this example together with the example from psalm
148 to show that neither of the psalms does separate what comes from the
heaven from what comes from the earth. Philoponus points out that the psalmist
first mentioned what was created first of all, heaven and earth. In which order
and in what way the psalmist then continues seems to be rather indifferent to
Philoponus. The important thing must be to state that the psalmist’s intention
had been to make a psalm to God, a psalm containing all God’s creation giving
him praise for his work.
As we have seen, Philoponus has made it clear that the Psalms are not
reliable proofs, neither for the time nor for the order of the creation. Cosmas, on
the other hand, holds the psalms to be absolutely reliable.
In Topography V.245–246 and again in VII.53–54 Cosmas wants to prove
that his point of view about the hierarchy of the creation is the right one. To this
end he is extremely eager to show that both David and Daniel, in their
respective psalms, are in accordance with Moses’ story of the creation. He
stresses that everything that exists within the universe, from the firmament and
down to the very lowest parts, is on a level which is below the firmament. To
give force to his words he cites Psalms 148.4, “Praise him you heavens of
heavens and you waters above the heaven”73 (V.245), and from Daniel
13.59–60, “Bless the Lord you heavens and all waters above the heaven”74
70 Psalms

148.4 aijnei'te aujto;n oiJ oujranoi; tw'n oujranw'n.
Psalms 148.7–8 aijnei'te to;n kuvrion ejk th'" gh'", dravkonte" kai; pa'sai a[bussoi, pu'r
cavlaza ciw;n kruvstallo" pneu'ma kataigivdo".
72 Dan. 3.63–64 eujlogei'te a[stra tou' oujranou' to;n kuvrion, eujlogei'te pa'" o[mbro" kai;
drovso" to;n kuvrion.
73 Psalms 148.4 Aijnei'te aujto;n oiJ oujranoi; tw'n oujranw'n kai; to; u{dwr to; uJperavnw tw'n
oujranw'n.
74 Dan. 3.59–60 Eujlogei'te, oujranoiv, to;n Kuvrion, u{data pavnta ejpavnw tou' oujranou'.
71
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(V.246), as he intends to prove that the two prophets, by these verses, clearly
have separated what is above the firmament and what is below.
In De Opificio Mundi I.20, 51.14–52.5 Philoponus continues to deliver his
criticism against Cosmas’ literalism and states that Moses has not said anything
whatsoever about the creation of the spiritual and incorporeal. The psalmist, on
his side, has begun his description of the creation by mentioning the most
worthy, which is the heaven. In this context he also includes the incorporeal and
logical (ajswmavtou" kai; noerav") hosts of angels, as it seems most fitting to
connect these worthy beings with what is considered by us humans to be the
most worthy, viz., the heaven. Besides, the psalmist has had one single purpose
in mind, to compose a psalm in order to honour God.
Philoponus’ criticism against Cosmas’ literalism is undoubtedly fair, and it
seems to be a fact that it is in his comments on the Psalms that the theology of
Theodore of Mopsuestia appears most absurd. It also appears to me that it is in
the discussion about the substance of the angels that Cosmas’ and Philoponus’
ways of thinking differ most of all. Here Philoponus steps forward as the true
philosopher and he is to display an advanced philosophical discussion. Cosmas,
on his part, accounts for his views in a more superficial way, a fact which is not
surprising, considering his background and his education or lack of it. We know
that Cosmas’ views and thoughts, for the most part, correspond with
Theodore’s, his authority in this field. Theodore, however, did not have the
philosophical education to that degree with which Philoponus was equipped.
In De Opificio Mundi I.9, 19.4–11 Philoponus discusses the consequences
that would follow if it were true that the angels came into being simultaneously
with heaven and earth. If that were the case, then the angels should be either
altogether corporeal, or they should be incorporeal like the human souls but tied
to a body. But they were not intended, in the beginning of existence, to have
bodies, only to exist as incorporeal beings (ajswvmatoi).

4.4.2 The philosophical reasoning of Philoponus
In I.9, 19.12–21.12 Philoponus continues his reasoning in a typical way, found
in most philosophical texts. He puts the question: “If the angels are corporeal in
substance, are they created from the four elements or from another body beside
these, as for example Aristotle introduced the fifth element, which moves in
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circles?”75 And Philoponus demands to be shown how such a substance is
constructed and from what inspired document (qeopneuvstou grafh'" ) Theodore
has learnt about it. But if now the celestial beings are created from one or
several of the elements found here on earth, then Theodore must, in clear words,
show which document it is that teaches such a fact.
Philoponus then snatches away a Bible passage that his opponent might
make use of, when he cites Psalms 103.4: “He who makes his angels into winds
and his servants into a flame of fire.”76 Philoponus also states that the flame of
fire, here spoken of, by no means can allude to the fire which exists on earth.
Nor can the winds allude to the wind here on earth. Would that be the case, one
angel made from the former would exist as a body of fire and another angel
made from the latter would exist as a body of air. It should be mentioned that
modern Bible translations build on the Hebrew text and the translation of Psalm
103.4 gives a kind of reverse meaning (the winds become angels and the flame
of fire becomes servants). Philoponus, on his part, is likely to have interpreted
the verse as indicated above, and that interpretation is confirmed by what
follows, where Philoponus further stresses his point by citing John 4.24, where
Jesus says to the Samaritan woman who believed that God was attached to a
certain place: “God is spirit (pneu'ma) and those who worship him should do so
in spirit and in truth.”77 Philoponus makes his standpoint clear: pneu'ma and pu'r
must be interpreted metaphorically here as well as in the other citations he has
made. It is in the incorporeal and invisible soul that the incorporeal and invisible
God should be worshipped (ejn th'/ ajswmavtw/ kai; ajoravtw/ yuch'/ to;n ajswvmaton
kai; ajovraton proskunhtevon qeovn). In his eagerness to show his point that God
really is incorporeal, Philoponus cites Moses: “Our God is a consuming fire”.78
Still we know that God neither is wind nor fire. The metaphors for God may
differ, but what is important to bear in mind is that God and his holy powers
occasionally draw down into corporeal presentations or natures. Philoponus
must mean, implicitly, that this is done for the benefit of humans.

75

Eij me;n ou\n swvmata movnon th;n oujsivan uJpavrcousi, povteron ejk tw'n tessavrwn h] ejx
eJtevrou para; tau'ta gegovnasi swvmato", oi|on fevre kai; ∆Aristotevlh" to; pevmpton kai;
kukloforouvmenon eijshghvsato sw'ma.
76 Psalms 103.4 ÔO poiw'n tou;" ajggevlou" aujtou' pneuvmata kai; tou;" leitourgou;" aujtou'
puro;" flovga. This text is cited from Philoponus. LXX writes pu'r flevgon instead of puro;"
flovga.
77 John 4.24 Pneu'ma oJ qeo;" kai; tou;" proskunou'nta" aujto;n ejn pneuvmati kai; ajlhqeiva/ dei'
proskunei'n.
78 Deut. 4.24 ÔO qeo;" hJmw'n pu'r katanalivskon.
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Philoponus further claims that, if the angels had their substance from one
element or from all four of them, they would be corruptible as they then were
made from corruptible matter. Being corporeal they would not be equipped with
reason and knowledge, even if they were made from another incorruptible body.
No body, simple or composed, has a share in knowledge. But the words (the
Scriptures) teach nothing about how those servants of God are constituted, those
who all the time contemplate the face of God.79
Much has been said about Philoponus’ conception about the angelic
substance, and now we turn to Cosmas.

4.4.3 The corporeality of angels (Cosmas)
It is actually difficult to trace Cosmas’ conception of the substance of the
angels. But it seems quite clear, though, that he imagines them to be corporeal.
Of course this does not mean that he believes them to be equipped with bodies
which are destructible, and Philoponus says in De Opificio Mundi I.9, 20.15–18
that, if the angels had their substance from one element or from all four, they
would be created from destructible bodies, a fact in which not even Theodore
believes. Of course there can be a certain difference between Theodore and
Cosmas on this point. Cosmas at least, believes that the angels are subjected to
changes of some kind.
In Topography II.98 Cosmas cites Romans 8.22, “The whole creation still
laments and is in travail together.”80 Cosmas then makes an exegesis where he
states that Paul makes it clear that the whole creation has let itself to be
enslaved in this life of destruction and change. Particularly so the angels,
Cosmas adds, on his own responsibility. He then stresses that also the angels are
subjected to change and that they suffer from this all the time. They count on,
however, and hope for liberation. They long for this freedom and they will have
it, as it has been said by Paul in his letter to the Romans, according to Cosmas.
In III.41, when Cosmas makes a summary of the instruction of the angels by
help of the order of the creation, he once again states that the angels are
equipped with reason but subjected to change (tw'n ajggevlwn logikw'n o[ntwn
kai; treptw'n). This is the reason why one day of creation could not be enough.
79

Dionysius Areopagita says in De caelesti hierarchia II.137B: “The Word of God makes
use of poetic imagery when discussing these formless intelligences but it does so, not for the
sake of art, but as a concession to the nature of our own mind.”
80 Rom. 8.22 Pa'sa hJ ktivsi" sustenavzei kai; sunwdivnei a[cri tou' nu'n.
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One single day would not be enough for the instruction of the angels. As they
are beings of intelligence, they needed six days to make a judgement, day by
day, of every single creative performance.
In IX.20 Cosmas explains that it is impossible for us mortal, corruptible
beings, still subjects to change, to pass beyond the stars. But the same is also
valid for the angels. They must first, together with us, be delivered from their
slavery and after having thrown down the stars to the earth they will gain their
immutability and their freedom. Then Cosmas cites 1 Corinthians 15.50, “Flesh
and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God”,81 and his exegesis of this
passage results in the interpretation that Paul by ‘flesh’ refers to mortality and
by ‘blood’ refers to changeableness. Then it must be impossible for those who
still are mortal or changeable to inherit the Kingdom of God. In order to stress
that what is subjected to corruption cannot inherit the indestructible, Cosmas
continues to cite the end of the verse, “Neither will corruption inherit the
incorruptible.”82 This sounds very depressing and it seems strange that Cosmas,
who usually is careful, not to say circumstantial, has not continued his exegesis
and explained that there will be a transformation when the perishable will be
transformed into imperishableness and the mortal into immortality.
I regard the passages above from the Topography, which I have accounted
for, to show that Cosmas must believe the angels to be corporeal. If they are
subjected to change, they will in that respect be rather like the humans. They
may have been created from another, finer matter, but still from matter. If they
were absolutely incorporeal, created without any matter whatsoever, how could
they be subjected to change? Still, Cosmas believes that the angels are
subjected to change and that they will not be delivered from changeability until
they have finished their service of men. This will happen on the Last Day when
also the above-mentioned transformation will take place.
When I now pass on to deal with the subject concerning the residence of the
angels and thereafter that of their different tasks, I think that Cosmas’ opinion
on the substance of the angels will appear more distinct.

81 1Cor.
82 1Cor.
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15.50 Sa;rx kai; ai|ma basileivan qeou' klhronomh'sai ouj duvnantai.
15.50 Oujde; hJ fqora; th;n ajfqarsivan klhronomei'.

4.5 The residence of angels
4.5.1 Philoponus’ philosophical standpoint
The question about where the angels sojourn is a matter of considerable
difference between Cosmas and Philoponus. Philoponus is the philosopher, the
scientist who has come to the conclusion in his research that the angels are
incorporeal. And, according to him, what is incorporeal does not belong to a
place. Cosmas represents a view which is held not only by himself and
Theodore of Mopsuestia but by the greater part of Christendom, at least in the
sixth century, namely, that the angels have their abode somewhere between
heaven and earth.
In Corollary on Place 558.28–31 Philoponus says that “the extension that
forms place is bodiless and separable from body and self-subsistent, not having
its being in a substrate. All the more, then, will it be able to be applied to the
body and leave it unaffected.”83 In 560.11–13 he says: “since place is an
extension that in its own definition is void, it will only be filled by the body that
comes to occupy it.”84 If now the angels are incorporeal, which Philoponus
claims, how could they be in a place?
In De Opificio Mundi I.16, 36.1–5 Philoponus puts the straight question to
Theodore, “where are any of the holy words to be found which you (Theodore)
claim that all people have heard to be said, namely, that the incorporeal
(aj s wv m atoi) and rational (noeraiv ) hosts of angels are limited by the space
between heaven and earth?”85 An answer to this question could perhaps be
found in popular parlance; in the Bible it is not to be found. Then Philoponus
brings forward his conviction that it belongs only to bodies to be in a place,
since bodies extend in three dimensions and place is extension (diavsthma).
Angels are not corporeal, nor are they incorporeal of such a kind as the human
souls, which have been equipped with bodies as tools. The human soul is not
per se but per accidens in a place, that very place where the human body, in
which the soul is housed, happens to be. Because the body is spatial, the soul
83

Furley (1991) 17. Corollary on Place is a document with which Philoponus interrupts his
commentary on Aristotle’s Physics. Aristotle had denied a three-dimensional space.
Philoponus refutes him and puts forward his own view that place is an immobile threedimensional extension.
84 Ibid. 19.
85 Kai; pou' tw'n iJerw'n logivwn tinov", i{na kaiv, wJ" su; fhv", aJpavntwn h[kousa" legovntwn, o{ti
mevson oujranou' kai; gh'" perigegrammevnai eijsi;n aiJ ajswvmatoi kai; noerai; tw'n ajggevlwn
tavxei".
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also moves per accidens spatially when the body moves. The angels, on the
other hand, are absolutely incorporeal and they are not even per accidens in a
place and nothing is said about their ability to be moved spatially.
Cosmas does not agree with Philoponus’ train of thought, and I would rather
say that he does not understand Philoponus’ view on incorporeality and
limitlessness. Perhaps he tries to make it easier for himself by introducing the
question about the human soul.

4.5.2 Cosmas’ literalistic criticism
In Topography I.30 Cosmas says that his opponents assert that heaven is a body
and that it surrounds the whole universe (to;n oujrano;n sw'ma levgonte" ei\nai
perievcein levgousi to;n pavnta kovsmon). But though they defend the thought
that there is nothing outside the universe, they claim that angels, demons and
souls, although they too are parts of this universe, are not circumscribed
(ajperivgrafo"). They do not surround the heaven and are not surrounded by it.
But this state, neither to be surrounding nor to be surrounded, is an absurdity
and an impossibility in Cosmas’ eyes. He makes focus on the human soul and
puts his opponents, or rather his opponent Philoponus, up against the wall, when
he wants an answer about their own souls. Do their souls exist or not? Should
the answer be that the souls do not exist, what a shamelessness to declare
oneself to be without a soul! Should the answer be, on the other hand, that their
souls do exist, then the question must be put: do their souls exist within them or
outside their bodies? Should the answer be the latter, then again it is a shame!
As a final point for his arguing and for the chapter, Cosmas puts the both clever
and justifiable question: “When now the body is circumscribed by the heaven,
why is not the soul circumscribed with it?” (Tou' swvmato" perigrafomevnou
uJpo; tou' oujranou', pw'" ouj sumperigravfetai kai; hJ yuchv…).
In II.108 Cosmas continues with another interesting argument with its
starting-point in the human soul. He claims that the very Bible teaches that
angels, demons and souls are limited (pavnta" perigraptou;" levgei hJ qeiva
Grafhv) to exist within this world. To this end he supports himself among other
things on 1 Corinthians 4.9:86 “We have become a spectacle to the world, both
to angels and men.”87 And it is understandable that, guided by this passage,
Cosmas might wonder: if angels and men are mentioned together in this
86 Cosmas
87 1Cor.
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also supports himself on Dan. 10.13–14 and Psalms 138.8–10.
4.9 qevatron ejgenhvqhmen tw'/ kovsmw/ kai; ajggevloi" kai; ajnqrwvpoi".

connection, why would men be in this world and angels not? Citing this same
Bible passage again in VII.48, he stresses that both humans and angels are in the
same place (wJ" ejn ejni; cwvrw/ o[ntwn pavntwn touvtwn te kajkeivnwn). And from
other examples (cited in II.108), why should expressions like eiJsthvkei ejx
ejnantiva" mou, h\lqe, ajjph'lqe and katevlipon aujto;n ejkei' be used if they did not
allude to creatures which are limited? God and God alone is unlimited, Cosmas
states, supporting himself on Psalms 138.8–10. To a literal reader like Cosmas,
these specific expressions, cited above, must carry great weight when it comes
to support his conviction that angels and men share approximately the same
conditions in this world. The angels may be invisible, logical beings equipped
with reason, still they are limited to dwell in this world. The same is valid for
the soul of man, it is incorporeal, intellectual and equipped with reason
(ajswvmato", noerav, logikhv), but it is still confined (perivgrafo") by the body.

4.5.3 Philoponus’ problem
This view on the human soul, namely, that it is incorporeal and still confined by
the body creates a difficulty to Philoponus. In I.9, 22.19 and I.16, 38.16–20 it is
quite obvious that he is aware of this difficulty. He stresses that he does not
believe that the angels are made from corporeal substance (sw'ma). Either, he
says, they are not corporeal at all, or they are incorporeal by substance and
equipped with body as a tool like our souls. This being the case, however, they
would be mortal like us. Philoponus, accordingly, seems to take three
conditions into account, (i) incorporeal and unlimited (aj s wv m ato" kai;
ajperivgrafo"), (ii) incorporeal but equipped with a body as a tool (ajswvmato"
kai; ojrganika; swvmata perikeivmeno"), and (iii) corporeal (sw' m a). For the
angels he reckons with the first condition and for the souls he reckons with the
second. Angels, consequently, differ from souls as they are not involved with
body (sw'ma) at all. By separating the angels from the human souls in this way,
Philoponus evades from being affected by Cosmas’ argumentation which takes
its starting-point in the human soul.
Philoponus then makes the important remark that the Bible does not teach
whether the angels are mortal or immortal or even if they have a body or not.
When angels do appear in human form they do not entirely make use of bodies
as tools. They do appear dressed in a brilliant dress. Philoponus finishes chapter
9 by making a comparison of how God himself appeared to Abraham, Jacob,
Daniel and others in human form. Therefore, not only the angels, but even God
could appear to be anthropomorphous, not to speak of the other forms of life in
which the divinity could appear. But no person equipped with reason could
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from these appearances even imagine anything about the corporeality of God. If
the angels are altogether incorporeal, their existence has nothing in common
with bodies, inasmuch as nothing animated got its existence at the same time as
heaven and earth.
Once again in I.15, 34.14–15, Philoponus briefly but firmly states that the
angels are neither corporeal nor incorporeal with a body around them like our
souls.88 They are absolutely incorporeal and they are not brought into existence
wearing a body. They are supra-mundane.

4.6 The concepts of magnitude and dimension
4.6.1 Corporeality and space
In I.16, 37.3–38.4, Philoponus also records that Theodore says that the angels
are intelligible (nohtov " ) and rational (logikov " ). He is surprised that his
combatant further claims that the human soul is intelligible. According to
Philoponus, Theodore has uttered: “He made our souls akin to these natures [sc.
the angels], intelligible and sharing eternal life and also reason (lovgo"), which
holds sway within us.”89 Philoponus continues by accusing Theodore of
misunderstanding the meaning of what he has said himself. The intelligible is
the opposite of the object of perception and every perceptible thing (aijsqhtovn)
is body. So what is not perceptible but intelligible must be incorporeal. What is
corporeal is not equipped with reason and no body has any knowledge about
God, not even when it is animated (cf. the animals). The logical element is in
the incorporeal substance which is the case with the human souls. If now the
substance of the angels is incorporeal and equipped with reason, they must be
without magnitude, unextended (aj m egev q h"). There are three kinds of
magnitudes: body (sw'ma), surface (ejpifavvneia) and line (grammhv), and a body
has three dimensions: length (mh'ko"), breadth (plavto") and depth (bavqo"). The
limit of the body is a surface which extends in two dimensions, length and
breadth. The line is the limit of the surface and extends in the length. Every
surface and every line have their existence in a body. If now, being in a place
88 mhvte

swvmatav eijsi mhvte ajswvmatoi oujsivai perikeivmenai swvmata kaqavper kai; hJ
hJmetevra yuchv.
89 suggenei'" de; tai'" fuvsesi tauvtai" kai; ta;" hJmetevra" pepoivhke yuca;" nohtav" te
ou[sa" kai; zwh'" ajqanavtou metecouvsa" kai; mh;n kai; lovgou ge tou' kratisteuvonto" ejn
hJmi'n.
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only is valid for a body, then it is impossible for an incorporeal substance to be
in a place.
Once again, in I.16, 38.5–20, Philoponus accuses Theodore, now of
ignorance and of speaking about magnitudes and masses when what he speaks
about is the incorporeal and the intelligible. He speaks without understanding
the meaning of these words (ouj k eij d ov s in eij d ev n ai ti dokou' n te" ka] n
perilalw'si to; ajswvmaton kai; nohto;n oujk ejfistavnonte" th'/ tw'n levxewn
shmasiva/ eij" megevqh pavlin kai; o[gkou" ejxolisqavnousin). When Philoponus, in
I.16, 38.9–20 criticizes Theodore for claiming that the angels are within heaven
and earth, then he obviously interprets this view to mean that the angels are
limited by a place. To Philoponus it is quite comparable to say this about the
angels, as if someone should say that air, water and fire are within heaven and
earth. Accordingly, Philoponus puts the question how the angelic and the
incorporeal substances could be in a place as if they too were made from the
elements, which they are not, according to Philoponus. It is true that the soul is
in our body, but it dwells there in order to give life to the body and, by doing so,
it is spatial per accidens, not per se. It is only for the body to be in a place.
In I.16, 38.21–39.18 we learn that Philoponus is of the opinion that, when
Theodore says that the angels are incorporeal, he seems to mean that they are
equipped with bodies made from a very fine substance; fine to such a degree,
actually, that they are not even perceptible. Philoponus then makes a
comparison with the elements and states that the fire is the finest element and as
such it would be the most incorporeal. Now, air is finer than water and could be
said to be incorporeal in comparison to water. The same is valid for water in
comparison to earth. Therefore, in this way it could be said of each element that
it is both corporeal and incorporeal. This is to be laughed at, not worth to be
contradicted, according to Philoponus. Every substance with three dimensions is
a body, however fine its parts may be. The incorporeal substance is devoid of
dimension. If the angelic substance extends in three dimensions, it is body, may
its parts be ever so fine and inaccessible to perception of touch. The indivisible
and that which is without extension, on the other hand, how could that be spatial
when neither a surface nor a line are spatial per se? Bodies alone are spatial,
therefore if something is spatial it indeed is body.
In I.16, 39.24–40.14 Philoponus takes offence at Theodore’s opinion that the
angelic substance exists in space. Philoponus accuses Theodore of believing the
angels to be nothing but bodies made from all four elements or from one of
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them.90 Even if Theodore says that they are intelligible like our souls, he does
not know what intelligible (nohtovn) means. If the angels are made from one or
from all four elements, they must be corruptible and Theodore can hardly claim
that, while the elements and the angels made from them are corruptible, still the
different parts of which they consist are incorruptible. The Bible does not say
such a thing and the apostle shows that all bodies are going to vanish when he
says: “And creation itself will be delivered from the slavery of corruption to the
freedom of glory of the children of God.”91 Nothing which is corruptible has a
share in what is incorruptible. One single exception—the Lord’s body.

4.6.2 The concept of limitation
In I.17, 41.4–25 Philoponus gives voice to his conviction that Theodore does
not understand the idea of ‘limitation’ (perigrafhv). According to Philoponus,
Theodore would mean that limitation is valid for space and space only. The
angels, being corporeal, are limited by space, which in this case consists of
heaven and earth, and hence got their existence together with heaven and earth.
Philoponus also quotes Theodore: “It is necessary to inquire into where they
then were, who now are limited by this space. For it could not be possible that
they were unlimited and then became limited. Instead of a limit for these
particular angels, one has to ask which space they occupied earlier, limited in
the same way as they are now when they are in this space.”92 Philoponus puts
off this utterance of Theodore’s as something which is foolish. To search for a
space which existed before the visible, to ask for an extension and a limit when
it comes to the incorporeal and the spiritual is to Philoponus nothing but
nonsense. He considers, as we have seen, the incorporeal and the spiritual to be
beyond all that is connected with the corporeal. Theodore, on the other hand,
cannot imagine the angels to be incorporeal and their respective views are
incompatible. It should be noted, however, that Philoponus makes a clear
distinction between local and other kinds of limitation. Even if the angels are
90

It should be noticed that Philoponus, at the time when he wrote De Opificio Mundi, no
longer admitted a fifth element, which he had done earlier.
91 Rom. 8.21 kai; aujth; hJ ktivsi" ejleuqerwqhvsetai ajpo; th'" douleiva" th'" fqora'" eij" th;n
ejleuqerivan th'" dovxh" tw'n tevknwn tou' qeou'.
92∆Anavgkh dh; a[ra kajkei'no zhtei'n o{pou tovte h\san aiJ nu'n tw'/de perigegrammevnai tw'/
tovpw/. ou[te ga;r ajperigravfou" ou[sa" uJpo; perigrafh;n genevsqai oi|ovn te h\n. perigrafh'/ de;
uJ p okeimev n wn aj n av g kh zhtei' n tiv " tov p o" ei\ c en auj t a; " prov t eron, ej n w| / p er h\ s an
perigegrammevnai, kaqavper nu'n eijsin ejn touvtw/ tw'/ cwvrw/.
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not circumscribed by space and in this respect are like God, they have their
limits in other respects. They have, e.g., limited power as well as limited
knowledge.93

4.6.3 Cosmas’ arguments from Scripture
Cosmas is firm as a rock in his conviction that it is in the Bible he can find all
the answers as to where the angels dwell. In Topography V.245–247 he
mentions a series of passages apt to support his conviction.94 If we read these
passages literally, there is nothing to prevent us from believing that the angels
sojourn within heaven and earth together with all other created beings, and this
is exactly Cosmas’ point.
In VII.48 Cosmas is more specific and actually goes against his opponent.
“For their sake, who claim that the angels are in the higher, heavenly world, we
will display verses from the Bible,” he says. “These verses will show that the
angels live together with us in this world and that none of them as yet has been
found worthy to pass on to the world above.” He once again cites 1 Corinthians
4.9 and also John 3.13: “No one has gone up to heaven, except he who went
down from heaven, the Son of man who is in heaven”. 95 This is a statement of
Jesus and should be of great value to the literalist Cosmas. But he must have
ignored the last words of the passage ‘who is in heaven’. When Jesus spoke
these words, he was on earth, not in heaven, at least not in the sense Cosmas
must mean by ‘being in heaven’.
From VII.55–59 Cosmas once again makes an explanation about the angelic
abode by help of Bible passages. I will cite the verses that I believe are the most
important in this context, viz., Psalms 148.5–6: “He spoke and they were born.
He commanded and they were created. He gave them a place for ever and ever,
he made an ordinance and it will not vanish.” 96 Cosmas cites another verse from
Psalms 148 and then claims that David speaks in accordance with Exodus
20.11, when Moses says: “In six days God created heaven and earth and

93 De

Opf. M. I.18, 43.4 ff.
4.9, Psalms 148.14, Dan. 3.59–60, Psalms 103.2–4.
95 John 3.13 Kai; oujdei;" ajnabevbhken eij" to;n oujranovn, eij mh; oJ ejk tou' oujranou' katabav", oJ
UiJo;" tou' ajnqrwvpou, oJ w]n ejn tw'/ oujranw'/.
96 Psalms 148.5–6 ”Oti aujto;" ei\pe, kai; ejgenhvqhsan: aujto;" ejneteivlato, kai; ejktivsqhsan:
e[sthsen aujta; eij" to;n aijw'na kai; eij" to;n aijw'na tou' aijw'no": provstagma e[qeto, kai; ouj
pareleuvsetai.
94 1Cor.
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everything in them.”97 It is quite understandable that Cosmas could interpret
these verses in the way he did. If we can understand and imagine the angels to
be corporeal, at least to some extent, as Cosmas did, there is nothing strange in
their being in a place. Nor would it be difficult to imagine the angels to be
included when Moses says that God in six days had created heaven and earth
and everything in them.
In VII.59 Cosmas takes strong measures to convince us that the angels really
are inhabitants of this world. In doing so, he turns to ecclesiastical tradition,
much in the same way as Philoponus does, when he turns to Basil. Cosmas
enumerates different kinds of divinely inspired men like prophets, apostles,
martyrs, etc. and their works. Thereby, Cosmas claims that these holy men have
not spoken about the two conditions—this idea so precious to Cosmas. What
they have preached, however, in order to draw all peoples to piety, is that this
world belongs to both angels and humans. They have also preached that the
superior world belongs to angels and humans after the resurrection from the
dead. When Cosmas claims this, we might highly suspect that the question
about where the angels dwell is of almost the same dignity to him as the idea of
the two conditions which, in turn, is the corner-stone of his doctrine.
Let us now examine what the two opponents have to say about the tasks that
the angels have to perform in the universe.

4.7 The purpose of angels
4.7.1 Servants of God (Philoponus)
In the beginning of time God gave man the charge to cultivate and to preserve
the earth.98 Were the angels given a similar knowledge? In De Opificio Mundi
I.9, 20.24–21.12 Philoponus says, in connection with the question about the
nature of the angels, that they are servants of God and that they all the time
contemplate the face of God. Presumably he has Matthew 18.10 in mind, where
Jesus speaks about the children’s guardian angels. This is the greatest
knowledge of all, according to Philoponus, to get to know what that face
commands. But he also mentions a couple of passages from the Old Testament
97

Ex. 20.11 ∆En ga;r e}x hJmevrai" ejjpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;n oujrano;n kai; th;n gh'n kai; pavnta ta;
ejn aujtoi'".
98 Gen. 2.15 Kai; e[laben kuvrio" oJ qeo;" to;n a[nqrwpon o}n e[plasen, kai; e[qeto aujto;n ejn tw'/
paradeivsw/ ejrgavzesqai aujto;n kai; fulavssein.
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which describe how angels came to the help of humans in times of distress.99
This is not a sign of corporeal nature, but of incorporeal, rational and logical
substance which is obeying God.
It is interesting to see, how Philoponus brings forward Bible passages which
point to the power of the angels. 100 Sometimes this power is used for help, other
times for punishment and revenge, but the angels are without doubt equipped
with power. Philoponus, on his part, does not seem to put the angelic ability and
obedience in question.
In I.10, 24.24–25.21, when he has discussed their substance, Philoponus
makes a comparison with the human soul and establishes that also the soul was
created as a being without body. How much more should not angels, who highly
surpass the human souls regarding substance, power and knowledge, be worthy
of an existence surpassing that of our souls. Doubtlessly, Philoponus thinks
highly of the angels. Their incorporeality does not diminish their power in any
way whatsoever. On the contrary, he seems to estimate them more than he
estimates the human souls and in I.22, 58.21–59.2 he rebukes Theodore for
considering the angels to be inferior to humans when it comes to reason.

4.7.2 Servants of men (Cosmas)
Cosmas’ view on the angelic functions is different from Philoponus’ view in
one important respect. While Philoponus considers the angels to be servants of
God, Cosmas, on his part, looks upon them as servants of men. In Topography
II.85 Cosmas cites Hebrews 1.14: “Are they not all servant spirits sent out to
serve those who are going to receive a share in salvation?”101 Further, he cites
Romans 8.19–21: “For creation waits eagerly for the revelation of the sons of
God. Creation has, namely, been submitted to vanity, not voluntarily, but
because of him who submitted it, but with the hope that also the creation will be
delivered from the slavery of vanity into the freedom of glory of the children of
God.”102 Cosmas claims that the apostle here names the angels ‘creation’ and
99 Dan.

10.13 and Josh. 5.13–15.
1.18–20, 2Kings 24.15, 4Kings 19.35, Is. 19. 5–6, Psalms 33.8, Psalms 90.11.
101 Hebr. 1.14 Oujci; pavnte" eijsi; leitourgika; pneuvmata eij" diakonivan ajjpostellovmena
dia; tou;" mevllonta" klhronomei'n swthrivan…
102 Rom. 8.19–21 ÔH ga;r ajjpokaradokiva th'" ktivsew" th;n ajjpokavluyin tw'n uiJw'n tou' qeou'
ajpekdevcetai. Th'/ ga;r mataiovthti hJ ktivsi" uJpetavgh, oujc eJkou'sa, ajlla; dia; to;n
uJpotavxanta, ejp∆ ejlpivdi o{ti kai; aujth; hJ ktivsi" ejleuqerwqhvsetai ajpo; th'" douleiva" th'"
fqora'" eij" th;n ejleuqerivan th'" dovxh" tw'n tevknwn tou' qeou'.
100 Luke
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the humans ‘the sons of God’. ‘To wait eagerly’ (ajpokaradokiva) means,
according to Cosmas, to raise the head in order to see at a distance and to hope
for something which is useful for men. It might be useful to mention, in order to
understand Cosmas’ explanation, that a word for head, kavra, is a part of the
word for ‘eager expectation’ (ajpokaradokiva) used in Hebrews 1.14.
In II.83, Cosmas puts forward a theory that is very important to him and his
understanding of the order in universe.103 This theory shows forth his firm
belief that angels put the celestial bodies in movement. It is no circular
movement of the heaven that produces the movements of the celestial bodies,
but angels fulfilling their service of man.
4.7.3 A bond of friendship between angels and men
In II.86 Cosmas takes up another theme which is important to him. He believes
that the angels are bound to men by a bond of friendship.104 When Adam sinned
and got his sentence of death, the angels regretted it. Further, they did not count
on a hope for the world as man, being the image of God, is the bond between
God and creation. They felt despair about themselves and about the entire
universe and lost their willingness to serve men. In II.90 Cosmas tells us that,
when Jesus, the second Adam, was born, the angels recovered their courage and
their happiness. When, later on, Jesus was subjected to temptations from the
devil but succeeded to withstand, the angels rejoiced even more. In II.92
Cosmas goes on to tell us about how the angels rejoiced together with men at
the resurrection of the Lord and in V.74 he cites Ephesians 3.10: “In order that
God’s multifarious power now may be known to the dominions and authorities
by the mediation of the Church.”105 Thereby he makes clear that he is of the
opinion that the angels share in the life of the Church and that they are educated
by this attendance. This was no unusual opinion in Cosmas’ time and in many
congregations the people stood up during the prayer out of respect for the
presence of the angels.106 This, however, must mean that the angels are thought
to be present on the earth.
103

Also in II.84, 97, 103, III.5, 32, IV.15a, IX.3, 13–14, 16, 19, 25 Cosmas stresses the same
view about the angels.
104 The conceptions of a bond of friendship between angels and men and that the angels are
bound to the destiny of men are found in Theodore’s doctrines. See Sachay (1869) 5, 10, 15,
18 and Swete (1880–1882) 128–130, 267–271.
105 Eph. 3.10 ”Ina gnwrisqh'/ nu'n tai'" ajrcai'" kai; tai'" ejxousivai" dia; th'" ejkklhsiva" hJ
polupoivkilo" tou' qeou' sofiva.
106 Stuhlfauth (1897) 29–30.
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Philoponus gives a beautiful description in De Opificio Mundi I.19, 49.3–26,
of how he looks upon the divine service: “We humans have holy houses,
churches, separated from all that is trivial and profane. In these houses we reach
out our hand and speak to God in our prayers as if he were present. Reaching
out their hands and eyes towards heaven helps the simple souls to separate
themselves from all that belongs to the earth and lifts their spirit to God, as most
of them cannot imagine the supra-mundane reality. Rightly they say that the
servants of God are in Heaven, standing by the side of God and with startingpoint from our conditions, they can imagine the divine in a more corporeal way
which is useful for many.” Philoponus’ view on the divine service differs from
that of Cosmas’ in this manner. When Cosmas imagines angels and men
worshipping God together in the earthly church, Philoponus regards the earthly
church as a place, where men can be lifted in their spirit to contemplate
incorporeal and spiritual realities. When Philoponus gives his consent to the
notion that the angels are in heaven, standing by the side of God, this seems to
me to be an excuse before the congregation in Alexandria. As we have seen,
Philoponus himself is of the firm conviction that the angels are incorporeal and
therefore unable to be in a place, neither within nor outside the heaven (oujde;
ejnto;" ei\nai h] ejkto;" tou' oujranou') and he has taken much pain to explain that
only body (sw'ma) can be in a place. Therefore he seems to contradict himself
here in I.19, and put the angels in the heavenly place, a measure he takes, as I
see it, in order not to get into conflict with the Church.

4.8 Summary
Cosmas and Philoponus have different views on the angels. Still angels are true
realities for both of them. Cosmas sees the angels as corporeal beings and, even
if they are created from a very fine material, they are existing within heaven and
earth. Therefore it is quite possible for us humans to see them with our earthly
eyes. Cosmas also sees the angels as servants of men and, besides, they are
bound under much the same conditions as we humans are. Consequently, they
will not reach the Kingdom of God until the Last Day, when all humans will
rise from the dead. Only then, the angels will be delivered from their service on
behalf of man. One important thing that Cosmas charges the angels with is, that
they have to move the celestial bodies until the Last Day. The angels perform
this duty out of great responsibility for the benefit of men and will not be
delivered from this their duty until man is delivered from this present condition
and enters into the second condition, the Kingdom of Heaven. This thought is
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repulsive to Philoponus and fills him with sneer, since Philoponus sees the
angels as servants of God. In their service of God, they can both help and
punish humans, and their power is limitless as is their nature. If, in Cosmas’
view, the angels could be seen by our earthly eyes, this is not the case to
Philoponus. Philoponus assures that angels can only be contemplated by the
pure mind.
Cosmas’ view seems ‘normal’ for his time and for the circle of pious people
in which he moved. But why do angels get such a prominent place in
Philoponus’ work and why does he deal with them in such a considerable detail
as he actually does? The answer to this must be found in the kind of work as
such Philoponus made here in De Opificio Mundi. This was his first theological
work of any considerable length and he had to fit in the angels, that were
‘matter-of-fact’ beings to people in general and to Cosmas in particular, into his
own world of natural science. He gets himself into trouble now and then with
the Bible passages. When, e.g., in I.18 he cites a number of passages and
declares that they must be understood metaphorically and not literally, he does
so, in my opinion, in order to disarm Theodore, who might have good ground
for his standpoints in the same passages.
Moreover, Philoponus and Theodore accuse each other of not being able to
bring forward adequate Bible passages. This illustrates the fact that the doctrine
about angels is not displayed in detail in the Bible. Further, in this treatise on
the angels which Philoponus puts forward here in the first book of De Opificio
Mundi, he seems to use philosophical technical terms more frequently than in
the other books of the work. He also accuses Theodore of not understanding
these terms. This should be quite natural, if we consider the fact that a Greek
philosopher or scientist, when in need of a technical term, usually took a word
from the ordinary Greek language and gave it a special meaning. When this
word was used in its general meaning, in the ordinary language, by ordinary
people, a misunderstanding could rise if the philosopher pretended not to realize
that the ordinary Greek used the word in its general meaning. Is this what
happens between Philoponus and Theodore? How could Cosmas understand,
e.g., the word for place, tovpo", as three-dimensional extension? The same must
be valid for a number of other expressions like noerov", nohtov", logikov",
aijsqhtov", etc. On the whole, when Philoponus and Theodore argue and
interpret their respective views on the angels, they seem to talk at crosspurposes even more than they do when they treat other subjects. The reason for
this could be that Philoponus is ahead of his time, but also that he feels more at
home with philosophical reasoning than with theology.
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5 Spherical versus rectangular world
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I intend to treat Philoponus’ arguments for a spherical heaven
and a spherical earth and Cosmas’ arguments for an oblong and flat earth and a
rectangular, vaulted heaven attached to it. Further, I intend to show how
Philoponus argues for the opinion that the heaven rotates, while Cosmas maintains that the heaven stands immovable. To this end, I choose to use Isaiah
40.22 “He rules over the earthly round and those who live on it appear as grasshoppers; he erects the heaven as a vault and spreads it out as a tent to live in”1
as a kind of motto for this chapter. Both Philoponus and Cosmas use Bible passages as important proofs of their respective views about the shape and the construction of the universe, and Isaiah 40.22 is a passage to which they return repeatedly.

5.2 The shape and rotation of heaven
5.2.1 Proof from observation (Philoponus)
The heading of III.9 in De Opificio Mundi 2 announces that the chapter will offer
several proofs of the heaven being a rotating sphere, and that the validity of
these proofs can be perceived by the senses. The very fact that Philoponus here
appeals to the senses and bases his arguments upon practical experiments,
which anyone could carry out, shows that he has adjusted his arguments to the
standard of his opponent Cosmas and, for that matter, probably to the standard
1

oJ katevcwn to;n gu'ron th'" gh'", kai; oiJ ejnoikou'nte" ejn aujth'/ wJ" ajkrivde", oJ sthvsa" wJ"
kamavran to;n oujrano;n kai; diateivna" aujto;n wJ" skhnh;n katoikei'n.
2 It is not clear whether or not Philoponus himself has composed the headings of the different
chapters in De Opificio. However that may be, the headings cover very well the contents of
the chapters.
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of the majority of the Christians in sixth-century Alexandria as well, when it
came to science. Greek philosophers and scientists employed quite different arguments to prove the sphericity of the heavens.3
Philoponus opens the chapter by inviting the reader to make the following
practical experiment: He recommends you to take your stand in a high place
immediately after sunset on a clear but moonless night and watch the sky above
you—the sky, that Isaiah, most fittingly, called a ‘vault’.4 Then you should
make a note of what stars are situated near the eastern horizon, near the western
horizon and in the middle of the sky, respectively. If you go out again and gaze
at the sky shortly before dawn, you will not see the same starry sky as the one
you saw in the evening, except for the Great and Little Bears and a few other
constellations in their neighbourhood. The stars, which you saw in the evening
near the eastern horizon, you will now, just before daybreak, see near the western horizon, and stars other than those you saw in the evening will now appear
in the eastern part of the sky.
But what happened to those stars that filled the hemisphere above earth in the
evening, Philoponus asks, if they are not gone beneath the earth together with
the hemisphere that holds them? He answers his own rhetorical question by
mockingly pointing out an absurd consequence that must follow from his opponents’ position: If the hemisphere with the stars visible in the evening has not
moved to a position beneath the earth, one must suppose that the individual
stars have left their allotted locations and been accumulated in a disorderly mass
somewhere else. But Philoponus’ opponents are not saved by such an explanation, for, since in their ignorance they believe that the extremities of the heavenly vault rests on the earth’s surface (th'/ gh'/ ejpivkeitai) and that there exists no
space outside the world, they will not be able to find any location that would
have room for all those disappearing stars.5 Philoponus concludes that the ob3

Cf., e. g., Aristotle, De Caelo 286b10–287b21 (the sphericity of the heavens) and ibid.
297a8–b17 (the sphericity of the earth). Cf. also Ptolemy, Almagest I.3–7.
4 III.9, 127.7–8 o{{per ÔHsaiv>a" oJ profhvth" kamavran e[fh sumfwvnw" tw'/ pravgmati. The passage refers to Isaiah 40.22, which Philoponus quotes here as oJ sthvsa" to;n oujrano;n wJsei;
kamavran. The LXX text, as we know it, is quoted above, n. 1.
5 In Reichardt’s edition (128.3) there is a full stop after ... cwrh'sai aujtou;" dunamevnou, and
the following Ei[ ge kata; th;n a[gnoiavn tinwn ... starts a new paragraph. The clause Ei[ ge
kata; th;n a[gnoiavn tinwn ta; a[kra tou' oujranou' th'/ gh'/ ejpivkeitai kai; e[xw tou' panto;" ejp∆
ajlhqeiva" tovpo" ejsti;n oujdeiv" is supposed to be the protasis of an apodosis that starts with
dh'lon ou\n wJ" ... (128.5). However, this way of structuring the two sentences is mistaken.
From a syntactical point of view, the asyndeton with Ei[ ge kata; th;n a[gnoiavn tinwn is
awkward; even if some similar asyndeta occur in comparable texts of this period, there is no
reason to introduce them when they can be avoided. As for the content, it is reasonable to
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servations show that the hemisphere that was visible in the evening is situated
beneath earth in the morning and that another hemisphere of the same size but
filled with other stars has taken its place; these two hemispheres form one continuous, rotating sphere that completes its orbit in one day and one night.

5.2.2 Cosmas’ vault-shaped heaven
In Topography IV.4 Cosmas cites Isaiah 40.22 oJ sthvsa" wJ" kamavran to;n
oujrano;n kai; diateivna" aujto;n wJ" skhnh;n katoikei'n and says that the first
heaven, that was created on the first day together with the earth, has the shape
of a vault. Thus, he attributes the first line of Isaiah 40.22 “erecting the heaven
as a vault” to the first heaven. The next phrase, “spreading it 6 out as a tent to
live in”, he attributes to the second heaven, the one that was created on the second day and is commonly designated as ‘the firmament’ (sterevwma). Cosmas is
compelled to this interpretation of Isaiah 40.22 as the first participle phrase explicitly speaks about a vault, while the second phrase speaks about a tent in
which to live. Now, humans undoubtedly live on earth, so the second participle
phrase must refer to the space below the firmament in Cosmas’ two-storied universe. Following normal rules for textual interpretation, you arrive at a result
other than Cosmas’. The two participle phrases must refer to the same thing,
whether you read aujtovn in the second phrase or not. Philoponus, on his part,

suppose that the argument that is based on the non-existence, in the universe of Philoponus’
opponents, of a heavenly tovpo" beside the visible hemisphere should include also the words
tovpo" ejsti;n oujdeiv". The asyndeton is avoided and the argument continues down to those
crucial words if we punctuate the passage 127.22–128.8 in this way: tiv ou\n gegovnasin
ejkei'noi oiJ tovte to; uJpe;r th;n gh'n hJmisfaivrion plhrou'nte", eij mh; uJpo; gh'n a{ma hJmisfairivw/ tw'/ perievconti aujtou;" gegovnasin… ouj ga;r dh; th;n tavxin, h}n pro;" ajllhvlou" ei\con,
sugcevante" eij" mivan, oujk oi\da o{ph/, swreivan hjqroivsqhsan a[takton, oujde; tovpou o[nto"
oujdamou' eJtevrou cwrh'sai aujtou;" dunamevnou, ei[ ge kata; th;n a[gnoiavn tinwn ta; a[kra tou'
oujranou' th'/ gh'/ ejpivkeitai kai; e[xw tou' panto;" ejp∆ ajlhqeiva" tovpo" ejsti;n oujdeiv". Dh'lon
ou\n, wJ" ejkei'no me;n to; eJspevra" oJrwvmenon hJmisfaivrion gevgonen uJpo; gh'n, e{teron de; i[son
ejkeivnw/ eJtevrwn peplhrwmevnon ajstevrwn kai; aujto; to;n uJpe;r gh'n tovpon kateivlhfen. With
this punctuation, the ei[ ge clause states the reason why Philoponus’ opponents cannot claim
that there exists a place to which the disappearing stars might betake themselves when they
leave the heaven above earth; on this quasi-causal use of ei[ ge, cf. Kühner–Gerth 1904,
2.178. With Dh'lon ou\n Philoponus returns to the experiment described in 127.4–21 and states
the conclusion that is to be drawn from the astronomical observations.
6 aujtovn ‘it’ is missing in LXX but both Cosmas and Philoponus as well as Severian have it in
their quotations of the Bible passage in question.
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considers the two participle phrases to refer to the firmament, and he also uses
the passage to show his opponents’ misinterpretation.7
Cosmas’ objections against the sphericity of heaven and its rotation are based
on Bible passages that state, either that the heaven has extremities, or that it is
fixed to the earth.
In IV.5 he claims that the Bible passages mentioning the extremities of
heaven and earth cannot be understood as referring to a sphere. He cites Isaiah
42.5 “Thus speaks the Lord, who has created the heaven and fixed it.”8 He also
cites from Hebrews 8.2 “the true tent, which is fixed by the Lord, not by a
man.”9 As Cosmas believes that the upper part of the heaven, i.e. the space between the firmament and the first heaven, is the place where God lives, it seems
consistent that he here in IV.5 says that the two cited Bible passages both confirm that the heaven stands fixed to the earth, and that it does not perform any
circular movement. For this firm view of his, he also takes Job 38.37–3810 as a
support in this context, and in II.18 he explains his understanding of that passage, claiming that the facts that the heaven inclines towards the earth and that it
is joined together with the earth, clearly show that the heaven is joined by its
extremities to the extremities of the earth. Inclining the heaven and gluing it to
the earth are ideas incompatible with the conception of heaven as a sphere,
Cosmas states.
In X.31 Cosmas uses an extract from book III of the Hexaemeron of Severian
of Gabala in order to show that God did not make a revolving sphere when he
created the heaven, but made it in the shape of a vault and stretched it out as a
tent. According to Cosmas, Severian considers it as impiety and unbelief not to
give heed to the words of the prophets, which tell us that the heaven has a beginning and an end. Severian also states, Cosmas says, that the prophets tell us,
when it comes to the sun, that it goes out—not that it rises; cf. Genesis 19.23
“the sun went out upon the earth.”11 Severian also refers to Psalms 18.7, which
says that the ‘exit’ (e[xodo") of the sun takes place at the extreme end of the
heaven and that the goal (katavnthma) of its movement is at the other extreme

7 Cf.

De Opf.M. III.10, 131.33.
8 ou{tw" levgei kuvrio" oJ qeo;" oJ poihvsa" to;n oujrano;n kai; phvxa" aujtovn.
9 th'" skhnh'" th'" ajlhqinh'", h}n e[phxen oJ kuvrio", oujk a[nqrwpo".
10 Oujrano;n de; eij" gh'n e[kline, kevcutai de; w{sper gh' koniva: kekovllhka de; aujto;n w{sper
livqon kuvbon. When Cosmas quotes this passage (II.18, IV.5, VII.85), he always cites the two
last words as livqon kuvbon. They appear as livqw/ kuvbon in LXX (with the v.l. kuvbon livqoi") and
Philoponus.
11 oJ h{lio" ejxh'lqen ejpi; th;n gh'n.
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end.12 But if the heaven is spherical, it has no end, and this cannot be in accordance with true facts, Severian states, according to Cosmas, and, in order to
show that the word ‘end’ or ‘extreme’ (a[kron) is used about the heaven in that
crucial context as well, Severian quotes as evidence Matthew 24.30–32 “... the
Son of man arriving on the clouds of the sky with great power and glory; he will
send his angels with a great trumpet, and they will summon his chosen ones
from the four quarters, from one end of the heaven to the other.”13
In X.32–33 Cosmas’ quotation from Severian touches the subject of the sun’s
location during the night. First Severian makes the point that ‘the outsiders’,
those who do not have the right faith,14 believe that the sun is under the earth
during the night. He starts with the confident assertion that the universe has the
likeness of the tabernacle, or rather is a tabernacle. To say ‘the sun is going
down’ seems to be no more than a phrase to Severian, while the correct thing to
say, according to him, would be something like “the sun has started its journey
through the northern regions.”
The text quoted from Severian in X.33 belongs to a sermon that he had once
delivered in a church. In this particular sermon, the church represents an image
of the world, and, when Severian mentioned the points of the compass, we must
imagine that he, at the same time, actually pointed at the four walls of the
church. We know that churches are oriented towards the east where the sun rises
and Severian most probably wanted his audience to imagine the vault of the
church to be the vault of the heaven and further to imagine the course of the sun
between rising and setting. The sun will not, according to Severian, and of
course according to Cosmas, go down under the earth, but will travel through
the northerly regions as if hidden by a wall, as the waters on top of the firmament will not permit the course of the sun to be visible. After having travelled
through the northerly region, the sun travels back to the east. For this view
Severian supports himself on Ecclesiastes 1.5 “and the sun rises and the sun sets
and draws back to its own place.” 15
It is quite obvious that both Cosmas and Severian but also Philoponus appeal
to the senses of their respective audiences. They draw their arguments from the
12

ajp∆ a[krou tou' oujranou' hJ e[xodo" aujtou', kai; to; katavnthma aujtou' e{w" a[krou tou' oujranou'.
13 ... to;n uiJo;n tou' ajnqrwvpou ejrcovmenon ejpi; tw'n nefelw'n tou' oujranou' meta; dunavmew" kai;
dovxh" pollh'": kai; ajpostelei' tou;" ajggevlou" aujtou' meta; savlpiggo" megavlh", kai; ejpisunavxousin tou;" ejklektou;" aujtou' ejk tw'n tessavrwn ajnevmwn ajp∆ a[krwn oujranw'n e{w"
a[krwn aujtw'n.
14 Presumably, albeit a Christian, Philoponus is included, at least in Cosmas’ view.
15 kai; ajnatevllei oJ h{lio" kai; duvnei oJ h{lio" kai; eij" to;n tovpon aujtou' e{lkei.
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concrete reality that surrounds them. Severian uses the very church building, in
which the congregation is gathered to listen to his sermon, in order to explain
the course of the sun and the other celestial bodies in the firmament. Most
probably, Severian stretches out his hand pointing at different directions while
he makes his explanations, thereby making his points still more clear and vivid.
Philoponus, on the other hand, urges his audience to actually go out and observe
the firmament for themselves. He seems convinced that, if they do so, they will
certainly understand his explanations and realize that he is right.

5.2.3 The evidence of the zodiac
The next argument of Philoponus’ is based on observation of the zodiac during
one night. Actually, it is only a variation of the preceding one (De Opificio
Mundi III.9, 127.4–128.12) and follows immediately after it in his text
(128.13–129.8). Here, Philoponus takes pains to go into particulars about how
the different signs of the zodiac succeed each other in the evening sky. The
twelve signs create together one circle which is called the zodiac. You will see
the whole circle during one single night, for six signs set and six others rise.
Hence, the spherical shape of the celestial body is clearly demonstrated by the
zodiac, that cuts heaven into two halves. And Philoponus stresses that to see all
this, all you need is your own eyes and an alert watchfulness.
It is somewhat disconcerting that Philoponus’ first two proofs for the
sphericity of heaven should be so similar to each other. Both are based on the
fact that stars that are visible during one part of the night must be somewhere
else during the rest of the time. That has already been demonstrated with reference to the whole of the sky, and there seems to be little point in repeating what
is substantially the same argument with reference to the zodiac only. But
Philoponus has a reason. In his opponent Cosmas’ universe the zodiac is singled
out, for Cosmas claims that the zodiac moves in a circle (kuvklo") of its own,
beneath the firmament.16 Therefore, Philoponus must prove that the zodiac
moves in the same way as the other fixed stars and that the stars that make up
the twelve signs are attached to the same sphere as the other stars. This is one
instance where Philoponus’ choice of arguments seems to have been influenced
by his opponents’ strange ideas.
It would be incorrect to claim that Cosmas was not interested in observing
the sky the way Philoponus recommends. But, at the same time, there are no
doubts about the fact that he prefers studying the Bible to being engaged in
16 Cf.
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Topogr. IX.6, with Cosmas’ drawing which shows his view of the zodiac.

gazing at the stars. In Topography IX.1–14 he talks about astronomical issues
and describes the orbits of the twelve months, the sun and the moon. The orbit
of the twelve months is the uppermost, he says, next comes the orbit of the sun
and the lowest is that of the moon.17 He is very anxious to declare that he refuses to accept scientific astronomy. Such things as risings, settings, parallaxes,
phases and the like he declares himself ready to assign to scholars and philosophers. He claims, however, that the eclipses of the sun as well as those of the
moon occur in accordance with ‘his’ shape of the universe, which is not spherical but has the shape of an oblong building. In II.103 he goes even further and
claims that eclipses could not occur if the shape of the universe were not oblong.
Cosmas also claims that the heaven does not move at all from east to west,
nor the reverse. The heaven stands still and is by no means a sphere.
Philoponus’ explanation of the way the both hemispheres—and with them the
stars—move during one day and night is hereby refuted.18

5.2.4 The evidence of eclipses
In De Opificio Mundi III.9, 129.9–131.8 Philoponus offers a third proof of the
sphericity of the world. He invokes the evidence of eclipses. Actually, it is only
the lunar eclipse that delivers the proof Philoponus wants to give; the point of
his argument is that, when a lunar eclipse occurs, the sun must be located beneath the earth, which is not the case at a solar eclipse. Still he starts with a detailed description of the solar eclipse. Philoponus might keep the two together
and explain both of them without giving it much thought, since Cosmas always
seems to mention the two together. In this case, too, Philoponus’ argumentation
may have been influenced by that of his opponent.
In Topography III.67 Cosmas names a number of famous philosophers by
name and states that they have not been able to predict the resurrection from the
dead and the Kingdom of God, although that is of greatest importance to mankind. “At the very most”, Cosmas says, “if they keep to the truth, they can predict the solar and lunar eclipses; even if no use for the world will come out of it,
still they cannot cause any harm.” Thus, Cosmas’ linking together of solar and
lunar eclipses provides a likely explanation of the fact that Philoponus discusses
17

ÔO kuvklo" tw'n dekaduvo mhnw'n ajnwvtero" uJpavrcwn, kai; touvtou katwvtero" oJ tou' hJlivou,
kai; touvtou pavlin katwvtero" oJ th'" selhvnh".
18 As I have shown in chapter 4, Cosmas’ belief is that angels move the celestial bodies and
the stars.
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them both together in this context, although he must have known that only the
lunar eclipse offers the proof he needed for heaven’s sphericity. As will appear
from the following accounts, Philoponus’ description of the two types of
eclipses is very detailed, not to say circumstantial. The readers he had in mind
were evidently not very well informed in astronomical matters but educated
enough to follow his sometimes rather complicated argumentation.
When a solar eclipse occurs, Philoponus states, that phenomenon is not a
matter of the light abandoning the sun. It is the moon that, situated on the
straight line from the earth to the sun, prevents the sunrays from reaching us.19
The moon is close to the earth and big enough to cause deep darkness.20
Philoponus also points out that the moon does not have any light of its own but
reflects the sunlight as a kind of mirror and sends it on to the earth. That part of
the moon, which is turned towards the sun, is always illuminated. After the
conjunction its western part is illuminated and after full moon its eastern part is
illuminated. When the moon stands diametrically opposite the sun, the whole
part of it that is turned towards earth is illuminated.21
It is quite obvious, Philoponus continues, that the night is nothing but the
shadow cast by the earth when the sun is under it. The shadow cast by the earth
reaches beyond the lunar sphere, which is further below, i.e. nearer to the earth,
than all other celestial spheres. When the moon is diametrically opposite the sun
and fully illuminated by it, and if the moon is positioned precisely on the circle
which passes through the centre of the signs of the zodiac and which the sun
always follows, not deviating either to the north or to the south, then all three
bodies, moon, earth, and sun, will be on the same straight line. The shadow of
the earth will then fall precisely on the moon and, as a consequence, it will no
longer receive any light from the sun; a lunar eclipse will take place. The reason
why eclipses do not occur every month is that, normally, the moon will be a little distance to the north or to the south of the solar circle. Anyway, the eclipse
will last until the conical shadow has passed and the moon can receive the sunbeams again.22
If a lunar eclipse takes place at midnight, when the moon is at its culmination, a straight line may be drawn from it right through the centre of the earth
until it reaches the sun. So, if the moon is in the centre of the sky above the
earth, the sun must be in the centre of the sky under the earth on a straight line
from the moon right through the earth. From this Philoponus concludes that the
19 De

Opf.M. III.9, 129.10–14.
20 Ibid. 129.16–19.
21 Ibid. 129.26–130.9.
22 Ibid. 130.19–28.
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part of the sky that is above the earth is of the same size as the part that is under
the earth, and the heaven as a whole is a spherical body consisting of two hemispheres.23
We may compare this Philoponus’ elegant explanation and proof of the
heaven’s spherical shape with Topography VI.3, in order to illustrate the incongruity of the two opponents. In VI.3, Cosmas tells us about a most pious abbot,
named Stephanus. This man was the most perfect Christian, an honest man and
thoroughly trained in calculations regarding the moon. Moreover, this man
made his calculations in accordance with the shape of the universe which Cosmas could agree to and which he considered to be in accordance with the Bible.
This man was requested by a scholar named Anastasius to predict the solar
eclipse in the month of Thot of the present tenth indiction period. Stephanus
actually could predict that eclipse, including a lunar eclipse in the month of
Mesore, much to Anastasius’ astonishment and admiration.
This digression illustrates Cosmas’ eagerness to show that it was possible, in
the highest degree, to predict eclipses also with his biblical world view, provided that the predictor was both competent and pious. In III.67–68 he compares Christian science to profane science. He depreciates the profane science
and states that, even if scientists know how to predict solar and lunar eclipses,
this is of no use to the world. Even if they keep silent about their achievements
in this field, no harm will follow from it, as ordinary people are well acquainted
with these natural phenomena.

5.2.5 The evidence of Bible passages
5.2.5.1 Isaiah 40.22
In the next chapter (III.10), Philoponus turns to a different type of argumentation; he begins to support himself on Bible passages. It is a way of arguing that
his opponent Cosmas prefers. Already in the heading of the chapter Philoponus
states that the Bible passages in question are those that Theodore of Mopsuestia
had quoted in support of views that were similar to those of Cosmas.
Philoponus, on his part, intends to show that those passages actually prove the
opposite of what Theodore and Cosmas think.
In De Opificio Mundi III.10, 131.13–132.11 Philoponus argues that the Bible
supports his conviction that the celestial body is spherical. He states that the
biblical quotation that Theodore of Mopsuestia and his disciples present in order
23 Ibid.

130.28–131.12.
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to show that there must be another shape of the universe than the spherical one,
in fact is a proof of the opposite and of the true fact. The Bible passage in question is, again, Isaiah 40.22, the latter part of which is quoted by Philoponus:
“He erects the heaven as a vault and spreads it out like a tent to live in.”24
Philoponus maintains that the prophet here has given us a clear description of
the hemisphere that is visible above the earth, and names that hemisphere kamavra (‘vault’), for that is the way to describe those circular shapes that do not
complete a full circle. It is indeed the half of a sphere that is above the earth, not
the half of a cylinder, an ovoid or an object of any other shape. When objects of
such shapes are cut in two lengthways, the halves will be confined by straight
lines25 and their length will be greater than their breadth.
It is proved that the earth is in the middle of everything and constitutes the
centre of the universe. Therefore it does not incline one way or another but remains at the same distance from the four cardinal points, in the east, west, north,
and south, respectively. Thus, if a straight line, the length of which is equal to
the distance from earth to one of those points, is turned around with earth as its
pivotal point, it will run through all the cardinal points and generate a circle,
which is the limit of the heaven above the earth, dividing it from the heaven under the earth. Consequently, the heaven itself, the limit of which is the circumscribed circle, is of necessity a hemisphere and nothing else, and its corresponding hemisphere is under the earth. Philoponus concludes that the prophet
Isaiah, when he, in order to provide full knowledge about God, pointed at phenomena which were quite visible to all, proved that the heavenly body is spherical. Still the prophet had no intention whatsoever to teach astronomy. In
Topography II.17 Cosmas uses Isaiah 40.22 to put forward his understanding of
the construction of the world. He understands the universe to be a kind of
building with a rectangular ground-plan and roofed with a vault. When he reads
the passage “He erects the heaven as a vault”, he understands it to mean that
God, “after creating an oblong (ejpimhvkh), rectangular earth” and “after he had

24

oJ sthvsa" to;n oujrano;n wJsei; kamavran kai; diateivna" aujto;n wJ" skhnh;n katoikei'n.
25 The halves of an ovoid are not confined by straight lines. Does Philoponus make a mistake
here? Or should we read kwnoeidou'" instead of wj/oeidou'" in III.10, 132.8? Neither solution
recommends itself. Philoponus is not prone to making mistakes and kwnoeidou'" is not likely
to have been miswritten into wj/oeidou'". For discussions on ovoid and/or conical universes cf.
Aristotle, De Caelo 287a19–22, Epicurus ap. Diogenes Laertius 10.74, Ps.-Plutarch, Placita
Philosophorum 886c–d, Ps.-Alexander of Aphrodisias, Problemata 3.20, Simplicius, In Arist.
Cael. 409–413, Olympiodorus, In Platonis Alcibiadem 16.
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laid the foundations of earth on its own stability” 26 fixed the extremities of the
heaven to the extremities of the earth. Having placed the extremities of heaven
at the bottom (kavtwqen) at the four corners of the earth,27 he shaped, at the top
(a[nwqen) at a very great height (uJyhlovtata pavnu), a vault, which rested on
vertical walls standing along the length of the earth (ejpi; to; mh'ko" th'" gh'" ).28
At the short sides of the earth (eij" plavto" th'" gh'" ) he joined the extremities
of heaven with walls (teicivsa"), thus creating a closed space that, according to
Cosmas, is similar to a ‘vault-like’, oblong tholos (qov lou kamaroeidou'"
ejpimhvkou").
Above we have seen Philoponus’ interpretation of this Bible passage, by
which he adjusted it to fit in with his world view. But to fully understand Cosmas’ interpretation of Isaiah 40.22 it is also useful to read his comments on
Exodus 26, which we find to a large extent in Book V of the Topography. 29
Philoponus, as we have seen above, claims that the prophet Isaiah, however
unintentionally, still has proved that the universe is spherical. To this end,
Philoponus (III.10, 133.1–10) cites the latter part of Isaiah 40.22 (diateivna"
aujto;n w{sper skhnh;n katoikei'n ) and says that also this passage is in accordance with the nature of things. He observes that tents, for the most part, are
circular on the outside and that they have the ground below for floor. At the top,
the tents are shaped in such a way that the prophet found it fitting to compare
them to the appearance of the cosmos. Philoponus cites Psalms 103.2 (oJ ejkteivnwn to;n oujrano;n wJsei; devrrin) and tells us that tents used to be covered all
around with hides and that the same also should be valid for Moses’ tabernacle.
Cosmas uses the same passages to demonstrate that his view of cosmos must
be the true one. In Topography VII.8430 he makes it clear that he understands
the latter part of Isaiah 40.22 as well as Psalms 103.2 to refer to the firmament.
In the following sections of III.10 (133.11–134.20) Philoponus discusses a
couple of Bible passages that are treated by Cosmas as well .31 Although differ26

qemeliwvsa" toivnun oJ qeo;" th;n gh'n ejpi; th;n aujth'" ajsfavleian, an adaptation of Psalms
103.5, that Cosmas had quoted and discussed at II.12–16.
27 This is the gist of Cosmas’ ejk tessavrwn merw'n (literally ‘from four directions’).
28 Cosmas expresses himself very concisely here and does not explicitly refer to the vertical
walls on which the vault rests. However, a vault at a very great height not resting on something would be inconceivable in Cosmas’ universe.
29 In V.19 Cosmas starts to tell how Moses was kept on Mount Sinai in order to learn how
God had created the universe. In chapters 20–44, he makes a detailed description of how the
tabernacle was built and what things were kept in the tabernacle. He also makes a cosmological as well as a christological interpretation of the tabernacle symbolism.
30 Cf. II.17, 21 and IV.4.
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ing in details, their interpretations of those passages are in agreement on the
main issue: The passages are intended to illustrate the unchangeability of
heaven as contrasted to the unstable conditions that dominate on earth.
5.2.5.2 Ecclesiastes 1.2–7
In III.10, 135.2–17 Philoponus turns to a passage, viz. Ecclesiastes 1.2–7, the
interpretation of which has caused considerable disagreement between him and
his opponents. He quotes the passage in full: “Futilities’ futility, everything is
futility. What is the surplus of all his toil for the man who toils under the sun?
Generations come and generations pass away but the earth stands forever. And
the sun rises and the sun sets and draws to its own place. When it has risen
there, it marches towards the south and then moves in a circle towards the north,
it turns round and round. The wind blows and the wind returns upon its own
circles. All the winter-streams flow into the sea, but the sea does not get filled;
the winter-streams return to the place they flowed from to flow again.” 32
Philoponus is fully aware (135.12–17) that those who read that Bible passage, will find reason to point out that Ecclesiastes did not mention that the sun
travels under the earth between sunset and sunrise. Rather, the passage might be
interpreted to mean that the sun, having left the southern regions where it is
visible during the day, will “circle towards the northern parts” (kuklei'n ejpi; ta;
bovreia) during the night until it reaches the region of sunrise again. Thus, the
phrase kukloi' pro;" borra'n of the Ecclesiastes passage is highly relevant for
Philoponus’ opponents, since it implies that, during the night, the sun will be
positioned to the north of us, hidden by, e.g., high mountains, just as it is positioned to the south during the day.
Philoponus therefore feels compelled to give a thorough interpretation of the
passage. Whereas Cosmas quotes only verse 6,33 the only verse that refers to
astronomical phenomena, Philoponus starts by citing the whole passage (the
31

The passages in question are Isaiah 51.6, treated by Cosmas in Topogr. X.26, and Psalms
101.27, treated in Topogr. VII.63. Philoponus in addition discusses Isaiah 34.4.
32 Mataiovth" mataiothvtwn, ta; pavnta mataiovth". tiv" perisseiva tw'/ ajnqrwvpw/ ejn panti;
movcqw/ aujtou', w|/ mocqei' uJpo; to;n h{lion… genea; e[rcetai kai; genea; poreuvetai kai; hJ gh' eij"
to;n aijw'na e{sthken. kai; ajnatevllei oJ h{lio" kai; duvnei oJ h{lio" kai; eij" to;n tovpon aujtou'
e{lkei. ajnatevllwn aujto;" ejkei' poreuvetai pro;" novton kai; kukloi' pro;" borra'n, kukloi'
kuklw'n: poreuvetai to; pneu'ma kai; ejpi; kuvklou" aujtou' ejpistrevfei to; pneu'ma. pavnte" oiJ
ceivmarroi poreuvontai eij" th;n qavlassan kai; hJ qavlassa oujk e[stai ejmpiplamevnh. eij" to;n
tovpon ou| oiJ ceivmarroi poreuvontai, ejkei' aujtoi; ejpistrevyousi tou' poreuqh'nai. The Greek
text is cited from De Opificio.
33 And in an abbreviated form at that; cf. below.
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verses 2–7). The reason is that he, above all, intends to show that Solomon, the
alleged author of the Ecclesiastes, did not intend to write a physics manual but
aimed at moral teaching.34 The main theme of the book is the futility of human
strivings, as contrasted to the stability of nature. The individual will toil to
change his lot, to ameliorate his position, but of no avail. The world will continue its course, as it always did. According to Philoponus, the aim of the verses
under discussion is to illustrate the never-changing course of natural processes,
including the conditions under which mankind live. To that end the verses list a
number of natural phenomena that repeat themselves with great regularity, viz.,
the development of the embryo through infancy, childhood and youth into a
man who will beget a new generation of humans,35 the yearly cycle of seasons,36 the ever-changing directions of the winds,37 and the circulation of water
between earth and atmosphere,38 concluding that survey by citing Solomon’s
assertion that nothing is new under the sun,39 which, in his view, proves that
Solomon’s goal was moral teaching and nothing else.
Only then, after demonstrating the overall moralistic character of the Ecclesiastes, Philoponus enters upon his interpretation of the crucial verse 6. First he
remarks that the sun’s movements are used by Solomon to illustrate the same
periodicity or eternal return as the other natural phenomena discussed so far.
What does the phrase ‘the sun rises’ actually mean, he asks. ∆Anatevllein ‘rise’
must of course refer to a movement from below upwards (kavtwqen a[nw).40
34 135.20–21

hjqikwvteron tw'/ Solomw'nti to; biblivon, ouj fusikw'" dieskeuvastai tou'to.
35 136.4–6; cf. genea; e[rcetai kai; genea; poreuvetai in the Ecclesiastes passage.
36 136.6–7, probably referring to the sun’s annual movement, to which both Cosmas and
Philoponus find an allusion in v. 6; Philoponus will return to that point (138.11–139.4).
37 139.8–13; cf. poreuvetai to; pneu'ma ktl. Philoponus’ idea seems to be that, by, say, a
north wind, air is transported to the south and will then return towards the north when a south
wind starts blowing.
38 136.14–28; cf. pavnte" oiJ ceivmarroi poreuvontai ktl. Philoponus gives a comprehensive
and scientifically correct description of how rain from the clouds gives rise to rivers, which
transport the water to the sea, from where it is vaporised into the clouds again.
39 136.28–137.5; cf. Eccl. 1.9–10.
40 137.6–9. The text should be structured in this way: tiv dev ejsti to; ajnatevllein to;n h{lion… h\
to; kavtwqen a[nw fevresqai, oi|ovn ejsti kai; tov: “ajnevteilen oJ h{lio" kai; sunhvcqhsan”… “What
does ‘the sun rises’ mean? To move from below upwards, as in ‘The sun rose, and they gathered’?”. The method of answering a question with an immediately following question introduced by h\ (or h[, as it is often written) and containing a suggested answer to the first question, is known already from Homer and becomes frequent in philosophical literature from
Plato onwards (cf. Denniston 1954, 283; abundant examples are to be found, e.g., in Ps.Aristotle’s Problemata).
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Thus, the Bible uses a word about the rising of the sun that clearly refers to a
vertical movement.
Having established that, Philoponus turns from the textual authority of the
Bible to arguments based on the observation of nature. The visible phenomena
appearing at sunrise are a consequence of the sun’s vertical movement, he
claims.41 Before any part of the sun has yet risen above the horizon, its light is
visible for some time and it gradually becomes stronger. This is consistent with
the idea that the sun is coming nearer to the horizon (plhsiavzei touvtw/), for the
same phenomenon occurs with torches: the nearer they come to us, the stronger
their light appears to be.
This argument, which is based on the observation that the apparent intensity
of light varies with its distance from the observer, is, strictly speaking, relevant
in the context only if Cosmas and his adherents had claimed that the sun, during
its daily revolution, was always at the same distance from the observers in the
inhabited world. Such a claim had never been made by them, as far as I know,
but Philoponus’ insistence on the sun’s gradually diminishing distance and its
consequences may indicate that the idea of the sun moving in a horizontal circle
also included the claim that its distance never changed. There is nothing in
Cosmas that precludes such an interpretation.
However, should that interpretation prove too speculative,42 the gradual increase of the intensity of the light before the sun becomes actually visible can be
interpreted also as a proof that the sun is nearing the horizon from below and
that its orbit for that reason cannot be a horizontal one. But the decisive proof is
offered by what happens when the sun starts to become visible at the horizon.
This is reminiscent of a classic proof of the earth’s sphericity: a ship coming in
from the high sea does not show itself all at once but by portions. Philoponus is
clearly aware of the importance of that proof, for he describes the process in
almost tedious detail: “When the sun appears above the eastern horizon, the
whole of its circle does not show at once, but first a small piece, then perhaps a
third of it, then more than that, then half of it, then two thirds, and then at last
the whole of it appears above the earth.”43 This provides evident proof that the
41 137.10–21.
42

Philoponus De Opf.M. 139.4–7 to; ga;r ajp’ ajnatolh'" eujqei'an ejpi; duvsin fevresqai kajkei'qen th;n eujqei'an klwmevnhn dia; tw'n boreivwn uJpostrevfein eij" ajnatolhvn, kuvklo" oujk e[sti
implies that, according to his opponents, the sun did not move in a circle at all but along
straight lines.
43 137.15–19 o{tan de; to;n ajnatoliko;n oJ h{lio" uJperkuvyh/ oJrivzonta, oujc o{lo" a{ma faivnetai
oJ kuvklo" aujtou', ajlla; prw'ton bracuv ti mevro", ei\ta fevre to; trivton, ei\ta touvtou mei'zon,
ei\ta to; h{misu, ei\ta to; divmoiron, ei\q∆ u{steron o{lo" uJperkuvptei th'" gh'".
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sun performs a vertical movement at sunrise and that it has completed a semicircular movement beneath the earth during the night together with the hemisphere to which it belongs. The importance of the proof in the context where
Philoponus uses it is due to the fact that anyone could make the observations
required; hence his detailed presentation of it.
The next sentence in the Ecclesiastes passage contains the phrase poreuvetai
pro;" novton kai; kukloi' pro;" borra'n “[the sun] travels to the south and circles
to the north.” That very phrase was used by Cosmas and his followers to prove
that the sun was travelling to the north of the inhabited world during the night,
not beneath the earth. Philoponus avoids the difficulties presented by these
words by interpreting them as referring, not to the daily orbit of the sun, but to
its annual movements between the tropics. ‘North’ and ‘south’ are consequently
interpreted as designations of the sun’s apparent motions on the sky towards the
latitudes of the summer and winter solstices, respectively.44 That interpretation
hardly stands scrutiny, and Philoponus does not make his case stronger by stating, incorrectly, that the equator intersects the zodiac at the points of the solstices.45 Concluding this section, Philoponus points out that the words kukloi'
kuklw' n of the Ecclesiastes passage presuppose a circular movement, whereas
his opponents’ idea of the sun moving along straight lines back and forth excludes moving in a circle. 46
In the same chapter Philoponus has dismissed the hypothesis of his antagonists, according to which the sun, on its way back to the east through the northerly parts, is hidden by huge mountains, as something to laugh at.47 Still more
absurd he finds the hypothesis that the sun during the night is outside the
heaven and travels back to the east hidden by the back of the heaven. That is an
absurd supposition since the heaven is the most transparent body of all and the
sun illuminates everything within it! 48
Cosmas’ interpretation of Ecclesiastes 1.5–6 in Topography II.34, which
Philoponus finds ridiculous, runs: The sun travels from the east and passes the
44

Cosmas, too, is of the opinion that Solomon refers to the sun’s annual motion in this passage but he interprets ‘north’ and ‘south’ in a different way from Philoponus.
45 138.15–19 oJ ga;r ijshmerinov" ... kata; duvo shmei'a to;n zw/diako;n tevmnei, katav te th;n tou'
karkivnou ajrchvn ... kai; kata; th;n tou' aijgokevrwto".
46 139.3–7 kai; to; ‘kukloi' kuklw'n’ ejdhvlwsen: to; ga;r ajp∆ ajnatolh'" eujqei'an ejpi; duvsin
fevresqai kajkei'qen th;n eujqei'an klwmevnhn dia; tw'n boreivwn uJpostrevfein eij" ajnatolhvn,
kuvklo" oujk e[sti.
47 De Opf.M. III.10, 138.3–10. Cf. Topogr. II.34.
48 De Opf.M. III.10, 139.8–12. Cf. Cosmas’ quotation from Severian in Topogr. X.32.
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southern parts through the air. It travels high and emits its light towards the
north over the whole of the inhabited earth. The elevation of the earth in the
north and the west intercepts the light and makes night beyond this earth, alongside the Ocean and in corresponding areas on the earth beyond the Ocean. Later,
when the sun advances towards west under the elevation of the earth, it travels
above the Ocean through the northerly areas. It makes night here until, completing its circle, it comes back to the east. Then it rises again towards the
southern part and illuminates this inhabited earth.
In order to corroborate his position, Cosmas cites Ecclesiastes 1.5–6 and
claims that by the word pneu' m a, which is commonly understood as ‘wind’,
Solomon in this context refers to the air. That proves, according to Cosmas, that
the sun’s movements take place in the air; the sun is not attached to the firmament as Philoponus and others claim. That applies not only to the sun’s daily
motion from east to west and back again, by which day and night are caused,
but also to its annual movement between the tropics. For by saying kukloi'
kuklw'n ejpi; kuvklou" aujtou' ejpistrevfei, 49 Solomon also referred to the solstices, Cosmas asserts. The alleged proof is that the plural kuvklou" refer to the
two tropical circles, not to the sun’s daily travel which is only one circle. Also,
the words kukloi' kuklw'n must refer to the sun, and Cosmas takes that as an indication that also in the following clause, kai; ejpi; kuvklou" aujtou' ejpistrevfei
to; pneu'ma, the sun is the grammatical subject. How he would explain to;
pneu'ma in that clause never becomes clear; he even omits the word when he
quotes the phrase a second time in II.35.
Both Cosmas and Philoponus seem to consider that Ecclesiastes 1.6 refers to
two movements of the sun—the daily movement and the annual one. They also
agree that the daily movement is dealt with first and the annual movement
thereafter. But they do not agree as to where in the text Solomon passes from
the daily movement to the annual. Philoponus means that already ajnatevllwn
aujto;" ejkei' poreuvetai pro;" novton kai; kukloi' pro;" borra'n deals with the annual movement. Cosmas considers this clause to refer to the daily movement
and assures that the annual movement is dealt with only in kukloi' kuklw'n.
Philoponus connects kukloi' kuklw'n to the preceding phrase and means that the
49

Whenever Cosmas quotes this passage (II.34, IV.11, V.33, IX.12), he omits the phrase
poreuvetai to; pneu'ma that LXX (and, of course, Philoponus) has after kukloi' kuklw'n . But
Cosmas did read the words poreuvetai to; pneu'ma somewhere in his Bible, for he cites them
disconnected from the rest of the Ecclesiastes passage in IX.12: tou'to ga;r levgei ‘poreuvetai
to; pneu'ma’, wJsanei; ejn tw'/ ajevri. The wording shows that Cosmas took to; pneu'ma to be what
we would call an internal accusative, synonymous with ejn tw'/ ajevri, supposing oJ h{lio" to be
the subject of poreuvetai.
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following clause poreuvetai to; pneu'ma ktl. does not refer to the sun at all, but
to the wind. Cosmas omits poreuvetai to; pneu'ma from his quotation and connects kukloi' kuklw'n with ejpi; kuvklou" aujtou' ejpistrevfei (to; pneu'ma) thus
making one sentence. By doing this, he means to make the sun the grammatical
subject of ejpistrevfei. He interprets kuvklou" aujtou' as being the tropics and
gets thereby a reference to the annual movement of the sun that would otherwise be missing. This seems important to him. Further, there seems to be an acknowledged fact that Ecclesiastes refers to both movements of the sun and
Cosmas feels himself committed to this. As he does not want ajnatevllwn ktl. to
refer to the daily movement, he has to interpret the rest the way he does.
His eccentric way of treating grammatical and textual phenomena shows that
Cosmas has taken great pains here to make the Bible passage agree with his
views on the natural physical laws. It seems to be very important to him that
observable facts should be in accordance with what is written in the Bible. In
this particular context he does indeed treat Ecclesiastes as a book of physics and
seems absolutely convinced that Solomon’s intention had been to teach physics,
not ethics. By that conviction he has put himself in opposition to Philoponus
who, as we have seen above, considers Solomon’s intention with the book to be
a guide into ethics.
In IV.10 Cosmas has made a drawing in order to explain astronomical phenomena, and in IV.11 he explains how, on this drawing, he has marked out the
height of the middle of the earth as well as the heights along the northern and
the western parts. With this drawing he claims to have succeeded in proving,
among other things, how days and nights arise. He cites Ecclesiastes 1.5–6 and
says that this passage proves the reliability of the Bible, when it shows how the
sun returns to its place, completing a circular movement through the air (to;n
ajevra kukleuvwn). This Cosmas’ drawing reminds us of the fact that Cosmas
seems to have made a genuine effort to work scientifically.
When Cosmas quotes the same Bible passage again in V.33 he uses it to explain the cosmological symbolism of the lamp-stand in the tabernacle. The
lamp-stand was placed to the south of the table.50 Since Solomon, i.e. the alleged author of Ecclesiastes, states (Ecclesiastes 1.5) that the sun travels towards south, the lamp-stand should, according to Cosmas, be interpreted as a
symbol of the heavenly lights. For ‘heavenly lights’ Cosmas uses the word
fwsth're"51 in the plural, so he probably connects the lamps of the lamp-stand
with more celestial bodies and not only with the sun to which the Ecclesiastes
50 Cf.

Ex. 26.35, 40.24.
51 That word is used several times in the Bible with reference to the celestial bodies (Gen.
1.14, 1.16, Sapientia 13.2, Psalmi Salomonis 18.10, Daniel 12.3, Philippians 2.15).
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passage refers. The seven lamps could, of course, be seen as symbols of the
seven planets known to the ancients, but in V.33 Cosmas interprets them as
symbols of the seven days of the week. Anyway, since Ecclesiastes speaks only
of the sun but Cosmas uses the plural fwsth're", he reads more into the passage
than there actually is.
In IX.11–12, however, when he cites the passage once more, he brings the
planets into the symbolism. He states that Moses in a mysterious way has
placed seven lamps on the lamp-stand in the tabernacle, in order to symbolise
the seven celestial bodies that are named planets. In IX.12 he then claims that
Solomon had got his wisdom from the same Holy Spirit as Moses. Therefore
Solomon expresses the same thing as Moses, when he says that the sun rises
from the east and runs towards the south.

5.3 The stability of the universe
In his efforts to prove the sphericity of the universe, Philoponus cannot avoid
touching upon the question concerning the stability of the universe, a question
of great importance. As an introduction to this particular problem, Philoponus
states that he intends to examine the meaning of the word of God in Job
38.37–38. By an ingenious, if somewhat bold, interpretation, Philoponus turns
that passage into a confirmation of the sphericity of the earth. He also uses it to
demonstrate the stability of the universe.52 The passage runs as follows: “Who
is counting the clouds with wisdom, who is it that inclined heaven to earth? It
has been poured out like earth dust, I have glued it as a cube on to a stone.”53
That passage is awkward for Philoponus, of course, since it may be interpreted
as ascribing a cubical shape to the universe. He solves his problem by discussing the passage in two steps. First, he argues that the passage shows that heaven
surrounds earth on all sides, then he deals with the embarrassing cubical shape.
First, he shows that he is aware of what his critics might say about the line
oujrano;n de; eij" gh'n e[klinen, viz., that the heaven is attached to the earth by its
extremities and that it does not encircle the earth. But that interpretation is contradicted by one of the following lines of the Bible passage which runs:
kekovllhka de; aujtovn, w{sper livqw/ kuvbon and which, according to Philoponus,
describes the relation of earth to heaven as that of an object inscribed into a
geometrical form. The point of the comparison is the relationship between the
52 De

Opf.M. III.10, 139.13–141.12.
53 tiv" de; oJ ajriqmw'n nevfh sofiva/, oujrano;n de; eij" gh'n e[klinen; kevcutai de; w{{sper gh' koniva,
kekovllhka de; aujtovn, w{sper livqw/ kuvbon.
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inscribed object and the form circumscribing it, not the shape of the two items
or of one of them. He argues that kuvbo" ‘cube’ is to be understood as a geometrical term for a body, just like kw'no" ‘cone’ and sfai'ra ‘sphere’. A geometrical
body, which is circumscribed around another one, encloses the inscribed body
on all sides. Therefore, if God glued the heaven to the earth, it is obvious,
Philoponus states, that the heaven surrounds the earth on all its sides.54 Further,
if heaven inclines towards the earth from all sides, this also explains the line
kevcutai de; w{sper gh' koniva, for everything must have been poured out from all
sides all over the earth. Then Philoponus gives his opinion that Job uses the
cube as an example, as the cubical shape is the most stable shape of all, and the
cube can stand stable and immobile, and he also refers to Plato, who assigned
the cubical shape to the earth because of its immobility.55
Further, referring to Ecclesiastes 1.4 “The earth stands in eternity”,56 he
makes it clear that the heaven which surrounds the earth cannot as a whole
move to another location, for, if it moved in such a way, it also must make the
earth change its position, which is impossible. For if the sphere by help of its
movement also makes its centre—in other words, the earth—move, the whole
universe would change its position, and its revolving would not be a circular
movement. But the heaven stands still although in constant movement, for it
moves in a circle but never changes its place since its centre is immobile.
Philoponus, further, stresses that no one ever understood the heaven to have a
cubical shape—and it could not possibly be a cube, since it has no support—instead the Bible passage associates the geometric cube with the earth, for
the same reason as Plato assigned the cube to the earth, viz. because of its
stability and not because of its shape.
Already in Topography I.16 Cosmas objects to the thought that the heaven
stands still although in constant rotating movement. He has noticed, perhaps by
making observations, that objects in the material world which move on the spot,
either are equipped with pivots attached to the object itself and rotating on
bearings fitted into a fixed object, or else are pierced by an axis that does not
rotate itself.57 But, on a cosmological level, Cosmas cannot find any object that
could support the bearings of heaven, nor can he find an axis through the
heaven. It should also be pointed out that Cosmas takes it for granted that the
heaven cannot be suspended in a void, but needs a solid object on which to rest.
54 The

key word pantacovqen (‘from all sides’) is repeated four times in the text.
55 Cf. Plato, Timaeus 55 DE.
56 hJ de; gh' eij" to;n aijw'na e{sthken.
57 What precisely the objects are that the terms tovrno", ojrganikh; sfai'ra and mhcanhv refer
to is uncertain.
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Referring to Job 26.7, he is, however, as we have seen above, willing to accept
that the earth needs no support.
In Topography VII.85 Cosmas quotes the latter part of the Bible passage (Job
38.38) and makes a point of kekovllhka de; aujto;n w{sper livqw/ kuvbon. His brief
explanation shmaivnwn o{ti ... kekovllhtai wJ" kuvbo" kavtwqen wJsanei; tetravgwno" is not too clear, but seems to mean that the lower part (kav t wqen) of
heaven must be like a cube, i.e. have four sides, if it is to be glued to the rectangular earth. Cosmas’ treatment of this passage really gives proof of his literal
interpretation of the Bible. The same can be said about the way in which he interprets Job 26.7 “[He who] hangs the earth on nothing”,58 which amounts to
saying, according to Cosmas, that it has nothing below itself on which to rest.
He also uses Job 38.6 “to what are her rings fixed?”59 and leads you to think of
Moses’ tabernacle and how it was fitted together.60 Finally, he maintains that
you can read in Psalms 103.5 that God has founded the earth on its own stability. Therefore we must understand that it really is founded on itself and not on
anything else.
Among alleged biblical evidence against the sphericity of heaven Philoponus
also in De Opificio Mundi III.10, 141.2–7 briefly considers Psalms 18.7; the
same passage has been mentioned above, when we discussed the use Severian
of Gabala made of it. 61 This passage runs “Its (i.e., the sun’s) way out is from an
extremity of heaven and its goal is at an extremity of heaven.”62 To use that passage as evidence against the sphericity of heaven is foolish (yucrov n ),
Philoponus frankly declares. For when his opponents say that a sphere cannot
have an extremity, they do not understand that the Bible passage refers to the
eastern and western horizons. For surely the psalm extols what is visible, not
what is invisible and under the earth. Then Philoponus cites as counter-evidence
1 Esdras 4.34: “The earth is large, the heaven is high and the sun is swift in its
course. It turns around in the circle of heaven and in one single day it comes
back to its circle.”63 That passage also refers to the daily motion of the sun and,
since the Greek text has the word for ‘circle’ (kuvklo") twice, it clearly presumes
58 kremnw'n

th;n gh'n ejp∆ oujdenov". Cosmas treats Job 26.7 in II.12, IV.6, VII.86.
59 ejpi; tivno" oiJ krivkoi aujth'" pephvgasin…
60 Cf. V.23, where Cosmas makes a detailed description of the tabernacle and its construction.
61 Cf. Severian’s interpretation in Topogr. X.31, accounted for above.
62 ajp∆ a[krou tou' oujranou' hJ e[xodo" aujtou', kai; to; katavnthma aujtou' e{w" a[krou tou' oujranou'.
63 megavlh hJ gh' kai; uJyhlo;" oJ oujrano;" kai; tacu;" tw'/ drovmw/ oJ h{lio" kai; strevfetai ejn tw'/
kuvklw/ tou' oujranou' kai; ejn mia'/ hJmevra/ eij" to;n kuvklon aujtou' e[rcetai.
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that the heaven is spherical and that the movement of the sun is circular. The
passage from 1 Esdras is not discussed by Cosmas.

5.4 The shape and position of the earth
So far we have mainly discussed Cosmas’ and Philoponus’ treatment of such
passages as have been adduced as evidence about the heaven and have been
claimed to prove either that it is spherical or that it is formed as a vault with a
rectangular ground-plan.
We shall now turn to the discussion regarding the shape of the earth. According to the heading of chapter four in book II of De Opificio Mundi, it is
possible to find support both from Moses, Isaiah and Job for the view that earth
is spherical in shape. Moses tells us in the first chapter of Genesis that the earth
was covered by water and that no single part of it was uncovered. This means,
according to Philoponus (II.4, 66.8–67.4), that it is obvious that also the water
that covered the earth must have appeared in the same spherical shape as the
earth.
The earth is situated in the middle of the universe, and, at the same time, it
constitutes the very centre of the universe. Had it not been spherical, it would
not have been covered all over by water, but those parts that did not incline towards the centre, would have been totally uncovered. Only on a spherical shape
will weights placed all around it incline exactly towards the centre. If you
imagine any other shape of the earth, the water could not possibly have stayed
all over it. This means also that the covering water had been shaped in the same
spherical shape as the earth right from the beginning and that the water in every
part of the earth inclines towards the centre, in order not to slip away from the
earth. But if water from all sides did not completely cover the earth, Moses
would be a liar when he says that the earth was invisible until the water had
been gathered together. Even now the entire earth is not visible, for many of its
parts are still covered by water.
Regarding Isaiah 40.22 oJ katevcwn to;n gu'ron th'" gh'", mentioned in II.4,
67.7, Philoponus understands the word gu'ron as a reference to the sphericity of
the earth. Further, Philoponus claims that what is said in Job 26.7, “He hangs
the earth upon nothing”,64 cannot be ‘saved’65 unless the earth is supposed to be
of spherical shape, constituting the centre of the universe. If all heavy things
64

kremavzwn gh'n ejpi; mhdenov".
65 The expression ‘save the phenomena’ was coined by Plato. Astronomical observations and
data you derived from them had to be fitted into a geometrical pattern. If the observations did
not fit into a geometrical pattern, they could not be saved, i.e. they were unreliable.
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move only towards the centre of the universe, the stability and immobility of the
earth cannot be maintained, unless every part of it is striving towards the centre.
Philoponus now enters the subject regarding the earth’s position in the universe. This is a matter of great importance to him, as it concerns his geocentric
worldview. Cosmas refutes him as their respective opinions of the matter differ
widely.
In III.10, 132.12–15 Philoponus says that it has been proved that the earth is
in the middle of everything and occupies the centre of the universe. This is the
reason why it does not lean against anything. In III.7, 123.9–25 he says the
same thing, supporting himself again on Job 26.7–8 but quoting more of it this
time: “He who stretches out the north wind (Boreas) on nothing and suspends
the earth on nothing, he who binds water in his clouds.” 66 The earth is placed in
the middle position, Philoponus says here, and to that place all weights are carried according to nature. He also points out that there is nothing lower than the
middle.
In Topography I.17–19 Cosmas attacks Philoponus’ view. He points out that
it is impossible for the same thing to be both middle and base at the same time.
The middle must be in the middle between height and base or in the middle
between right and left in Cosmas’ view. He therefore accuses his opponents of
inconsistency, and with Cosmas’ world-view—the heavy earth at the bottom
and the heaven attached to it—it is quite understandable that Philoponus’ earth,
situated in the middle of the universe, seemed to have an unnatural position.
Cosmas continues his attack in I.19. He asks how it comes that humans and
all other creatures dwelling on this earth are not compressed, standing immobile
together with the earth, but are able to move through the air, walking, flying or
bouncing. The reason for this question seems to be that Cosmas considers it impossible that the air could force its way uniformly from all sides, thereby making the earth stand still. He assumes that, if the earth rested in the centre of the
universe, it would be held in that position by the air. But if air were solid
enough to keep the heavy earth floating in it, its solidity would prevent objects
on the earth’s surface from moving around; they would also be kept in one and
the same position by the air. Since air obviously is not that solid, the idea of an
earth floating in air must be wrong, according to Cosmas. Here Cosmas uses his
everyday knowledge to object to such an opinion. He can see for himself that
even tiny objects like feathers can cut the air. Obviously, he has failed to understand—or chosen to misunderstand—his opponents’ explanation of the earth’s
central position.
66

ejkteivnwn borevan ejp’ oujdevn, kremavzwn gh'n ejpi; mhdenov", desmeuvwn u{dwr nefevlai" aujtou'.
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In De Opificio Mundi IV.2, however, Philoponus assures, again, that the
earth is spherical and that the same was the case with the water that, according
to Moses, once covered the whole earth. He repeats his argument that it is only
in the spherical shape, when every part of it from all sides inclines towards the
centre of the universe, that stability and immobility is given to the earth.
This passage is a summary of what has been said before and serves as an introduction to a discussion about how mountains and valleys came into being.
What is interesting about this short passage is that Philoponus, of all arguments
he has used to prove the stability and immobility of the earth, repeats Ecclesiastes 1.4 as support for his theory. It is obvious, that he has attached great importance to this particular Bible passage. He might have found it particularly
suitable as a help to convince his readers.
It was Cosmas’ firm belief that Moses’ tabernacle as well as the utensils
within it were shaped on the pattern of the construction of the universe. He is
convinced that the table in the tabernacle is constructed on the pattern of the
earth. In Topography II.47–48 he gives exact measures of the length and the
breadth of the earth. After a lecture on how the length and the breadth respectively should be measured, he comes to the conclusion that the earth is 400
days’ marches long and 200 days’ marches broad. Then he claims that the Bible
is true when it says that the length of the earth is twice its breadth. As a concluding remark he presents a garbled quotation from Exodus 25.23 67 which implies that the measures of the offering table in the tabernacle, two cubits long
and one cubit wide, were chosen after the model of the earth (wJsanei; th;n
uJpografh;n th'" gh'" ). Now, if Cosmas means that the surface of the table in the
tabernacle corresponds to the surface of the earth, he must have had troubles to
explain the floor in the tabernacle and what surface it corresponded to on the
earth.
Philoponus was not ignorant about the tabernacle and what it looked like.
When he uses the latter part of Isaiah 40.22, “spreads it out like a tent to live
in”, in order to prove the spherical shape of the world, he stresses that tents for
the most part are stretched out in a circle on the outside, and that the tent building, which has the ground for a floor, is circular at the bottom part. The upper
part, the roof, is constructed in a way that the prophet likened to the cosmos.68
But also Psalms 103.2, “He who stretches out the heaven as a leathern cover67

Cosmas writes poihvsei" gavr, fhsiv, th;n travpezan wJsanei; th;n uJpografh;n th'" gh'"
mh'ko" phcw'n duvo kai; plavto" phvcew" mia'". The LXX text as we know it runs: Kai;
poihvsei" travpezan crusivou kaqarou', duvo phvcewn to; mh'ko" kai; phvceo" to; eu\ro" kai;
phvceo" kai; hJmivsou" to; u{yo".
68 Cf. De Opf.M. III.10, 133.1–9.
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ing”,69 is in accordance with this, for the tents used to have an outer covering of
hides and this was the case also with the Mosaic tabernacle, according to
Philoponus.
Also in De Opificio Mundi III.6, 120.18–122.18 the question of the sphericity
of the earth is discussed. Philoponus points out that Basil of Caesarea, too, admits that the heaven is spherical and rotates in accordance with observable facts
and that the earth is the centre of the universe. He quotes from Basil: “Now, after the sun has come into existence, day is the air illuminated by the sun when it
shines in the hemisphere above earth. Night is the shadow that is produced
when the sun hides itself.”70 Philoponus, on his part, finds it obvious that Basil
believes that the hemisphere above earth has a counterpart in a hemisphere under the earth and that everything within is enclosed by the circumference of the
heaven. Further, Philoponus claims that Basil agrees with the physicists’ doctrine that the earth constitutes the centre of the universe. If the centre of the universe is located at the same distance from the circumference of the heaven in all
directions, it must be spherical, for this condition is only prevalent with regard
to the spherical shape. Philoponus maintains that the heaven necessarily encircles the earth since the earth stands at an equal distance from every part of the
heaven. Consequently, the shape of the earth must be spherical.
In Topography III.1 Cosmas talks about the Tower of Babel. When men for
the first time came up to such a height, they could observe the stars continually,
he claims. But they went astray and got the false impression that the heaven is
spherical. Cosmas also states that it was the Chaldeans who made such an awkward discovery, viz., that the heaven is spherical and, as the Chaldeans, issued
from Abraham, once went down to Egypt, they transmitted this idea to the
Egyptians.71 The Egyptians, in their turn, were eager to make it their startingpoint. Later, when Greek philosophers like Pythagoras, Plato and Eudoxus of
Cnidos stayed in Egypt, they learnt about the idea and developed it further. It is
quite obvious that Cosmas here has resorted to legends, or perhaps he had read
something of those church fathers who had claimed that Greek philosophers
69

oJ ejkteivnwn to;n oujrano;n wJsei; devrrin.
70 De Opf.M. 122.3–7 nu'n me;n loipo;n meta; th;n tou' hJlivou gevnesin hJmevra ejsti;n oJ uJpo;
hJlivou pefwtismevno" ajh;r ejn tw'/ uJpe;r gh'n hJmisfairivw/ lavmponto". kai; nu;x skivasma gh'"
ajpokruptomevnou hJlivou gignovmenon.
71 According to Alexander Polyhistor ap. Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica 9.18.2 to;n de;
“Abramon th;n ajstrologikh;n ejjpisthvmhn paideuqevnta prw'ton me;n ejlqei'n eij" Foinivkhn
kai; tou;" Foivnika" ajstrologivan didavxai, u{steron de; eij" Ai[gupton paragenevsqai Abraham transmitted astronomy and astrology to the Phoenicians and the Egyptians. Nothing is
mentioned here, however, about the sphericity of the universe.
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were dependent on the Hebrews. In any case, he does not seem to have obeyed
Philoponus’ advice to take a stand on a height and observe the heaven above.
Had he done so, he might have come to the same conclusion that he accuses the
Chaldeans of in III.5, viz. that, when they came up to the height (in the tower)
and saw that some stars rose and other went down, they made the assumption
that the heaven is spherical. But, Cosmas adds, they were ignorant about the
shape of the earth and about the fact that the stars are moving through the air by
the help of angels.
In III.6, Cosmas makes a statement that might be considered as a contradiction on his part. He says that Moses, who was brought up at the Egyptian court,
was instructed in Egyptian science. He says that Moses had learnt by observation, dia; th'" o[yew", about the sphere. He had also learnt astronomy, or rather
magic and he had learnt the hieroglyphics. Here Cosmas admits that Moses
knew about the theory of the spherical shape of the earth, but he takes it for
granted that Moses later abandoned this worldview and adopted the ‘tabernacleshaped’ one. This becomes clear when in the following chapters, supporting
himself on Genesis, Cosmas tells about Moses’ conversion. He also tells that
Moses got his knowledge concerning the actual and real state of things from
God. Philoponus, on his part, is convinced that Moses ‘kept’ his view of a
spherical universe.

5.5 Summary
We shall see in the next chapter that Cosmas and Philoponus agree that there are
only two heavens, the first heaven, which was created on the first day, and the
firmament. Neither of them professes himself to believe in eight spheres like
e.g. Plato. But they do not agree about the shape and the movement of the universe. Cosmas adheres to the tabernacle construction of the universe and claims
that the heaven as well as the earth are immobile. The movements of the celestial bodies take place in the air below the firmament and are brought about by
angels. Philoponus claims that the heavens move in a circular movement and
that the earth stands firm in the middle of the universe. He also claims that the
celestial bodies are fixed on the firmament and move together with the firmament.72 Hence it follows that their respective views on how days and nights
come about differ. Cosmas believes that the sun during the night is hidden by a

72 However,

Philoponus rejects the theory of epicycles; cf. the following chapter.
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great height, and Philoponus claims that it is below the earth, together with one
of the hemispheres.
In order to prove their respective views the two antagonists mainly use Bible
passages. But they also refer to empirical observations and scientific reasoning.
Both Cosmas and Philoponus make use of writings of authorities in different
fields. Cosmas seems to have a predilection for seeking support for his views
from church fathers and teachers of the Church. Philoponus asks his readers to
perform practical experiments. I suspect a reciprocal influence here. Cosmas
wants to present himself as a learned man, well versed in the Bible. Philoponus,
on his part, seems to adjust himself to the standard of knowledge of his antagonist.
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6 Heaven
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter I intend to discuss the different views of Cosmas and Philoponus
respectively concerning the concept of ‘heaven’, both in the sense of the ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ and as a physical entity. Further, I will discuss the subject
about the resurrection of the dead, as this subject is closely connected with their
conception of the heavenly region.
First of all, we may observe that there are some issues on which Cosmas and
Philoponus agree. Such issues are:
1. The first heaven, oJ prw'to" oujranov" (Genesis 1.1), and the firmament,
to; sterevwma (Genesis 1.6), which also is called oujranov", are two different things, but they both exist physically.
2. There are not more than two heavens.
3. Fixed stars as well as planets are situated below the firmament. The
planets are not equipped with spheres of their own but are either (according to Philoponus) attached to the revolving firmament or (according to
Cosmas) moving freely, without being attached to any sphere at all.
4. Water is an important constituent of the firmament.
It is to be noticed that Philoponus, by embracing the same opinions as Cosmas
in these matters, deviates from the leading Greek cosmologists on two important points, viz., (i) the number of spheres and (ii) the substance of the heaven.
As a consequence, on certain cosmological and astronomical questions, he must
polemize not only against Cosmas but also against the Greek scientists.
The main questions on which Cosmas and Philoponus disagree with regard
to heaven are these:
1. Where is the prw'to" oujranov" situated and of what does it consist?
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2. Where is the sterevwma situated and of what does it consist?
3. What is the cause of the movements of the stars?
4. What does the Bible intend when it speaks about oujranov" (including:
what does Paul mean by oJ trivto" oujranov")?1
5. Does the Kingdom of Heaven exist in space?
Philoponus supports himself on the Bible, but also on actual observations and
on knowledge presented by other scientists.
On the first day of the creation God created both heaven and earth, but according to both Cosmas and Philoponus, it is important to remember, that it was
the first heaven, oJ prw'to" oujranov", that God created on that first day of the
creation. However different views they have regarding the heaven in general,
the two combatants agree this much. We should consider, in this context, that
Philoponus regarded the universe to be spherical while Cosmas conceived of it
as a rectangular building. This fact makes their views differ in every other aspect concerning the heaven.
We will also notice that, even though Philoponus uses passages from the
Bible when he wants to prove that oJ prw'to" oujranov" is the first created heaven,
situated outermost in the universe, still in his argumentation he is careful to
support himself on observations and knowledge presented by representatives of
the astronomical science. When we turn to Cosmas, we will notice that he uses a
different tactic for his argumentation. He takes his arguments almost
exclusively from the Bible, pressing the passages he uses into accordance with
his understanding of the world.

6.2 The ‘First Heaven’
6.2.1 Philoponus’ ninth sphere
In De Opificio Mundi 1.7, 15.17–16.2 Philoponus points out that certain Greek
physicists count on the existence of nine spheres and suppose that the outermost
one is void of stars. He claims the two physicists Hipparchus and Ptolemy to be
the first to have discovered this sphere. He also claims that they had taken their

1 Cf.
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2Cor. 12.2.

starting-points from Moses.2 This ninth sphere is likely to correspond to oJ
prw'to" oujranov" of the Bible. Invisible though it is, its existence can still be
proved. I therefore suppose that Philoponus considered this ninth sphere to be
identical with the ‘first heaven’ that was created together with the earth on the
first day of creation. He also mentions that Plato himself as well as other scholars did not know about this ninth sphere, but only counted on eight spheres.3
The sphere next to this starless ninth sphere is the one which Genesis names the
firmament and on which God placed sun, moon and all the stars.4
A starless, hence invisible sphere, however, is not an unproblematic entity.
Firstly, it is difficult to prove its existence, since it cannot be observed, secondly, since no function can be ascribed to it, the reason why it was created is
obscure. For the proof of the existence of this invisible sphere Philoponus must
rely on the Greek astronomers. The problem with motivating its existence is
treated in De Opificio Mundi III.4, 116.22–117.23. Philoponus is aware that
‘someone’ may reasonably ask what was the reason why God created that
sphere.5 The discussion that follows refers to other cosmological tenets of astronomers, so ‘someone’ here is likely to refer to Greek astronomers rather than
to Philoponus’ Christian detractors.
Philoponus offers no answer to his question. Instead he claims that no answer
is possible. In order to show that his inability to provide an answer does not diminish the reliability of the supposition of the invisible sphere’s existence, he
points out that astronomers believe in a large number of phenomena the existence of which cannot be motivated rationally. The astronomers cannot explain,
e.g., why the heavenly spheres are as many as they are or why sun, moon, planets and stars do not move with the same velocity, nor can they give a reason for
the number of the stars, their positions or their variegating colours. For a Chris2 Ridings

(1995). In this thesis Ridings shows that the three Church fathers Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius of Caesarea and Theodoret of Cyrrhus maintain that Greek philosophers and
Plato in particular are dependent on Hebrew texts and on Moses. According to Ridings (233),
Philoponus too considers Plato to be dependent on Moses. Cf. De Opf.M. III.3, 113.25–114.3.
3 Cf. Plato, Timaeus 38C; Bury (1989) 78. After having talked about the creation of heaven,
Plato continues to describe how God created sun, moon and five more planets and placed
them in the orbits along which the revolution of the other (heaven) was moving (swvmata de;
aujtw'n eJkavstwn poihvsa" oJ qeo;" e[qhken eij" ta;" perifora;" a}" hJ qatevrou perivodo" h[/ein,
eJpta; ou[sa" o[nta eJptav).
4 Gen. 1.6 Kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": Genhqhvtw sterevwma ejn mevsw/ tou' u{dato" kai; e[stw
diacwrivzon ajna; mevson u{dato" kai; u{dato".
5 De Opf.M. 116.22–23 Eij dev ti" aijtivan th'" genevsew" tou' prwvtou zhtoivh levgein hJma'"
oujranou' ...
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tian such questions create no dilemma—and here Philoponus suddenly returns
to a Christian frame of reference. “We all believe,” he says, “that God made
everything good as it should be, not too little, not too much.”6 That last argument could not be addressed to a Greek astronomer, who did not believe in the
same God as Philoponus, but here he assures his Christian readers of his adherence to a common belief in something that is greater than astronomical science.
The chapter ends with a statement that most properly deserves to be characterised as a sophism: “If they [i.e., the astronomers] cannot state a natural cause for
what is visible, they should not ask us for the reason of what is invisible.”7
Let us now suppose that the ninth sphere is identical with the ‘first heaven’,
which was created on the first day. Let us also suppose that it was created out of
God’s pure will in the same way as the earth was created on the first day out of
God’s pure will. There is a Bible passage that runs: “The heaven’s heaven belongs to the Lord, but the earth he gave to the sons of men.”8 This Bible passage
means a lot to Philoponus. He uses this passage in III.1, 111.2–3 when he calls
attention to the fact that the firmament, which we humans reckon to be the
heaven as it is the heaven we can see with our own eyes, is not a repetition of
the first heaven. That the firmament is of vital importance to the earth and its
inhabitants should not be difficult to realize, and God gave it the name heaven
when he created it. 9 The heaven’s heaven, on the other hand, belongs to God,
according to Psalms 113.24, and man has no reason, or rather no right, to investigate why it has come into being.10 It is enough to know that it does exist. If
now two famous scientists of the past had discovered a sphere farthest out in the
universe, Philoponus could count that as scientific evidence for a ‘first heaven’
that likewise is spherical. Philoponus, it is true, was a scientist schooled in philosophy and should therefore have had a rather thorough knowledge of astronomy, but he was also a Christian. In his role as a Christian scholar and debater
he must have considered it important to have secured a space for God, a heavenly place or Kingdom of God, in order to reassure the church in Alexandria
that he was a true Christian as well as a scientist. Also to this end the Bible pas6

De Opf.M. 117.18–20 o{ti pavnta kalw'" kai; wJ" e[dei pepoivhken oJ qeo;" kai; oujde;n
ejllei'pon h] perittovn, pisteuvomen a{pante".
7 De Opf.M. 117.21–22 eij ou\n aijtivan tw'n fainomevnwn eijpei'n oujk e[cousi fusikhvn, mhde;
hJma'" tw'n mh; fainomevnwn ejperwtavtwsan aijtivan.
8 Psalms 113.24 oJ oujrano;" tou' oujranou' tw'/ kurivw/, th;n de; gh'n e[dwken toi'" uiJoi'" tw'n
ajnqrwvpwn.
9 De Opf.M. III.1, 110.24 oJmwnuvmw" ejkeivnw/ kai; tou'ton ejkavlesen oujranovn.
10 Cf. De Opf.M. III.4, 116.18–20.
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sage mentioned above was convenient, for according to the Septuagint, the
Greek text, by using the expression ‘the heaven’s heaven’, seems to stress that
oujranov" here actually means the ‘first heaven’.11

6.2.2 Cosmas’ vaulted building
In his Christian Topography II.6 Cosmas starts his comments by citing Genesis
1.1. He recommends us to presume that heaven and earth together compose the
content of the universe. The two together (oujrano;n a{ma kai; gh'n ) embrace the
world. Cosmas finds a proof for this in Exodus 20.11 “For in six days God created the heaven, the earth and everything in them.” Then he cites Genesis 2.1
“The heaven, the earth and their whole order were completed” and also Genesis
2.4 “This is the book about the creation of heaven and earth.”12 He cites these
passages in order to emphasize that Moses in his story of the creation always
mentions the heaven first of all since it is the very first created. In addition,
heaven is the outermost limit of the universe.
In III.54, as well, Cosmas cites Genesis 1.1. Having made an assurance that
Moses had been initiated in the art of writing by God, he further assures that
Moses with his own eyes had seen a revelation of the creation. This time Cosmas ascribes it to Moses to have made known, by writing Genesis, that the
foundation was laid by God when the universe was created, as the foundation of
the universe consists, according to Cosmas, of the creation of heaven and earth
and all that exists within them. Further, all created things, both those created
together with heaven and earth and those created afterwards piece by piece, are
within heaven and earth. God began the creation on the first day (with heaven
and earth) and ended it on the sixth day. On the seventh day God rested from his
work. By then the whole creation had been completed without anything missing
in the beautiful harmony of the universe. Then Cosmas cites Genesis 2.4 “This
book tells about the creation of the whole universe, that which is enclosed
within heaven and earth.” 13 Cosmas claims that Moses considered that passage
to be enough to signify all there is within heaven and earth.
11 This

Bible passage was well-known to Philoponus and he cites it in III.1, 111.2–4, when
he wants to prove that the firmament is not a repetition of the first heaven.
12 Ex. 20.11 ∆En ga;r e}x hJmevrai" ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;n oujrano;n kai; th;n gh'n kai; pavnta ta;
ejn aujtoi'", Gen. 2.1 Kai; sunetelevsqh oJ oujrano;" kai; hJ gh' kai; pa''" oJ kovsmo" aujtw'n, Gen.
2.4 Au{th hJ bivblo" genevsew" oujranou' kai; gh'".
13 Gen. 2.4 Au{th hJ bivblo" dihgei'tai th;n gevnesin tou' panto;" kovsmou, h{ti" perigravfetai
ejn oujranw'/ kai; gh'/.
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In III.76 Cosmas refers to Genesis 1.1 in his discussion on whether the universe is eternal or not. He objects to that wing of Greek science that considers
the world to be eternal. To this end he takes different forms of art, their origins
and developments as a proof of the non-eternity of the world. “The world is not
eternal,” he says, “but recent in date as also human inventions, arts and branches
of science are.”14 In this chapter Cosmas also enumerates several Greek
scientists of extraordinary brilliance in their respective field. In the field of astronomy he mentions Ptolemy, the very astronomer whom Philoponus credits
with having discovered the ninth sphere. It is important to notice that Cosmas in
no way appeals to any of the scientists to support his conception of the world.
He merely states that there has been a development in many fields of human
knowledge and of the different sciences. When it comes to heaven and earth and
their divinely construction, it is only the word of the Bible that matters.
Cosmas further cites Genesis 1.1 when he makes a drawing of the world in
IV.1. In the comment he makes to the drawing, he stresses that the vault-shaped
heaven is attached to the earth, extremities to extremities (a[kra a[kroi"). This
drawing seems to be a resolute effort on Cosmas’ behalf to prove his conviction
that the first heaven (oJ prw'to" oujranov") is situated outermost in the universe.
Finally, in VII.83, Cosmas cites Genesis 1.1 in order to claim that Moses has
mentioned heaven and earth together because they are all-embracing just by
being together. They were created together on the first day of the creation, the
farthest ends of the heaven connected to the farthest ends of the earth.15 He
further stresses that the whole universe, everything that exists, exists within the
limits constituted by heaven and earth. To this end Cosmas cites Genesis 2.1
“The heaven, the earth and their whole order were completed”, and Genesis 2.4
“This is the book about the creation of heaven and earth.” Then he adds his own
explanation: “This book tells about the creation of the whole universe, which is
enclosed within heaven and earth.”
If now all creatures and things that exist are within heaven and earth, the first
heaven and earth that is to say, it becomes quite obvious that, according to
Cosmas’ way of thinking, the ‘first heaven’ is no more than an upper limit or,
more adequate, an upper roof for his universe which has the shape of a building.
But being the upper roof, the very limit of the world, the first heaven must be
situated farthest out in the universe, the very thing Cosmas wanted to prove
when he cited and in part commented on the Bible passages mentioned above.
14

oujk aji?dio" oJ kovsmo", ajlla; provsfato", w{sper kai; aiJ ejpivnoiai kai; aiJ tevcnai kai; aiJ
ejpisth'mai tw'n ajnqrwvpwn.
15 Topogr. II.17.
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6.3 The firmament and what is above it
6.3.1 Cosmas’ two-storey building
We can study Cosmas’ view of the universe in Topography IV.9, where he
gives a short, comprehensive picture of his cosmos. Here he says that the firmament is situated in mid-distance between the earth and the ‘first heaven’ (oJ
prw' t o" ouj r anov " ) and attached to this first heaven in such a way that it
demarcates two spaces, one above the firmament and the other one beneath it.
In the latter space, viz. the earthly one, you find the earth itself, the water and
the remaining elements, but you also find, and this is important, the stars. These
are the constituents of our world, which extends from the earth up to the
firmament. It has the earth itself for ground or floor, the first heaven for walls
and the firmament for ceiling. From the firmament up to the vault of the ‘first
heaven’ the second space extends. This is the Kingdom of Heaven into which
Jesus Christ has risen. It is also into this space that all the righteous people will
eventually arrive. This space has the firmament for floor, and the ‘first heaven’
constitutes its walls and its arch-shaped ceiling. Cosmas seems to reckon it as a
fact that the righteous in the future state will dwell in an actual place.
It would not be out of place here to mention Cosmas’ view on the tabernacle
which Moses, at God’s command, built in the wilderness.16 The tabernacle is a
model (mivmhsi") of the universe and it also depicts the forms of the universe.
Still it is a tabernacle constructed by Moses and nothing but a copy of the other
tabernacle, viz., the one which God showed him on Mount Sinai. In Topography II.35 we can see exactly what Cosmas considers the tabernacle to be, viz.,
both an image of, and a model for the universe. Thereby he ascribes a double
function to the tabernacle. He also ascribes a double function to the concept of
the word tuvpo", and we read in III.51: Ei\ta meta; tau'ta prostavttei aujtw'/
skhnh;n ejjpitelevsai kata;; to;n tuvpon17 o}n eJwravkei ejn tw'/ o[rei, wJsanei; tuvpon
ou\san panto;" tou' kovsmou.18 Accordingly, when Moses by help of a curtain
divides the tabernacle into an inner and an outer tabernacle, Cosmas translates
this into the cosmic plane by changing the curtain for the firmament. By doing
16 Cf.

Ex. 25.8–9.
this signification of the word Cosmas also uses the synonym paravdeigma.
18 That this is a dogma, taught by Theodore of Mopsuestia, which has had great influence on
Cosmas is beyond doubt. Cf. Devreesse (1948) 25–27.
17 In
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so he gets two spaces, one upper and one lower, or as he sometimes prefers to
put it, two conditions, this present condition where mankind now dwells and the
future condition into which Christ has gone as the first of humans and into
which all the righteous will arrive at the resurrection from the dead.
In V.20–21 Cosmas makes another explicit exposition of the tabernacle symbolism. Thereby he makes extensive use of Hebrews, especially chapters 8 and
9. Here the author of the letter19 gives an exposition which does not leave us in
doubts from where Cosmas has got his thoughts. But the author of the letter has
never said that Christ now actually is in the space between the firmament and
the first heaven, the space that Cosmas claims to be the future condition, only
that Christ has gone in through the greater, more perfect tabernacle that is not
made by human hand.20 Cosmas doubtless reads more into these chapters than
there actually is. When he reads the two first verses of Hebrews 8, “My main
point is: this is the kind of high priest we have. He has taken his seat at the right
hand of the throne of Majesty in heaven, a minister in the sanctuary, in the true
tent set up by the Lord, not by man”,21 he takes it for granted that the “throne of
Majesty” is above the firmament but below the ‘first heaven’. The same applies
to V.207, where he uses Psalms 109.1, “The Lord said to my lord: ‘Sit at my
right hand, and I shall make your enemies your footstool’”,22 to prove that he
speaks the truth, when he puts forward the thesis—which he often does—that
Christ has risen to heaven as the first of men. Neither king David nor anybody
else has risen to heaven, only that Lord about whom king David speaks in this
psalm. Therefore we can conclude that Cosmas also takes it for granted that
God must be in this space and that this space to him must be the Kingdom of
Heaven.

6.3.2 Philoponus’ sphere of celestial bodies
These convictions of Cosmas’ are not at all shared by Philoponus. In De Opificio Mundi I.12, 28.20–31.7 Philoponus censures Theodore and his adherents for

19 Cosmas

believes Paul to be the author.
Hebr. 9.11.
21 Hebr. 8.1–2 kefav l aion de; ej p i; toi' " legomev n oi", toiou' t on e[ c omen aj r cierev a , o} "
ejkavqisen ejn dexia'/ tou' qrovnou th'" megalwsuvnh" ejn toi'" oujranoi'", tw'n aJgivwn leitourgo;"
kai; th'" skhnh'" th'" ajlhqinh'" h}n e[phxen oJ kuvrio", oujk a[nqrwpo".
22 Psalms 109.1 Ei\pen oJ kuvrio" tw'/ kurivw/ mou: Kavqou ejk dexiw'n mou, e{w" a]n qw' tou;" ejcqrouv" sou uJpopovdion tw'n podw'n sou.
20 Cf.
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preaching doctrines for which there is no authority in the text of the Bible.23 In
this context he also puts the question, whoever has disclosed to them that Christ
is placed on top of the firmament (I.12, 29.11–14). He also asks what the Bible
passages mean that run “Sit at my right hand, and I shall make your enemies
your footstool” and “He has taken his seat at the right hand of the throne of
Majesty in heaven” (I.12, 29.14–18).24 Philoponus evidently repudiates Cosmas’ belief that Christ should dwell in the space between the firmament and the
first heaven. If that was the fact, then God himself should be there too, according to the above-mentioned Bible passages. Philoponus asks here, apparently
rather sarcastically, if they perhaps made God descend to the floor which was
provided by the upper surface of the firmament.
We know that Cosmas actually believed Christ to dwell in the space above
the firmament. He repeatedly argues that Christ, as the first of humans, has ascended into the future condition and in IV.15b he depicts Christ on top of the
firmament. Philoponus, on his part, although he in all probability considered
both God and Christ to be transcendent, does not deny that Christ after the resurrection ascended to heaven, that is, to the ‘first heaven’. The fact that he uses
the Bible passages quoted above to rebuke Theodore and his adherents, Cosmas
among others, shows that Philoponus, probably out of consideration for the
23 A

doctrine, accepted by Theodore but refuted by Philoponus (29.19–30.6), concerns the
species of that particular tree which in Genesis is named ‘the tree of knowledge of good and
evil’ (to; xuvlon to; gnwsto;n kalou' kai; ponhrou', as Philoponus quotes the phrase). Theodore
and his adherents claim that it was a fig-tree, presumably because the Bible tells that it was
fig-leaves Adam and Eve put around themselves when they realized that they were naked.
Philoponus rejects this thought as being stupid. It is nowhere actually written that it was figs
that the first man and woman ate, which caused them to be driven out from paradise. Likewise is it not written in the Bible, Philoponus claims (30.7–8), that the leathern clothes, put
around Adam and his wife by God, actually were made of bark from trees. Nor is it written
that it was nine hours in all that Adam and Eve spent in paradise and that it was at the sixth
hour their hunger made them eat figs. It is easy to refute such doctrines, Philoponus states,
had somebody the time to spare occupying himself with such nonsense (30.8–14). Another
doctrine of Theodore’s which causes Philoponus annoyance concerns the devil (30.18–25). If
the angels got their existence together with heaven and earth, how comes that the devil only
stayed for five days in his own order? Further, if the devil from the very beginning degenerated to evil and envy of men, how come that death, according to the Book of Wisdom, came
into the world as a consequence of the envy of the devil? Moses has not said a word about
these things and Philoponus summarizes (30.25–31.6) that Theodore has made up many
similar fantasies in his works. Further, his adherents have no evidences from the Bible for
their statements and they are not capable to construct their arguments logically.
24 Hebr. 8.1 and Psalms 109.1.
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congregation in Alexandria, agreed to God’s dwelling in the ‘first heaven’. If he
does not refute Hebrews 8.1, he must agree to Christ’s dwelling there too.
As we mentioned above, the space above the firmament is the same as the
Kingdom of Heaven in Cosmas’ view. Even if he does not actually say so, it is
natural to believe that he is of the opinion that this space must be filled with air
to breathe. Also in Philoponus’ view there is a space above the firmament that
extends to the starless sphere, the ‘first heaven’. This space must be filled with
something, as no space can be void.25 Therefore, as both air and water have a
moist, fluid and transparent substance, Moses has found it proper to name that
substance by the common name water. Philoponus also adds that the substance
existing in those places is of course the best conceivable substance, be it water,
air or some other liquid. 26 This very statement shows, at least in my opinion,
that Philoponus does not even give it a thought that this space could be the
Kingdom of Heaven or the residence of Christ.
Philoponus begins the third book of De Opificio Mundi (109.16 ff.) by citing
Genesis 1.6–8: “God said: ‘Let there be a firmament in the middle of the waters,
in order to separate water from water’, and so it was. God made the firmament,
and separated the water under the firmament from the water above the firmament. God called the firmament heaven.”27 In addition to the text from the
Septuagint Philoponus also quotes these verses from Aquila, Theodotion and
Symmachus. All three of them were recognised translators of the Scriptures
with a column each in Origen’s Hexapla. Philoponus probably wanted to present these three translations in order to underline that Theodore’s exegesis cannot be defended by them. In the verses 16 and 17 we read further: “God made
the two great lights, the greater to govern the day and the lesser to govern the
night; he also made the stars. God put these lights in the firmament of heaven to
shine on the earth.”28 These verses make it absolutely evident that, when the
Bible mentions heaven, it might be the ‘first heaven’ that is intended, but it can
25 Furley

(1991) 49.
De Opf.M. III.15, 153.27–154.20.
27 Gen. 1.6–8 Kai; ei\pen oJ qeov": genhqhvtw sterevwma ejn mevsw/ tou' u{dato" kai; e[stw
diacwrivzon ajna; mevson u{dato" kai; u{dato": kai; ejgevneto ou{tw", kai; ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to;
sterevwma kai; diecwvrisen oJ qeo;" ajna; mevson tou' u{dato", o} h\n uJpokavtw tou' sterewvmato"
kai; ajna; mevson tou' u{dato" tou' ejpavnw tou' sterewvmato", kai; ejkavlesen oJ qeo;" to; sterevwma oujranovn.
28 Gen. 1.16–17 kai; ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" tou;" duvo fwsth'ra" tou;" megavlou", to;n fwsth'ra
to;n mevgan eij" ajrca;" th'" hJmevra" kai; to;n fwsth'ra to;n ejlavssw eij" ajrca;" th'" nuktov",
kai; tou;" ajstevra". kai; e[qeto aujtou;" oJ qeo;" ejn tw'/ sterewvmati tou' oujranou' w{ste faivnein
ejpi; th'" gh'".
26 Cf.
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also be the firmament. Further, it is the standpoint of the Bible that the sun, the
moon and all the stars have been placed in the firmament by God.
The firmament is the sphere situated next to the first heaven in Philoponus’
view. He also agrees that the celestial bodies are fixed to the firmament. As a
Christian he can find a strong support in the Bible for this opinion; as a scientist
he seems to support himself on Hipparchus and Ptolemy as well as on the majority of Greek scientists. 29
If now the firmament is the sphere situated next to the first heaven in
Philoponus’ view, this is by no means Cosmas’ view. It is certain that he shares
Philoponus’ view that, according to Genesis 1.6–7, the firmament was put in a
position so as to separate water from water. But Cosmas imagines the world to
be, not spherical, but rectangular. His cosmos is a kind of two-floor building:
the firmament constitutes the ceiling of the lower storey as well as the floor of
the upper storey.
In Topography II.20 Cosmas describes the creation of the firmament as he
understood it. Here we are told that God on the second day of creation, with the
angels as onlookers, built the firmament or, as he puts it, ‘this second visible
heaven’. God thereby made use of his own created material since he built the
firmament out of water. Cosmas also states that the second heaven is like the
first heaven according to its nature, only of a different shape. God cut off the
height from the earth up to the first heaven midway. Thereafter he stretched the
firmament over the whole space in breadth, thereby accomplishing a kind of
ceiling. He tied the firmament to the first heaven after dividing the remaining
waters, leaving some above the firmament and some on the earth below the firmament. Thus God made the one space or building into two spaces or buildings,
the divine abode above and the earthly dwelling-place below. We can follow
both Cosmas’ imagination and his interpretation of the Bible text, except, of
course, for the notion that the angels were onlookers when the firmament was
created. To make a conclusion of this chapter Cosmas quotes Genesis 1.8 “God
named the firmament heaven”30 but also Psalms 103.2–3 “he who stretches the
heaven as a tent, he who makes roofs over his upper rooms in the waters.”31 It is
understandable why he quotes this latter passage for it is undoubtedly in accordance with his conception of the world, but, on the other hand, this is not the

29 Cf.

De Opf.M. III.3, 113.23–114.6.
1.8 kai; ejkavlesen oJ qeo;" to; sterevwma oujranovn.
31 Psalms 103.2–3 ejkteivnwn to;n oujrano;n wJsei; devrrin: oJ stegavzwn ejn u{dasin ta; uJperw'/a
aujtou'.
30 Gen.
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story of creation, nor is it Moses who has uttered this but a poet praising God.
Even a literal Bible reader like Cosmas should be aware of the difference.
In De Opificio Mundi III.1, 110.20–111.4 Philoponus takes great care to
prove that the ‘second heaven’ mentioned in Genesis 1.8 really is the firmament, not identical with the ‘first heaven’. He also takes care to stress that what
is said in Genesis 1.6–8 about the creation of the sterevwma is not a repetition of
what is said about the creation of heaven in Genesis 1.1. He declares himself
content with the fact that the Psalms often talk about ‘heaven of heaven’ or
‘heaven of heavens’. He cites Psalms 113.24 here in order to underline his view
that God had created the first, in the literal sense, true heaven to be his, while
the earth and what belongs to the earth is given to mankind. But it is a fact,
Philoponus agrees, that God, in creating the firmament, gave the name heaven
also to that piece of creation. Still, what is said about the firmament is not a
repetition of what is said about the first heaven, he states. Besides, the time itself, too, speaks in favour of a difference between them. The first heaven came
into being on the first day of creation, the firmament on the second day.
Philoponus makes no attempt to explain why the firmament was actually named
heaven but he states that the Bible also calls the whole body extending between
earth and heaven by the name heaven. He cites Genesis 1.20 “and birds flying
above the earth across the firmament of the heaven”,32 Genesis 19.24 “and the
Lord rained down brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven on Sodom
and Gomorrah”33 and also Genesis 7.11 “that very day all the springs of the
great deep burst out, the flood-gates of the heavens were opened and rain fell on
the earth for forty days and forty nights”,34 to prove that what we in everyday
speech name the air, in the Bible often is named heaven. The apparent carefulness and trouble Philoponus takes to explain satisfactorily the fact that the word
oujranov" ‘heaven’ in the Bible may refer to three different things and at the
same time maintain that there only is one heaven shows both how seriously he
wants to follow the Bible but also that he repudiates pseudo-science.

32 Gen.

1.20 kai; peteina; petovmena ejpi; th'" gh'" kata; to; sterevwma tou' oujranou'.
19.24 kai; kuvrio" e[brexen ejpi; Sovdoma kai; Govmorra qei'on kai; pu'r para; kurivou ejk
tou' oujranou'.
34 Gen. 7.11 th'/ hJmevra/ tauvth/ ejrravghsan pa'sai aiJ phgai; th'" ajbuvssou, kai; oiJ katarravktai tou' oujranou' hjnewv/cqhsan, kai; ejgevneto oJ uJeto;" ejpi; th'" gh'" tessaravkonta hJmevra"
kai; tessaravkonta nuvkta".
33 Gen.
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6.4 The question of the ‘third heaven’
6.4.1 Philoponus’ view
In this context35 Philoponus also takes up the problem with the ‘third heaven’ as
we meet it in 2 Corinthians 12.2–4. Paul says: “I know of a man in Christ, who
fourteen years ago (whether in the body or out of the body, I do not know—God
knows) was snatched away as far as to the third heaven. I know that this same
man (whether in the body or apart from the body, I do not know—God knows)
was snatched away to paradise, and heard secret words that man is not allowed
to speak.”36 Philoponus makes a very sophisticated interpretation of this passage. Paul had a vision and in his mind he experienced an elevating from the
ground all the way up to the ‘first heaven’. In his pure mind, Philoponus says,
he was elevated from the ground and was allowed to converse with God and he
was considered worthy to listen to unspeakable words. Then Philoponus rounds
up in an elegant manner, using the words from Matthew 5.8 “Blessed are those
whose hearts are pure, says the Lord, they shall see God.” 37 It is obvious that
Philoponus wants to stress here that the experience Paul made, when he was
lifted from the ground, was entirely spiritual. It was a vision, Philoponus claims.
Undoubtedly he has true evidence for that in the Bible, for Paul himself begins
2 Corinthians 12 by saying that he “must boast” of visions and revelations from
the Lord. Then the apostle goes on to relate how he was elevated to the ‘third
heaven’. But the apostle does not stop with this. In the following two verses he
relates that he was also elevated to paradise and that it was in paradise that he
heard unspeakable words. We can see here how Philoponus uses 2 Corinthians
12.2 and makes an explanation, starting from this verse, of how Paul must have
experienced his elevation. But Philoponus goes further. He uses the latter part of
verse 4 to state that the apostle, who had a pure heart, was allowed to converse
with God and was considered worthy to hear unspeakable words. Philoponus
does not mention a word about paradise but in a very skilful way he uses
Matthew 5.4 instead and focuses on the apostle’s pure heart. Philoponus
35 Cf.

De Opf.M. III.1, 111.16–26.
12.2–4 oi\da a[nqrwpon ejn Cristw'/ pro; ejtw'n dekatessavrwn—ei[te ejn swvmati oujk
oi\da, ei[te ejkto;" tou' swvmato" (oujk oi\da), oJ qeo;" oi\den,—aJrpagevnta to;n toiou'ton e{w"
trivtou oujranou'. kai; oi\da to;n toiou'ton a[nqrwpon—ei[te ejn swvmati ei[te cwri;" tou'
swvmato" (oujk oi\da), oJ qeo;" oi\den,—o{ti hJrpavgh eij" to;n paravdeison kai; h[kousen a[rrhta
rJhvmata, a} oujk ejxo;n ajnqrwvpw/ lalh'sai.
37 Matth. 5.8 makavrioi ga;r oiJ kaqaroi; th'/ kardiva/ , fhsi;n oJ kuvrio", o{ti aujtoi; to;n qeo;n
o[yontai.
36 2Cor.
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obviously considers himself able to ignore Paul’s elevation to paradise but he
cannot ignore his elevation to the ‘third heaven’.
What is then the ‘third heaven’ in Philoponus’ view? By applying his semantical analysis of the different meanings of the word oujranov" in the Bible,
Philoponus is able to show that there actually exist, in a physical sense, three
heavens. One is the air between the earth and the firmament, the second is the
firmament itself, the third is the one that Philoponus mostly calls ‘the first
heaven’ (oJ prw'to" oujranov"). Further, as Philoponus obviously ignores paradise
but agrees that Paul conversed with God and heard unspeakable words, the
question appears as to where Philoponus considered Paul to have been when he
had his experiences of the divine realm. Here we meet Philoponus’ very
‘modern’ view in regard to psychology of religion. When Philoponus says
(111.21–22) that Paul was rising above all beholding of the material world
(pa'san uJperanelqw;n tou' swmatikou' kovsmou th;n qewrivan), he seems to mean
that Paul eventually reached a condition where he experienced himself to be in a
place that does not exist in physical reality. This is strengthened when he goes
on, stating that Paul conversed with God ‘with his naked mind’ (gumnw/' tw/' nw/').
By using this Neo-Platonic expression, Philoponus seems to have made his
point clear; he does not talk about anything that exists in the same physical
meaning as the first heaven, the firmament and the air of the atmosphere.

6.4.2 Cosmas’ view
Cosmas has his own idea about Paul’s elevation to the ‘third heaven’. In Topography III.61 he enumerates the elevation as one of the miracles in the New
Testament. Immediately after having mentioned miracles of faith-healing, viz.,
that sick people got well when the shadows of the apostles fell on them, he
mentions Paul’s elevation. This chapter, intended to be a reproach against unbelievers, hints that he did not see the elevation as a spiritual experience as
Philoponus did, but considered it to be an actual physical elevation, a tangible
miracle on the physical plane.
Further, in VII.9, he warns against believing in three heavens. He agrees with
Philoponus that there is only one heaven, the one that was created on the first
day, and that there is the firmament, that was named heaven. So far Cosmas
simply seems to interpret Paul’s elevation as a miracle, when Paul in his body
was lifted up from the earth to a height of two thirds of the distance from the
earth up to heaven, the second heaven that is, the firmament. The reason why
Cosmas can interpret 2 Corinthians 12.2 the way he does, is likely to be that he
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makes another syntactical interpretation of Paul than is usually made. While
Philoponus considers e{w" trivtou oujranou' to have the same meaning as eij"
(to;n) trivton oujranovn ‘to the third heaven’, Cosmas interprets this passage as
eij" (to;) trivton (tou') oujranou' ‘to one third of the heaven’. Thus Cosmas
exploits, as we can see, a syntactical obscurity in the Greek language.
In IX.15, however, he seems to have moderated his views to some extent.
Quite in accordance with the Bible he talks about all the troubles Paul had experienced in his service of the Church. He explains the fact that the apostle often
had visions, as being a gift of God’s grace in order to comfort the distressed
apostle. So far Cosmas’ interpretation is acceptable, but then he puts words in
the apostle’s mouth that obviously has no support in the Bible passage in question, 2 Corinthians 12.2–4,38 for he claims that Paul uttered: “Corinthians, I
know, if it is at all necessary to mention visions and revelations from the Lord,
that I myself, in a miraculous way, beyond reason, have been elevated to a very
great height, and by that I mean to the double distance from the earth to the firmament, so that only one third of the distance up to heaven remained for me to
go there.” Accordingly, to Cosmas the ‘third heaven’ must mean a space high
up in the air but below the firmament. Our assumption is confirmed in V.220,
where he claims that the ‘third heaven’ is the dwelling-place of the angels and,
as we saw in chapter 4, Cosmas believed the angels to be in this world below
the firmament. Topography IX.15, however, seems to suggest that Cosmas wavers in his standpoint, whether Paul’s elevation happened as an experience in
the body or as a spiritual one in a vision. Why else would Cosmas in the very
beginning of this chapter stress that God, out of grace, comforted Paul and gave
him new strength by help of the visions?
In Topography IX.18 Cosmas continues his account of Paul’s experiences.
He tells us about the apostle that he was lifted to paradise. As we saw,
Philoponus ignored 2 Corinthians 12.4, where the apostle describes how he was
lifted up to paradise and there was allowed to hear unspeakable words. Reading
the Bible passage you can easily get the impression that Paul was somewhere up
in the sky when he was in paradise. Cosmas, however, has a different opinion.
He says in IV.7 that paradise is situated eastwards, in the land beyond, that very
land that, according to Cosmas’ conception of the world, encircles the ocean.
Cosmas has also drawn a map of this world with paradise marked out.
Philoponus on his part, who joined the latter part of verse 4 to verse 2,39 must
38 Quoted

above, n. 36.
I.e., he joins the two verses in III.1, 111.16–26 when he first describes how Paul was
snatched away and then how the apostle was allowed to hear unspeakable words. In the Bible
39
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consider 2 Corinthians 12.2–4 to describe one vision of Paul’s, while Cosmas
and the Bible seem to describe two different visions.

6.5 Philoponus and Greek cosmology
In De Opificio Mundi III.3, 113.23–114.6 Philoponus claims to have shown that
Moses agrees with those astronomers who are of the opinion that a starless
sphere exists outside all the other spheres, and that sun, moon and all the stars
are fixed in the sphere next to it, i.e. in the firmament. This opinion held by
Philoponus implies that the celestial bodies, i.e., fixed stars and planets, have no
movement of their own, but are carried around with the sphere that is called the
firmament. Cosmas, as we stated above, placed the celestial bodies below the
firmament. He held the same view as Theodore of Mopsuestia concerning their
movement, viz., that they were moved by angels.40
In III.3, 114.13–23 we can see how Philoponus deviates from Greek cosmology. He mentions the fact that ancient astronomers, in order to come to terms
with the apparent anomaly concerning the movement of the stars, have used different hypotheses ‘to save the phenomena’. One effort that seems to have had
great impact, was to divide the heaven into several spheres. They have also conferred more than one movement to each of the stars and have expected most of
the spheres to carry the planets forward, but also a lesser amount of them to
carry the planets in the opposite direction. Aristotle has, according to
Philoponus, summed up all the ancient hypotheses and has come to the conclusion that there are fifty-five spheres in all. 41 Philoponus refutes all this as being
conjectures without anchorage in reality. Why else would there be such great
disagreement between them? Ptolemy, on the other hand, is trustworthy in
Philoponus’ eyes. Ptolemy refuted all the ancient hypotheses and accepted nine
spheres that carry all the planets forwards. To explain the apparent anomaly in
the movements he introduced eccentric spheres that do not share the same centre as the nine primary spheres. He named them epicycles.42 Each planet was
assigned one epicycle and was moved by it in addition to the movement accomplished by the sphere on which it was fixed. This resulted in two movements of
passage the unspeakable words were heard by the apostle in Paradise, but Paradise is not
mentioned at all by Philoponus.
40 Cf. chapter 4.
41 Aristotle, Metaph. XII.1074a10–12.
42 On epicycles and Ptolemy’s concept of them cf., e.g., Toomer (1984) 226.
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the planet, the movement of the forward-going sphere and that of the epicycle.
Besides, it happens that the planet sometimes moves on the epicycle in a
movement uniform with the whole sphere, but sometimes it also moves irregularly, forwards or backwards, swiftly or slowly, and sometimes even seems to
stand still. All this taken together makes up Ptolemy’s explanation of the apparent anomaly of the movements of the planets. Undoubtedly, Philoponus accepts
this explanation and, like Ptolemy, he rejects all the ancient hypotheses as not
being verifiable.
In III.3, 116.1–23 Philoponus emphasizes that there exists only one heaven.
From a Christian standpoint this opinion naturally is very important, as the very
first line of the Bible says that God created heaven and earth. But Philoponus
also wants to show that this is the general opinion among the Greek philosophers. Therefore he turns to Aristotle. To divide the heaven into different
spheres is only a method to try to facilitate the explanation of the phenomena.
The heaven is one, consisting of the spheres in whatever number and even dependent of them. Had there been several heavens, what about the rotation of the
celestial bodies? But Aristotle has shown that the rotation of the celestial bodies
is finite, not infinite, and he has said: “that the heaven is one is obvious.”43
Philoponus also makes allusions to linguistic usage. In the Hebrew language,
the plural is often used for the word heaven but in the Greek language the singular is always used.
Cosmas and Philoponus agree, however, that the firmament exists and that in
practice it is that visible body, created on the second day of creation, which God
named heaven. To Cosmas it is the essential intersection surface that effectively
separates from each other the two spaces of which one contains all that belongs
to earthly, destructible things and the other all that belongs to heavenly, eternal
things. To Philoponus the firmament has its great importance in creation as carrier of the celestial bodies that illuminate the earth. He takes pains to investigate
and elucidate its movements and its substance, a fact that is obvious through the
whole of book III of De Opificio Mundi.
In III.5, 117.27–119.5 Philoponus makes extensive use of Plato’s Timaeus.
He agrees with Plato that the firmament is made up of the four elements. Much
to Simplicius’ annoyance,44 he had rejected a fifth element, the ether, as being a
substance for the celestial bodies.45 He claims that sun and moon, as well as the
43 Metaph.

XII.1074a31 o{ti ei|" oujranov" ejsti fanerovn.
Simplicius, In Arist. Cael. 7.82.4–11 Heiberg.
45 Philoponus was not the first to reject the ether. Straton of Lampsakos did, cf. Straton frg.
84 Wehrli (=Stobaeus 1.23.1) Parmenivdh", ÔHravkleito", Stravtwn, Zhvnwn puvrinon ei\nai
44 Cf.
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stars, are mainly composed of fire, a fact that accounts for their luminosity, for
luminosity does not belong by nature to any of the elements except fire.
In this chapter he also declares that he takes it for granted that Moses supposed that the firmament, which we can see is transparent, consists mostly of
water and air, the two transparent elements. When the firmament came into existence, these elements sort of changed substance into a firmer matter. This fact
should also account for the plural in ‘in the middle of the waters’,46 a statement
which can be understood since Philoponus claims that Moses used the Hebrew
word for ‘water’ to designate both water and air. In III.16, 155.18 he makes a
further exposition on this subject and comes to the conclusion that the plural is
quite logical for there are two distinct waters Moses speaks of, distinguished
both according to place and substance, only sharing the name of water.
Philoponus further stresses that God made the firmament a boundary between
water and air. 47
In III.5, 119.1–5 Philoponus claims further that Plato seems to be in agreement with the cosmogony Moses stands for, when he says that the celestial
body has a share in the firmness of the earth, for the earth is the only element
that has a firm, solid body. Accordingly, Moses is to be regarded as quite a
good physicist when he states that the transparency of the firmament depends on
air and water. He gives it the name ‘firmament’ because a solidification of the
fluids has occurred. Philoponus goes on to give us examples from the surrounding nature, which show how moisture congeals when changes occur and
how firm as well as dry components change into fluids when moisture is added
to them. He points out what happens in our bodies in connection with the digestion, how dry food like bread and cooked meat become fluid getting into the
bloodstream and how the blood in turn transforms into solid units like sinews
and bones. Philoponus also stresses that, when it comes to the changes that happen in our own bodies, it can actually be observed that dry and fluid substances
are transformed into each other. Then he sums up that the firmament has a substance which consists of the elements known to us on the earth, but to the larger
part it consists of water, which is the thicker of the two transparent elements.
to;n oujranovn, on which Wehrli comments: “Die alte Lehre von der feurigen Natur des Himmels konnte Straton durch seine Gewichtstheorie begründen (fr. 50–53). Dies bedeutet Preisgabe des fünften aristotelischen Elementes, dessen spekulativ-theologischer Charakter sich
auch nicht in Stratons Weltbild gefügt hätte.”
46 Gen. 1.6 ejn mevsw/ tw'n uJdavtwn.
47 De Opf.M. III.16, 156.1–4 duvo diakekrimevnwn uJdavtwn kai; toi'" tovpoi" kai; tai'" oujsivai",
movnw/ de; koinwnouvntwn ojnovmati, oi|on meqovrion ejpoivhsen oJ qeo;" to; sterevwma.
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III.12 is a comparatively long chapter extending from 144.11 to 148.14.
Philoponus apparently has the intention to prove that it is the firmament that is
moving while the stars are fixed to it. He seems to presuppose that it is clear to
his readers that he has already proved the heaven to be a spherical, rotating
body. Now he wants to prove that, when the hemispheres rise and set, respectively, they carry the stars with them. Without any contact with the firmament
the stars would not be able to move at all. To this end he seeks support in the
Bible and says that they could not even be anywhere else, for the firmament is
the place that God himself has assigned to them: “God placed them in the firmament of the heaven as lighting of the earth.”48
Then he turns to observable evidences. The Milky Way,49 which he considers
to be in a kind of symbiosis with the firmament, unable to move by itself, gives
Philoponus an evidence for the sphericity of the heaven. We can see it every
night be carried around together with the fixed stars, some parts of it setting and
some rising in quite the same way as the signs of the zodiac are seen to behave;
besides, the Milky Way is easily observable because of its colour. What
Philoponus accomplishes with this argument is nothing new. It is the same thing
he has shown before, viz., that the heaven performs one daily revolution.
Philoponus goes on and puts forward an argument for his opinion that the
daily movement of the heaven actually is the movement of the firmament, not of
the sun. Also this argument is built on what can be observed.
Let us suppose that the sun is in the Aries. We know that during one month it
moves (a distance equal to) one sign and that it completes a year when it has
moved through the twelve signs. Accordingly, the daily movement of the sun is
one thirtieth of a sign. If now the sun is in the Aries, it must follow that the sign
Aries itself is invisible during the day as the sun is in it. The same is valid for
the night because it sets together with the sun. When the sun sets, the Taurus
will be seen at the western horizon. When the sun moves into the Taurus and
sets there, the Taurus, in turn, will become invisible and the Gemini will show
at the western horizon at sunset. Exactly the same thing will happen when the
sun goes through the Gemini. When the sun sets, the Cancer will appear on the
western horizon. If now the Taurus is more towards the east than the Aries, the
Gemini more towards the east than the Taurus and the Cancer more towards the
48 Gen.

1.17 e[qeto ga;r aujtou;" oJ qeo;" ejn tw/' sterewvmati tou' oujranou' eij" fau'sin ejpi; th'"

gh'".
49 In antiquity the Milky Way was not considered to be an accumulation of stars, but was
rather considered to be a belt of a sort of milk-coloured substance overall (whence its name);
see Toomer (1984) 400.
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east than the Gemini and so on with the signs that follow, then it is apparent that
the sun has its own movement, making its orbit from the west to the east moving through only one part of the zodiac every day.
By this argumentation Philoponus claims to have proved that the circular
motion, taking place in twenty-four hours, belongs to the firmament in which
God positioned all the celestial bodies. The sun takes a full year to perform its
orbit. The daily movement belongs to the firmament which has all the celestial
bodies fixed to it.
Philoponus continues his argumentation by asserting three things:
(i) If the fixed stars have a movement of their own and are not just
dragged along by the movement of the sphere, all of them must either
move (alt. a ) with equal speed or (alt. b ) with unequal speed
(146.28–147.2).
(ii) If it can be proved that both the alternatives (a and b) are false and absurd, the conclusion will be that the fixed stars do not move at all
(147.2–4).
(iii) But they do move. Therefore it must be the firmament that moves,
dragging the fixed stars along (147.4–8).
Philoponus then sets out to prove that both the alternatives a and b are false. To
prove alternative a to be false is rather easy. As the stars in the north and the
south rotate in smaller circles than the stars at the equator but all perform one
revolution in their orbits during one day and one night, the stars at the equator
must move at greater speed than stars further north or further south. Accordingly, the speed must decrease with the distance from the equator and the speed
is not the same for all the stars.50
To refute the validity of alternative b is obviously more difficult, the more so
as Philoponus has used the fact that the stars seem to move at different speeds
as his main argument against alternative a. Besides, in this passage of the text51
he does not give any proper proof, but simply refutes the alternative by laying it
down that this alternative is both absurd and irrational.52
The conclusion from this whole argumentation ends in this statement. Both
the alternatives have proved impossible. The stars do not move by themselves,

50 Cf.

De Opf.M. III.12, 147.8–25.
De Opf.M. III.12, 147.25–148.10.
52 ajpoklhrwtikovn ... tou'to kai; pantelw'" a[logon (148.9–10).
51 Cf.
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it is the firmament that moves, dragging the stars along.53 We can notice, however, that the argumentation is weak. Provided that Philoponus could have
proved—which he has not—that the fixed stars neither can move with equal
speed (alt. a) nor with unequal (alt. b), no conclusion could be drawn from this
other than that the stars do not move at all. It does not follow automatically that
the observable movement of the stars does depend on the fact that they are
dragged along together with the movement of the firmament.
The question is, whom did Philoponus hope to convince by this argumentation? What audience did he have in mind? In III.12, 144.22 he declares that he
turns to those who are ignorant of science (toi'" tw'n maqhmavtwn ajpeivroi").
Could it be that he considers them stupid enough to let themselves be convinced
by his imperfect argumentation and thereby shamelessly using their ignorance?
Or does he, like Cosmas, speak to those who already are convinced, those who
only need to be confirmed in their beliefs and those who are so firm in their belief that nothing can move them?
In III.17, 157.4–159.3 Philoponus seems to make some kind of outline of his
conception of the heaven. The heaven, which encircles the universe as a boundary, was created together with the earth on the first day. This heaven is also a
boundary to the firmament in the same way as the firmament is a boundary to
everything within. Also the firmament can be called heaven since the faculty of
sight comes from it, for God placed all the light-giving celestial bodies in the
firmament. But also the air is often called heaven because of its transparency,
which makes the light shine right through it, down on us, and because all colour
penetrates it. But since it is invisible, without any colour of its own, it cannot
prevent the passage of other colours through itself. In the same way as colours
can be perceived by our eyes through uncoloured glass, the firmament, being
transparent and uncoloured, conveys the light of the celestial bodies to us.

6.6. The question of resurrection
6.6.1 Cosmas and Christian after-life
Light and air as well as the stars are important things also to Cosmas but he
does not associate them with the heaven in the same way as Philoponus does.
To Cosmas the heaven is the space that is prepared and ready for our future
condition, the eternal life which is to follow after the resurrection from the dead.
53 Cf.

De Opf.M. III.12, 148.11–14.
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This space is now the abode of God the Father and of Jesus Christ who entered
there on Ascension Day after his passion and resurrection. The heaven does not
move at all, nor does the firmament, which consists of water that has congealed
and solidified into a kind of icy material.
Philoponus, on his part, showed great interest in the firmament as well as in
the physical properties of the heaven in general. In such contexts he poses as a
genuine scientist. On the other hand, when we focus our interest on the spiritual
domain, Cosmas has much more to say. We must also remember that, although
Cosmas lived and worked in Alexandria, he was an adept of the Antiochene
school, which refuted the allegorical method of exegesis. Therefore he claimed
that the Bible was to be understood literally, according to its original intention.
After the life on this earth a resurrection from the dead will occur. Cosmas
stresses over and over again that we humans live on this earth and in this present condition as in a school. It is here on the earth, while we live in our earthly
bodies, that we are brought up and are instructed in order to become prepared
for the second condition, the eternal life in the Kingdom of Heaven. Instruction
here on earth is effected by sorrows and pains as well as by pleasure. We also
get information and knowledge about God by observing and contemplating his
created works.54
Cosmas starts from 1 Corinthians 1555 when he makes his comments about
the resurrection from the dead. He cites Paul’s example with the seed that is put
into the ground and dies. 56 The seed dies, according to Paul, but then God will
give the forthgrowing plant just that shape he wants it to have. Cosmas adds that
the seed bursts forth through God’s power and providence and appears rich, ingeniously gifted and extremely beautiful. This same seed so destructible and a
subject to change, mortal and changing in the earth, bursts forth, growing out of
the ground, in countless quantity and of wonderful beauty. This is a wise, beautiful and artistic deed of the providence in God, the Creator of all. 57 In this section Cosmas has made an exegesis of Paul’s text in a kind of lyric wording, but

54 Cf.

Topogr. VII.72–76.
Topogr. VII.28–33.
56 1Cor. 15.35–38 ∆All j ejrei' ti", pw'" ejgeivrontai oiJ nekroiv… Poivw/ de; swvmati e[rcontai…
“Afron, su; o} speivrei" ouj zwopoiei'tai, eja;n mh; prw'ton ajpoqavnh/: kai; o} speivrei", ouj to;
sw'ma to; gennhsovmenon speivrei", ajlla; gumno;n kovkkon, eij tuvcoi sivtou, h[ tino" tw'n loipw'n: oJ de; qeo;" divdwsin aujtw'/ sw'ma kaqw;" hjqevlhse, kai; eJkavstw/ tw'n spermavtwn i[dion
sw'ma.
57 Cf. Topogr. VII.29.
55 Cf.
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he is at the same time strict in his analyse, which, in turn, provides scope for his
practical view on the resurrection.
Cosmas goes on, giving his own exegesis of the rest of 1 Corinthians 15. His
exegesis of this chapter does not leave any doubts behind, concerning his view
on the resurrection and the Kingdom of Heaven. He looks at the resurrection in
a kind of practical, matter-of-fact way. He seems to believe, that the same bodies that belonged to us during our life here on earth will be ours again after the
resurrection. There is no support for this thought of his in the Bible, neither here
in 1 Corinthians nor in Genesis 2 and 3, where we can read about the creation
and life-giving of man and the fall of man. It is surprising, not to say strange,
that Cosmas turns to such an exegesis immediately after his vivid, but highly
probable exegesis in the preceding section. Matter will be sifted and winnowed
as in a sieve he says (kai; w{sper ejn koskivnw/ saleuomevnw/) in order to find the
elements that once made each human being. Then God will re-use the same
material to rebuild and restore the bodies of each individual.58 Moreover, God
will thereafter bring it together with the right soul. “Is it not remarkable with
God?” Cosmas says. “God is a judge over heart, reason and thoughts in every
person. He scrutinises everybody’s reason and thoughts in every moment from
the beginning and right to the end. It is therefore possible for him to do what is
easier, viz., to discern bodies from bodies.” 59 This thought, however, that God
should take care to discern bodies from bodies, is not represented in the Bible
but the idea seems similar when John the Baptist says in Luke 3.17: “He has the
winnowing-shovel in his hand in order to clean out his threshing floor and
gather the grain in his barn.”60 It can also be added that Psalms 138 contains the
thought that God has full control over men’s intentions, thoughts and minds. At
least the five first verses give that impression. The very first verse says: “Lord,
you have examined me and you know me” (Kuvrie, ejdokivmasav" me kai; e[gnw"
me).61
58 Cf.

Topogr. VII.31.
Topogr. VII.32.
60 Luke 3.17 ou| to; ptuvon ejn th'/ ceiri; aujtou' diakaqa'rai th;n a{lwna aujtou' kai; sunagagei'n
to;n si'ton eij" th;n ajjpoqhvkhn aujtou'.
61 Origen came to the conclusion that the substance of the body remains the same, only the
quality changes, heavenly, then earthly, then heavenly again. This idea is similar to Cosmas’,
to my understanding, viz., that God uses the same material. Origen’s doctrine of the risen
body, following Paul’s comparison of the seed and the plant, shows that he reckons at the
same time with an identity of substance and a difference of quality between the earthly body
and the body of glory which, in turn, is assimilated to the ethereal bodies of the angels. Cf.
Crouzel (1989) 91, 92.
59 Cf.
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The second condition really matters very much to Cosmas, so much in fact,
that every detail he can come to think of matters. Therefore he also enters a discussion on how it can be possible for stillborn or dead foetuses to rise from the
dead. Knowledge is necessary if they are to have a share in the resurrection, but
it is in this present condition, here on earth, that we humans receive knowledge.
Cosmas states that the foetus is a rational being and by tasting its mother’s
womb, which is an image, although imperfect, of this world, it becomes aware
of its future condition. When the foetus acquires knowledge in that future condition, it will remember the sensation of the womb, in which, however deficiently, it has experienced its present condition.62 Also, Cosmas continues, deceased foetuses will perceive the elements and the whole universe standing
there as teachers. Therefore, reasoning with their perfect knowledge, they will
arrive at a recognition of their previous existence and of the knowledge of
God.63
What about maimed bodies? Will it be possible for them to rise healthy and
perfect? Cosmas makes the illustration of how God took one of Adam’s ribs,
the smallest part of his body, building a perfect woman from it. He also makes
the illustration that, when a blind or maimed man and woman are united, their
offspring is born sound and healthy. Why then not believe, that on the day of
resurrection we are going to be brought out from the graves through a better
birth than from our mother’s womb?64
Cosmas, who is well aware of the prevalent objections to the resurrection of
the bodies, answers those who wonder how it could be possible that our bodies,
after they are decomposed and changed into thousands of other bodies, could
rise as the same bodies they once used to be. 65 Cosmas holds the opinion that,
when our bodies are dead and decomposed in their components, these parts still
retain their own identities. All the time they are perceived by God who knows
exactly which parts belong to every single human being. God can bring together
the different parts by inducing a movement. Our bodies rise again in their own
identities and we will not wake up in somebody else’s body.66
It is evident that Cosmas tries to interpret Paul literally. A wheat-seed is put
in the ground growing forth as wheat and nothing else. But when the wheat rises
from the ground, it is better in every way than it was the moment it was put
62 Cf.

Topogr. VII.79.
Topogr. VII.79.
64 Cf. Topogr. VII.81.
65 Objections against the resurrection of the bodies occur in all Christian apology.
66 Cf. Topogr. VII.33.
63 Cf.
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down. Then he transfers this idea to be valid for humans. We are buried in the
ground, we are decomposed into components. We will rise again at the end of
time better and more beautiful than we used to be when we lived here on earth.
Our bodies will be the same bodies in that respect that they will be rebuilt from
their own, individual substance. The idea, however, that all humans get their
own material bodies back at the resurrection is not supported in the Bible. It is
an absolute contradiction to Paul’s teaching about the ‘bodies of glory’ in
chapter 15 of 1 Corinthians. In verse 44 of this chapter Paul says: “A physical
body is sown, a spiritual body is raised. If there is a physical body, there is also
a spiritual body.”67 Cosmas seems to have slipped in his train of thought and
missed what is very essential to Paul, viz., that the body which is raised is a
purely spiritual body.
Cosmas states that God has the power to rise the dead, but it is Christ who
has activated this power by his obedience to the Father, which culminated in his
passion, death on the cross and resurrection. The assurance that Christ has risen
from the dead and has ascended right through the firmament into the Kingdom
of Heaven, the second condition, and that he has done it for our sake, that we
too may have a share in the resurrection from the dead, runs as a main thread
through the whole of Christian Topography.

6.6.2 Philoponus and spiritual resurrection
Philoponus does not treat the subject of the resurrection from the dead as thoroughly as Cosmas does. But in De Opificio Mundi VI.19, 270.24–26, when he
takes up the subject of man as the image of God, he cites Mark 12.25: “When
they rise from the dead, men and women do not marry; they are like God’s angels in heaven.” 68 Philoponus is here anxious to point out that, when the Bible
speaks of the image of God, it is not a bodily likeness that is intended. The point
is that humans are the only creatures in creation here on earth who are endowed
with reason. This is valid for both men and women. From this I conclude that
Philoponus means a spiritual resurrection, not a bodily one, when the soul, or
‘the rational portion of man’ (to; logikovn), as Philoponus calls it, will reach
heaven and be like the angels.
67

1Cor. 15.44 speivretai sw'ma yucikovn, ejgeivretai sw'ma pneumatikovn. Eij e[stin sw'ma
yucikovn, e[stin kai; pneumatikovn.
68 Mark. 12.25 ejn ga;r th'/ ajnastavsei ou[te gamou'sin ou[te gamivzontai, ajll∆ wJ" a[ggeloi
qeou' ejn oujranw'/ eijsi.
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In VI.22, 274.8–276.13 Philoponus cites different Bible passages that speak
of man as consisting partly of a destructible body made from clay or earth and
partly of a soul which lives on after the physical death. The Bible names human
beings sometimes souls, yucaiv , sometimes flesh, sw' m a, according to
Philoponus. He cites Bible passages as Job 10.9 “Recall that you moulded me
like clay; and you will turn me back to earth again”, Genesis 3.19 “Earth you
are, to earth you will return”, Psalms 64.3 “All flesh will come to you”, and
Genesis 46.27 “All the souls of Jacob's house, who arrived in Egypt together
with Jacob, were seventy-five in all.”69 All these quotations, I presume, show
that Philoponus has the ‘second story of creation’ in mind, Genesis 2.7, when
God created man from earth and blew life into his nose.70 To Philoponus it
should also be natural that the Bible names human beings sometimes souls,
sometimes flesh. While here on earth, man is that unique creature bound to
earth by the body but still belonging to the spiritual world or heaven by the soul
or reason.
It should also be mentioned that Philoponus makes a sharp distinction between the souls of the animals and the human soul. The animals got their souls
and their bodies at the same time when they were created, but the human soul is
separated from the body, for it entered the body from the outside when the body
already had been created.71 Philoponus also rejects the opinion which he maintains that Origen stands for,72 viz., that the breath that God blew into Adam’s
nose was the same as the Holy Spirit that Christ after his resurrection breathed
on his disciples. 73 It was the breath of life God blew into Adam, and Adam got
his soul. But what kind of soul? Surely not the same soul as the animals have
that make them living creatures and which was created together with their perishable bodies. The human soul that Adam, according to the Bible, was the first
to receive gave him life but also reason, i.e., made him the image of God. This
is an indication, as I see it, that to Philoponus the human soul should be something more like the Neo-Platonic conception nou'".

69

Job 10.9 mnhvsqhti o{ti phlovn me e[plasa", eij" de; gh'n me pavlin ajpostrevfei", Gen. 3.19
gh' ei\ kai; eij" gh'n ajpeleuvsh/, Psalms 64.3 pro;" se; pa'sa sa;rx h{xei, Gen. 46.27 pa'sai aiJ
yucai; oi[kou ∆Iakw;b aiJ eijselqou'sai meta; ∆Iakw;b eij" Ai[gupton eJbdomhvkonta pevnte.
70 Cf. Gen. 2.7 kai; e[plasen oJ qeo;" to;n a[nqrwpon cou'n ajpo; th'" gh'" kai; ejnefuvshsen eij"
to; provswpon aujtou' pnoh;n zwh'", kai; ejgevneto oJ a[nqrwpo" eij" yuch;n zw'san.
71 Cf. VI.23, 276.19–277.2.
72 Cf. VI.24, 278.18–280.10.
73 Cf. John 20.22.
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Further, in VI.22, 274.23–275.2 Philoponus cites from Matthew 6.27 “Who
can, by worrying, add a single cubit to his life-time?” and Matthew 16.25
“Whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my
sake will find it.”74 Thereby he stresses that ‘life’ or length of life (hJlikiva) is
intended for the body and the word yuchv that we translate ‘life’ is intended for
the soul in contrast to the body. That yuchv is used in Matthew 16.25 to describe
the body or physical life, Philoponus takes as a pretext for the fact that the terminology of the Bible is not consistent. Accordingly, Philoponus interprets the
second Bible passage in such a way, that the statement of Jesus means: those
who, for Jesus’ sake, surrender their bodies to martyrdom, will save their yucaiv ,
their souls. Martyrdom, therefore, can destroy the body but in no way the soul;
on the contrary, you will find, or rather save your soul by the destruction of the
body. It is not the physical body that rises from the dead on the day of resurrection, it is the soul that is allowed to continue to be alive.
The body-soul dichotomy is also called into action by Philoponus when he
explains the meanings of the expressions ‘internal man’ and ‘external man’. 75 In
2 Corinthians, 4.16 Paul obviously refers to man, the body created of dust,
when he speaks of ‘the external man’ and of the soul, when he speaks of ‘the
internal man’. The soul is not created of dust in Philoponus’ thinking. This fact
will be revealed either through a resurrection or in another way. In Philoponus’
view, accordingly, there is a sharp division into two parts between the body and
the soul, and here his Neo-Platonic thoughts are doubtless apparent.76
We have seen above that Cosmas ascribes great importance to 1 Corinthians 15,
but curiously enough Philoponus takes no notice of this famous ‘Resurrection
Chapter’. He cites verse 41 on two occasions, when commenting on the light of
the planets and the stars77 and on the beauty and perfection of creation, 78 respectively. The verses 47–48 are quoted in a passage dealing with Christian
lifestyle.79 Why does not Philoponus mention the parable of the seed? Certainly
there is full scope to make an interpretation of that parable as meaning a resur74

Matth. 6.27 tiv" ga;r merimnw'n duvnatai prosqei'nai ejpi; th;n hJlikivan aujtou' ph'cun e{na…
Matth. 16.25 o}" eja;n qevlh/ th;n yuch;n aujtou' sw'sai, ajpolevsei aujthvn, o}" d∆ a]n ajpolevsh/ th;n
yuch;n aujtou' e{neken ejmou', euJrhvsei aujthvn.
75 Cf. De Opf.M. VI.22, 275.25–VI.23, 276.1–13.
76 With reference to Philoponus’ Neo-Platonic thoughts, see chapter 2.
77 Cf. IV.12, 184.25.
78 Cf. VII.8, 298.12.
79 Cf. VI.8, 244.6–10.
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rection of spirit and soul. Besides, Philoponus could easily have refuted Cosmas’ ‘bodily’ interpretation had he wanted to. I think that Philoponus rejects the
thought that man as a whole—body, soul and spirit—is put in the ground and
decomposes. I likewise think that he rejects the thought that the resurrection
will happen only “when the last trumpet blasts”. 80 I take it that Philoponus believes that the soul is set free at the moment of death and then continues to live.
He might not want or dare to be at variance with Paul, but prefers to be silent.
In my view, this deliberate silence of Philoponus is probably due to the fact
that he had enough trouble to defend his standpoint according to the Holy Trinity.81 We can take it into account that his standpoint in this particular issue was
controversial and he might have considered it unwise at this point, when the
Council of Constantinople was to take place in the near future, to put forward
another controversial standpoint. We should also consider that he might have
found Cosmas’ ideas and Cosmas’ expositions of the resurrection from the dead
far too absurd to be taken seriously and, accordingly, to be answered and dealt
with. Another explanation for his silence could be that he did not want to declare his Neo-Platonic thoughts and sympathies too frankly.
When Philoponus actually does mention man’s resurrection from the dead,
he is very careful to stress that it is a spiritual resurrection. It is the soul that
rises, the Spirit of Life, that God once in the beginning of time breathed into
Adam to give him life.82 When the purified, saved soul has got rid of the body,
it will see God face to face. 83 The soul will then be like the angels in Heaven,
those spiritual beings that serve God night and day.84 Further, Philoponus
stresses that God created man in his own image but he created male and female.
The image, the likeness to God is therefore spiritual and has nothing to do with
80 Cf.

1Cor. 15.52.
Sorabji ed. (1987), where H. Chadwick says on page 50: “Like Severus of Antioch, he
allows that the one composite nature of the incarnate Word has a plurality of properties, some
divine, others human. But properties can be plural when the entity possessing them is only
one. A man as animal is both rational and mortal.” Cf. also ibid. 31–32 where Sorabji says,
speaking of On the Trinity, also known as On Theology, published late in 567, and also of
Against Themistius Letter to a Partisan: “Philoponus apparently committed himself to tritheism, in regard to the persons of the Trinity. At any rate he declared that each of these three
hypostases was God, that there were three Gods, and that they were a plurality of substances.
As regards the Trinity, it is a universal, and so exists in our minds. There is a single God only
in thought, if the Trinity were a single God, it would be a fourth one.”
82 Gen. 2.7.
83 1Cor. 13.12.
84 Mark 12.25.
81 Cf.
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the body. For we must remember that Philoponus was a Neo-Platonist as well as
he was a Christian. Besides, we know that Plato himself considered it a justifiable punishment for an evil man to be transformed into a woman in his next incarnation.85

6.7 Summary
We have seen that Cosmas’ and Philoponus’ respective views concerning the
heaven are very different from each other. What else could be expected considering their different outlooks on the universe? Cosmas upholds his belief that
the heaven, which was created on the first day of creation together with the
earth, is an actual space above the firmament. In this space he places God. He
repeats again and again that this space is prepared for our future condition. The
firmament is placed by God as a partition wall between the first heaven or
Kingdom of God and this world or condition. In this present condition, all created beings, all that exists, including the angels and the stars, now dwell. Cosmas also assures in his work that Christ, who is the first to have risen from the
dead, has ascended into the upper space or the future condition as precursor for
us and has thereby opened or inaugurated a new, living way.86
Philoponus speaks of Christ’s resurrection in a quite different way. In De
Opificio Mundi II.20–21 (95–102), he discusses Theodore’s calculations on the
time Christ remained in the tomb. The very purpose of Christ’s death and resurrection—the doctrine of atonement—which is one of the pillars in Christian
faith, seems not to have been of much interest to Philoponus. What seems to be
of great interest to Philoponus, however, is the number of the heavens, which he
reckons to be two. As we have seen, Philoponus believes that the first created
heaven is a starless sphere which is situated outmost in the universe. The firmament, which also is named heaven, is the sphere next to this starless sphere
and it has all the stars fixed to it. By this Philoponus succeeds to unite the biblical doctrine about the two heavens to the most advanced astronomical doctrines
of his time. In doing this he uses two manoeuvres which are not recorded elsewhere: (i) He places oJ prw'to" oujranov" on an equality with the starless ninth
sphere which Ptolemy and Hipparchus count on, and (ii) he reckons Ptolemy’s
epicycles to be a kind of outgrowths on the firmament. By doing so he need not

90E, Bury (1989) 248.
says about himself that he is the way to the father. Cf. John 14.6.

85 Timaeus
86 Christ
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increase the number of the spheres in addition to the two heavens that are firmly
attested in the Bible.
According to Cosmas, God built the firmament out of his own created matter,
viz., water. Philoponus, on his part, agrees with Plato that the firmament consists of the same elements which exist here on earth and first and foremost the
transparent ones, water and air. But also earth is included since earth is the only
element which has a firm, solid body. Philoponus, however, rejects the ether or
the fifth element introduced by Aristotle but he regards Moses to be a good
physicist since Moses states that the transparency depends on water and air. The
name firmament depends on a solidification of the fluids. Philoponus conducts a
line of reasoning and arrives at the conclusion that Moses is right in his statement, for Philoponus shows how moisture congeals when changes happen and
how solid and dry components change into fluids if moisture is added. As the
digestion behaves in our bodies (bread and cooked meat become fluid and go
into the bloodstream and the blood, in turn, changes into solid things like sinews
and bones), in the same way the firmament consists of the elements that we
know here on earth but mostly it consists of water which is the thicker of the
two transparent elements.
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7 General summary
The scope of this study has been to compare two Christian individuals of
different backgrounds and belonging to different fractions of the Church and to
see how they argue for their respective points of view on important questions at
the back-ground of the turbulent time for the Church in sixth century
Alexandria.
Cosmas, following in the footsteps of Theodore of Mopsuestia, argues in his
work Christian Topography, for a structure of the world which can be likened
to a two-floor building with the firmament for ceiling and the flat earth for
floor. Philoponus, following Greek scientists, argues, in his work De Opificio
Mundi, for a spherical universe with the round earth in the middle of it. Both
Cosmas and Philoponus lean on Moses’ story of creation, but while Cosmas
uses it more or less as a text-book, Philoponus refutes such an usage of the book
and claims that Moses’ aim with his book was to bring people to knowledge
about God.
When it comes to the actual creation day by day, according to Moses’ story,
Cosmas explains that God put Moses in a dream-like condition on Mount Sinai
and showed Moses how he accomplished the creation day by day. Cosmas then
tells about the course of the creation in a rather matter-of-fact way. Philoponus
explains and analyses every single passage very carefully, in a scientific way
and on the pattern of Basil’s Hexaemeron.
Angels are a subject for lively discussions both on Cosmas’ part and
Philoponus’, and they differ much in their views on the angels. Cosmas means
that the angels live in this world under much the same condition as men. They
serve men at the order of God. Even if they are made of a very fine material,
Cosmas reckons that they are equipped with bodies. Philoponus, on his part,
reckons the angels as bodyless servants of God equipped with a limitless power.
Further, Philoponus assures that angels can only be contemplated by the pure
mind. When it comes to the angels, Philoponus seems to get himself in trouble.
He had to fit in the angels, which were real beings to ordinary people, in De
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Opificio Mundi, his first greater theological work. A fact that added to his
difficulty would have been that the doctrine about angels is not displayed in
detail in the Bible. In his treatise on the angels, Philoponus uses philosophical
and technical terms more often than in other treatises in the book. He also
accuses his opponent of not understanding these terms. When a Greek
philosopher or scientist needed a technical term, he simply took a word from the
ordinary Greek language and gave it a special meaning, so how could, e.g.,
Cosmas be expected to understand the word for place, tovpo", as threedimensional extension? That Philoponus feels more at home with philosophical
reasoning than with theology is perhaps the reason why, when Philoponus and
Theodore argue and interpret their respective views on the angels, they talk at
cross-purposes more often than they do when they treat other subjects.
Cosmas and Philoponus agree that there are only two heavens, the first
heaven that was created on the first day, and the firmament. Cosmas claims that
both heaven and earth are immobile and that the movements of the stars take
place in the air below the firmament and are brought about by angels.
Philoponus claims, on his part, that the celestial bodies are fixed on the
firmament and move together with the firmament. Cosmas believes that the sun
during the night is hidden by a great height, and Philoponus claims that it is
below the earth, together with one of the hemispheres. In their discussions of
heaven, both Cosmas and Philoponus use Bible passages to prove their
respective views.
The survey given in this book has hopefully exemplified how Philoponus,
exploiting his philosophical and scientific training, is able to problematize
different theological questions in his work and discuss these questions from a
scientific point of view. Cosmas, on the other hand, is, even if he is not totally
unfamiliar with Greek science, alien to much of that strict scientific reasoning.
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